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Dear Reader,

We need a cultural revolution at the global scale that liberates us into a more vibrant and collective 
belonging on Earth, where humanity and the Earth system live in a deeper reciprocity and equity. 
This revolution must be founded on the virtues of good and true economy that discovers a new 
harmony between human and ecological wellbeing.

I am often asked, ‘why mad?’. Mad is inspired by the Mad Farmer poems of Wendell Berry, which 
call us to rework society and agriculture with love, community and lots of radicalism. In Wendell’s 
words, ‘I am done with apologies. If contrariness is my inheritance and destiny, so be it. If it is my 
mission to go in at exits and come out at entrances, so be it.’ The world that I’m striving to create 
is so vastly different than the world that is, that nearly everything that I do bears certain madness.

The wisdom of our elders and ancestors, the progress of science and technology, the support of 
community, and the songs of our places will guide the way. Mad Agriculture doesn’t have all the 
answers, nor do we try to have all the answers. Our work is in pursuit of a collective liberation into 
something greater.

 
 Philip Taylor
 Co-Founder & Executive Director

Foreward
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Manifesto: The Mad Farmer Liberation Front

by Wendell Berry

Love the quick profit, the annual raise,
vacation with pay. Want more
of everything ready-made. Be afraid
to know your neighbors and to die.
And you will have a window in your head.
Not even your future will be a mystery
any more. Your mind will be punched in a card
and shut away in a little drawer.
When they want you to buy something
they will call you. When they want you
to die for profit they will let you know.
So, friends, every day do something
that won’t compute. Love the Lord.
Love the world. Work for nothing.
Take all that you have and be poor.
Love someone who does not deserve it.
Denounce the government and embrace
the flag. Hope to live in that free
republic for which it stands.
Give your approval to all you cannot
understand. Praise ignorance, for what man
has not encountered he has not destroyed.
Ask the questions that have no answers.
Invest in the millennium. Plant sequoias.
Say that your main crop is the forest
that you did not plant,
that you will not live to harvest.
Say that the leaves are harvested
when they have rotted into the mold.
Call that profit. Prophesy such returns.
Put your faith in the two inches of humus

Place
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that will build under the trees
every thousand years.
Listen to carrion — put your ear
close, and hear the faint chattering
of the songs that are to come.
Expect the end of the world. Laugh.
Laughter is immeasurable. Be joyful
though you have considered all the facts.
So long as women do not go cheap
for power, please women more than men.
Ask yourself: Will this satisfy
a woman satisfied to bear a child?
Will this disturb the sleep
of a woman near to giving birth?
Go with your love to the fields.
Lie easy in the shade. Rest your head
in her lap. Swear allegiance
to what is nighest your thoughts.
As soon as the generals and the politicos
can predict the motions of your mind,
lose it. Leave it as a sign
to mark the false trail, the way
you didn’t go. Be like the fox
who makes more tracks than necessary,
some in the wrong direction.
Practice resurrection.
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Wild Geese

You do not have to be good.

You do not have to walk on your knees

for a hundred miles through the desert repenting.

You only have to let the soft animal of your body

love what it loves.

Tell me about despair, yours, and I will tell you mine.

Meanwhile the world goes on.

Meanwhile the sun and the clear pebbles of the rain

are moving across the landscapes,

over the prairies and the deep trees,

the mountains and the rivers.

Meanwhile the wild geese, high in the clean blue air,

are heading home again.

Whoever you are, no matter how lonely,

the world offers itself to your imagination,

calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting -

over and over announcing your place

in the family of things.

Mary Oliver

Place
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Place
Sand County Almanac by Aldo Leopold

There are two spiritual dangers of not owning a farm. One is the danger of supposing that breakfast comes 
from the grocery, and the other that heat comes from the furnace.

To avoid the first danger, one should plant a garden, preferably where there is no grocer to confuse the 
issue.

To avoid the second, he should lay a split of good oak on the andirons, preferably where there is no furnace, 
and let it warm his shins while a February blizzard tosses the trees outside. If one has cut, split, hauled, 
and piled his own good oak, and let his mind work the while, he will remember much about where the heat 
comes from, and with a wealth of detail denied to those who spend the weekend in town astride a radiator.

* * *

The particular oak now aglow on my andirons grew on the bank of the old emigrant road where it climbs 
the sandhill. The stump, which I measured upon felling the tree, has a diameter of 30 inches. It shows 80 
growth rings, hence the seedling from which it originated must have laid its first ring of wood in 1865, at the 
end of the Civil War. But I know from the history of present seedlings that no oak grows above the reach of 
rabbits without a decade or more of getting girdled each winter, and re-sprouting during the following sum-
mer. Indeed, it is all too clear that every surviving oak is the product of either rabbit negligence or of rabbit 
scarcity. Some day some patient botanist will draw a frequency curve of oak birth-years, and show that the 
curve humps every ten years, each hump originating from a low in the ten-year rabbit cycle. (A fauna and 
flora, by this very process of perpetual battle within and among species, achieve collective immortality.)

It is likely, then, that a low in rabbits occurred in the mid ‘sixties’, when my oak began to lay on animal rings, 
but the acorn that produced it fell during the preceding decade, when covered wagons were still passing 
over my road into the great Northwest. It may have been the wash and wear of the emigrant traffic that bared 
this roadbank, and thus enabled this particular acorn to spread its first leaves to the sun. Only one acorn in 
a thousand ever grew large enough to fight rabbits; the rest were drowned at birth in the prairie sea.

It is a warming thought that this one wasn’t, and thus lived to garner eighty years of June sun. It is this 
sunlight that is now being released, through the intervention of my axe and saw, to warm my shack and my 
spirit through eighty gusts of blizzard. And with each gust a wisp of smoke from my chimney bears witness, 
to whomsoever it may concern, that the sun did not shine in vain.

My dog does not care where the heat comes from, but he cares ardently that it come, and soon. Indeed he 
considers my ability to make it come as something magical, for when I rise in the cold black pre-dawn and 
kneel shivering by the hearth making a fire, he pushes himself blandly between me and the kindling splits I 
have laid on the ashes, and i must touch a match to them by poking it between his legs. Such faith, I suppose, 
is the kind that moves mountains.

It was a bolt of lightning that put an end to wood-making by this particular oak. We were all awakened, 
one night in July, by the thunderous crash; we realized that the bolt must have hit near by, but, since it had 
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not hit us, we all went back to sleep. Man brings all things to the test of himself, and this is notably true of 
lightning.

Next morning, as we strolled over the sandhill rejoicing with the coneflowers and the prairie clovers over 
their fresh accession of rain, we came upon a great slab of bark freshly torn from the trunk of the roadside 
oak. The trunk showed a long spiral scar of barkless sapwood, a foot wide and not yet yellowed by the sun. 
By the next day the leaves had wilted, and we knew that the lightning had bequeathed to us three cords of 
prospective fuel wood.

We mourned the loss of the old tree, but knew that a dozen of its progeny standing straight and stalwart on 
the sands had already over its job of wood-making.

We let the dead veteran season for a year in the sun it could no longer use, and then on a crisp winter’s day 
we laid a newly filed saw to its bastioned base. Fragrant little chips of history spewed from the saw cut, and 
accumulated on the snow before each kneeling sawyer. We sensed that these two piles of sawdust were 
something more than wood: that they were the integrated transect of a century; that our saw was biting its 
way, stroke by stroke, decade by decade, into the chronology of a lifetime, written in concentric annual 
rings of good oak.

* * *

It took only a dozen pulls of the saw to transect the few years of our ownership, during which we had learned 
to love and cherish this farm. Abruptly we began to cut the years of our predecessor the bootlegger, who 
hated this farm, skinned it of residual fertility, burned its farmhouse, threw it back into the lap of the County 
(with delinquent taxes to boot), and then disappeared among the landless anonymities of the Great Depres-
sion, Yet the oak had laid down good wood for him; his sawdust was fragrant, as sound, and as pink as our 
own. An oak is no respecter of persons.

The reign of this bootlegger ended sometime during the dust-bowl drouths of 1936, 1934, 1933, and 1930. 
Oak smoke from his still and peat from burning marshlands must have clouded the sun in those years, and 
alphabetical conservation was abroad in the land, but the sawdust shows no change.

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath.

* * *

Now our saw bites into the 1920’s, the Babbittian decade when everything grew bigger and better in heed-
lessness and arrogance – until 1929, when stock markets crumpled. If the oak had heard them fell, it wood 
gives no sign. Nor did it heed the Legislature’s several prostestations of love for trees: a National Forest 
and a forest-crop law in 1927, a great refuge on the Upper Mississippi bottomlands in 1924, and a new forest 
policy in 1921. Neither did it notice the demise of the state’s last marten in 1925, nor the arrival of its first 
Starling in 1923.

In March 1922, the ‘Big Sleet’ tore the neighboring elms limb by limb, but there is no sign of damage to our 
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tree. What is a ton of ice, more or less, to a good oak?

Rest cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath.

* * *

Now the saw bites into 1910-20, the decade of the drainage dream, when steam shovels sucked dry the 
marshes of central Wisconsin to make farms, and made ash-heaps instead. Our marsh escaped, not because 
of any caution or forbearance among engineers, but because the river floods it each April, and it did so with 
a vengeance – perhaps a defensive vengeance – in the years 1913-16. The oak laid wood just the same, even 
in 1915, when the Supreme Court abolished the state forests and Governor Phillip pontificated that ‘state 
forestry is not a good business proposition.’ (It did not occur to the Governor that there might more than 
definition of what is good, and even of what is business. It did not occur to him that while the courts were 
writing one definition of goodness in the law books, fires were writing quite another one on the face of the 
land. Perhaps, to be a governor, one must be free from doubt on such matters.)

While forestry receded during this decade, game conservation advanced. In 1916 pheasants became suc-
cessfully established in Waukesha County; in 1915 a federal law prohibited spring shooting; in 1913 a state 
game farm was started; in 1912 a ‘buck law’ protected female deer; in 1911 an epidemic of refuges spread over 
the state. ‘Refuge’ became the holy word, but the oak took no heed.

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath.

* * *

Now we cut 1910, when a great university president published a book on conservation, a great sawfly epi-
demic killed millions of tamaracks, a great drouth burned the pineries, and a great dredge drained Horicon 
Marsh.

We cut 1909, when smelt were first planted in the Great Lakes, and when a wet summer induced the Legis-
lature to cut the forest-fire appropriations.

We cut 1908, a dry year when the forests burned fiercely. and Wisconsin parted with its last cougar.

We cut 1907, when a wandering lynx, looking in the wrong direction for the promised land, ended his ca-
reer among the farms of Dane County.

We cut 1906, when the first state forester took office, and fires burned 17,000 acres in these sand counties; 
we cut 1905 when a great flight of goshawks came out of the North and ate up the local grouse (they no 
doubt perched in this tree to eat some of mine). We cut 1902-03, a winter of bitter cold; which brought the 
most intense drouth of rainfall only 17 inches; 1900, a centennial year of hope, of prayer, and the usual ring 
of oak.

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath.
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* * *

Now our saw bites into the 1890’2, called gay 
by those whose eyes turn cityward rather than 
landward. We cut 1899, when the last passen-
ger pigeon collided with a charge of shot near 
Babcock, two counties to the north; we cut 
1898 when a dry fall, followed by a snowless 
winter, froze soil seven feet deep and killed 
apple trees; 1897, another drouth year, when 
another forestry commission came into be-
ing; 1896, when 25,000 prairie chickens were 
shipped to market from the village of Spoon-
er alone; 1895, another year of fires; 1894, 
another year of drouth, and 1893, the year of 
‘The Bluebird Storm’, when a March blizzard 
reduced the migrating bluebirds to near-ze-
ro. (The first bluebirds always alighted in this 
oak, but in the middle ‘nineties it must have 
gone without.) We cut 1892, another year 
of fires; 1891, a low in the grouse cycle; and 
1890, the year of the Babcock Milk Tester, 
which enabled Governor Heil to boast, half 
a century later, that Wisconsin is America’s 
Dairyland. The motor licenses which now pa-
rade that boast were then not foreseen, even 
by Professor Babcock…
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https://www.amazon.com/Break-Through-Saving-Planet-Environmentalists-ebook/dp/B003JTHWEG/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=9780618658251&linkCode=qs&qid=1589988388&s=books&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.com/Climate-New-Story-Charles-Eisenstein/dp/1623172489
https://orionmagazine.org/article/confessions-of-a-recovering-environmentalist/
https://www.amazon.com/Uninhabitable-Earth-Life-After-Warming/dp/0525576703
https://charleseisenstein.org/essays/why-i-am-afraid-of-global-cooling/
https://www.drawdown.org/solutions/regenerative-annual-cropping
https://globalecoguy.org/the-three-most-important-graphs-in-climate-change-e64d3f4ed76
https://globalecoguy.org/farming-our-way-out-of-the-climate-crisis-c235e1aaff8d
https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/magazine/dirt-save-earth-carbon-farming-climate-change.html
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CLIMATE

https://nyti.ms/2vnSYOC

W

FEATURE

Agriculture could pull carbon out of the air and into the soil — but it would mean a whole new way of thinking
about how to tend the land.

By Moises Velasquez-Manoff

April 18, 2018

hen John Wick and his wife, Peggy Rathmann, bought their ranch in Marin County, Calif., in 1998, it was mostly because
they needed more space. Rathmann is an acclaimed children’s book author — “Officer Buckle and Gloria” won a
Caldecott Medal in 1996 — and their apartment in San Francisco had become cluttered with her illustrations. They
picked out the 540-acre ranch in Nicasio mostly for its large barn, which they planned to remake into a spacious studio.

Wick, a former construction foreman — they met when he oversaw a renovation of her bathroom — was eager to tackle the
project. He knew the area well, having grown up one town away, in Woodacre, where he had what he describes as a “free-range”
childhood: little supervision and lots of biking, rope-swinging and playing in the area’s fields and glens.

The couple quickly settled into their bucolic new surroundings. Wick began fixing leaks in the barn. Rathmann loved watching the
many animals, including ravens, deer and the occasional gopher, from the large porch. She even trained the resident towhees,
small brown birds, to eat seed from her hand. So smitten were they with the wildlife, in fact, that they decided to return their ranch
to a wilder state. For nearly a century, this had been dairy country, and the rounded, coastal hills were terraced from decades of
grazing. Wick and Rathmann would often come home and find, to their annoyance, cows standing on their porch. The first step
they took toward what they imagined would be a more pristine state was to revoke the access enjoyed by the rancher whose cows
wandered their property.

Within months of the herd’s departure, the landscape began to change. Brush encroached on meadow. Dried-out, uneaten grass
hindered new growth. A mysterious disease struck their oak trees. The land seemed to be losing its vitality. “Our vision of
wilderness was failing,” Wick told me recently. “Our naïve idea was not working out so well.”

Wick was especially bothered by the advance of a prickly, yellow-flowered invasive weed called the woolly distaff thistle. He pulled
it, mowed it, doused it with herbicides. But the distaff kept moving into what had been pasture. He thought about renting goats to
eat the weeds and brush, but they were too expensive. He even considered introducing wild elk, but the bureaucratic hurdles
seemed too onerous.

Then Wick and Rathmann met a rangeland ecologist named Jeff Creque. Instead of fighting against what you dislike, Creque
suggested, focus on cultivating what you want. Squeeze out weeds by fostering conditions that favor grasses. Creque, who spent
25 years as an organic-pear-and-apple farmer in Northern California before earning a Ph.D. in rangeland ecology, also
recommended that they bring back the cows. Grasslands and grazing animals, he pointed out, had evolved together. Unlike trees,
grasses don’t shed their leaves at the end of the growing season; they depend on animals for defoliation and the recycling of
nutrients. The manure and urine from grazing animals fuels healthy growth. If done right, Creque said, grazing could be
restorative.

Can Dirt Save the Earth?
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This view ran counter to a lot of conservationist thought, as well as a great deal of evidence. Grazing has been blamed for turning
vast swaths of the world into deserts. But from Creque’s perspective, how you graze makes all the difference. If the ruminants
move like wild buffalo, in dense herds, never staying in one place for too long, the land benefits from the momentary disturbance.
If you simply let them loose and then round them up a few months later — often called the “Columbus method” — your land is
more likely to end up hard-packed and barren.

Wick was persuaded. He began preparing for the cows’ return. He dug wells for water, pounded in steel posts and strung
nonbarbed wire. He even bought a molasses lick to supplement the animals’ diet of dry thatch. He didn’t want medicated livestock
excreting drugs that might harm the worms and insects living in his soil — most cows are routinely dewormed — so he tracked
down a herd of untreated cows and borrowed them for the summer of 2005.

The cows beat back the encroaching brush. Within weeks of their arrival, new and different kinds of grass began sprouting.
Shallow-rooted annuals, which die once they’re chewed on, gave way to deep-rooted perennials, which can recover after moderate
grazing. By summer’s end, the cows, which had arrived shaggy and wild-eyed after a winter spent near the sea, were fat with
shiny coats. When Wick returned the herd to its owner that fall, collectively it had gained about 50,000 pounds. Wick needed to
take an extra trip with his trailer to cart the cows away. That struck him as remarkable. The land seemed richer than before, the
grass lusher. Meadowlarks and other animals were more abundant. Where had that additional truckload of animal flesh come
from?

Creque had an answer for him. The carbohydrates that fattened the cows had come from the atmosphere, by way of the grass they
ate. Grasses, he liked to say, were like straws sipping carbon from the air, bringing it back to earth. Creque’s quiet observation
stuck with Wick and Rathmann. It clearly illustrated a concept that Creque had repeatedly tried to explain to them: Carbon, the
building block of life, was constantly flowing from atmosphere to plants into animals and then back into the atmosphere. And it
hinted at something that Wick and Rathmann had yet to consider: Plants could be deliberately used to pull carbon out of the sky.

Peggy Rathmann and John Wick on their Marin County ranch, where an atypical approach to land conservation led to unexpected success. Jonno Rattman for The
New York Times
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Climate change often evokes images of smokestacks, and for good reason: The single largest source of carbon emissions related to
human activity is heat and power generation, which accounts for about one-quarter of the carbon we put into the atmosphere.
Often overlooked, though, is how we use land, which contributes almost as much. The erosion and degradation of soil caused by
plowing, intense grazing and clear-cutting has played a significant role in the atmospheric accumulation of heat-trapping gases.
The process is an ancient one. Ice cores from Greenland, which contain air samples trapped thousands of years ago, reveal
increases in greenhouse gases that correspond with the rise of farming in Mesopotamia.

Since the start of the Industrial Revolution, agricultural practices and animal husbandry have released an estimated 135 gigatons
— 135 billion metric tons — of carbon into the atmosphere, according to Rattan Lal, a soil scientist at Ohio State University. Even at
current rates, that’s more than a decade’s worth of carbon dioxide emissions from all human sources. The world is warming not
only because fossil fuels are being burned, but also because soils, forests and wetlands are being ravaged.

In recent years, some scientists have begun to ask whether we can put some of that carbon back into the soil and into living
ecosystems, like grasslands and forests. This notion, known as carbon farming, has gained traction as it becomes clear that simply
reducing emissions will not sufficiently limit global warming. According to the 2014 report by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, an authority on climate science that operates under the auspices of the United Nations, humankind also needs to
remove some of the carbon already in the atmosphere to avoid, say, the collapse of polar glaciers and the inundation of coastal
cities worldwide. “We can’t just reduce emissions,” Keith Paustian, a soil scientist at Colorado State University and an author of an
earlier I.P.C.C. report, told me. “It’s all hands on deck. Things like soil and land use — everything is important.”

Some of the proposed methods to begin this drawdown include scrubbing the air with great air-conditioner-like machines;
fertilizing the oceans with iron dust to prompt algal blooms that, when they die, carry captured carbon to the bottom of the sea;
capturing and storing the carbon dioxide that results when energy is produced by burning trees and other plants that removed
carbon from the atmosphere during their growth; and crushing and spreading certain types of rock, like basalt, that naturally
absorb atmospheric carbon. None of these approaches are yet proved or affordable at the scale needed to make a difference. The
most obvious hurdle is the additional energy some of them require, which, unless it comes from a free, renewable source, adds
more costs.

Plants, however, remove carbon from the atmosphere already, require no additional power and grow essentially free. During
photosynthesis they harness the sun’s energy to make sugars by combining hydrogen atoms (acquired from water molecules)
with carbon atoms (from carbon dioxide), while emitting oxygen as a byproduct. (Lest we forget, the fossil fuels that now power
civilization contain carbon removed from the air during photosynthesis millions of years ago.) Every spring, as the Northern
Hemisphere greens, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere dips, before rising again the following fall and winter
as foliage dies. Some scientists describe this fluctuation as the earth breathing.

Nearly all the carbon that enters the biosphere is captured during photosynthesis, and as it moves through life’s web, every
organism takes a cut for its own energy needs, releasing carbon dioxide as exhaust. This circular voyage is the short-term carbon
cycle. Carbon farming seeks to interfere with this cycle, slowing the release of carbon back into the atmosphere. The practice is
often conceptualized and discussed in terms of storing carbon, but really the idea is to change the flow of carbon so that, for a time
at least, the carbon leaving a given ecosystem is less than the carbon entering it.

Dozens of land-management practices are thought to achieve this feat. Planting or restoring forests, for one: Trees lock up carbon
in woody material. Another is adding biochar, a charcoal made from heated organic material, directly to soil. Or restoring certain
wetlands that have an immense capacity to hold carbon. (Coal beds are the fossilized remains of ancient marshes and peatlands.)

More than one-third of earth’s ice-free surface is devoted to agriculture, meaning that much of it is already managed intensively.
Carbon farming’s fundamental conceit is that if we change how we treat this land, we could turn huge areas of the earth’s surface
into a carbon sponge. Instead of relying solely on technology to remove greenhouse gases from the air, we could harness an
ancient and natural process, photosynthesis, to pump carbon into what’s called the pedosphere, the thin skin of living soil at the
earth’s surface. If adopted widely enough, such practices could, in theory, begin to remove billions of tons of carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere, nudging us toward a less perilous climate trajectory than our current one.

In a 2016 paper, Pete Smith, a soil scientist at the University of Aberdeen in Scotland, and the influential climate scientist James
Hansen argued that land-management practices are one of the few affordable options available today for drawing down carbon.
“What’s surprising to me is that we’ve not done it sooner,” says Smith, who is also a lead author on a recent U.N. report that
explores carbon-dioxide-removal technologies. “This has the potential to make a huge difference.” Otherwise, Hansen told me,
we’re leaving the problem to our grandchildren. “That assumption that somehow young people, and people later this century, are
going to figure out how to suck it out of the air — that’s a pretty big burden to place on them,” he said.
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The I.P.C.C. is preparing a special report on climate change and land use, to be finalized in 2019, that will consider in greater detail
the potential of sequestering carbon in soil. But for now the biggest international effort to promote carbon farming is a French-led
initiative called “four per 1,000.” The proposal aims to increase the amount of carbon in the soil of crop- and rangelands by 0.4
percent per year through a variety of agricultural and forestry practices. These include agroforestry (growing trees and crops
together increases carbon retention), no-till agriculture (plowing causes erosion and carbon loss) and keeping farmland covered
(bare dirt bleeds carbon). Doing so, the French argue, could completely halt the buildup of atmospheric carbon dioxide.

Few experts I spoke to think the impact would be quite that grand; Pete Smith, for example, estimates that soil could, at the most,
store just 13 percent of annual carbon-dioxide emissions at current levels. “I appreciate that everyone wants to save the planet,” he
told me, “but we shouldn’t fool ourselves that this is all we need to do.” Even so, the four-per-1,000 goal highlights how a relatively
small annual increase in soil carbon could, on a large-enough scale, have a substantial impact. Increasing soil carbon could yield
other benefits, too: Improvements in soil fertility, water retention and greater crop resilience would help agriculture adapt to a
warming world. More soil carbon would also reduce the amount of fertilizer needed, decreasing emissions of the powerful
greenhouse gas nitrous oxide, a byproduct of excess nitrogen fertilization. It would be profoundly appropriate if agriculture, whose
modern practices have themselves contributed to climate change, could become part of its solution. Farming, responsible for the
birth of civilization, could now help save it.

In 2007, at Jeff Creque’s behest, John Wick got in touch with Whendee Silver, an ecologist at the University of California, Berkeley.
Letting cows graze on his property had certainly made the land look healthier, he told Silver. But he and Creque wanted to know:
Had it put carbon in the ground? And if so, was it possible to measure how much?

Silver was skeptical that she could measure what was likely to amount to very small changes in his land’s soil carbon. The
endeavor seemed akin to looking for cups of water added to a swimming pool. But she did sketch out a way to arrive at a definitive
answer. When Wick offered to underwrite such a study, she warned him that he might not like the results. She wasn’t just going to
tell him what he wanted to hear. “That’s when I knew I had to work with her,” Wick recalls.

John Wick spreading compost on his ranch. His organization argues for widespread use of compost, not only to develop more productive soil but also to lower
levels of climate-affecting gases in the atmosphere. Jonno Rattman for The New York Times
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Silver agreed to the project, which she began that year. Seeking baseline values for the carbon concentrations in the soil, she and
her students collected samples from different rangelands in Marin and Sonoma Counties. The samples with the most carbon, it
turned out, came from current and former dairy farms. What distinguished these operations, she learned, was that they often
sprayed manure onto their pastures; this was done both to fertilize the land and dispose of waste. Apparently, how soil was treated
could very much affect its carbon content — a surprise. The larger implication was that people could potentially “grow” soil carbon
deliberately.

But how quickly could they do so? Silver found an answer, in part, by looking for nuclear fallout. In the mid-20th century,
radioactive carbon isotopes were spewed into the atmosphere as a result of aboveground nuclear tests. Plants around the world
absorbed those isotopes during photosynthesis, effectively turning them into a time stamp. Wherever that carbon shows up, it
must have arrived there relatively recently. On dairy farms, Silver found the isotopes a full three feet below the surface. This was
another surprise. Conventional wisdom holds that it takes perhaps hundreds of years for carbon-rich topsoil to accumulate. On
these dairy farms, however, atmospheric carbon had pushed deep into the earth in a matter of decades.

Wick wanted to know if he could deliberately replicate this process on his ranch — but without manure, which, as it decomposes,
can release potent greenhouse gases like methane and nitrous oxide. The former traps about 30 times as much heat as carbon
dioxide, the latter 300 times as much. As a carbon-farming tool, manure might be self-defeating.

Jeff Creque, a onetime organic farmer, had a suggestion: Why not use compost? Compost can contain manure, but whereas
manure alone can release nitrogen as nitrous oxide, the nitrogen in compost becomes locked up in complex molecules. At least in
theory, that limits the escape of a powerful greenhouse gas. In 2008, Wick, Silver and Creque spread several semi trucks full of the
stuff, purchased from a composting plant near Sacramento, onto Wick’s ranch and on another ranch in the foothills of the Sierra
Nevada. In total, it amounted to about half an inch spread over three acres.

After three years, Wick was disappointed to discover that grazing on its own wasn’t leading to carbon sequestration. In fact, the
soil lost carbon in untreated control plots. No one knows precisely why, but grasslands throughout California are bleeding carbon.
European settlers introduced shallow-rooted annual grasses to the state, which partly displaced deeper-rooted perennial grasses.
So carbon put into the ground long ago by deep-rooted grasses may now be seeping out. That’s what made the treated plots so
remarkable. They had the same history and were exposed to the same conditions, but instead of losing carbon, they absorbed it —
at a rate equivalent to nearly 1.5 tons of carbon dioxide per acre per year. That’s roughly equal to your car’s emissions if you drove
from Miami to Seattle.

Silver had thought that the compost would simply break down, releasing its carbon back into the atmosphere or, worse, produce
nitrous oxide. But those emissions never occurred; moreover, judging by its chemical signature, most of the carbon moving into
the soil came from the air, not the compost. The compost appeared to help the plants draw more carbon from the atmosphere than
they otherwise would have.

When it comes to mitigating climate change, soil scientists are most interested in what Silver calls occluded carbon — organic
material, often in the form of dead microbes, trapped in clods of dirt. This type of carbon can potentially stay locked away for
centuries. (Another carbon type, called labile carbon, continuously cycles among the atmosphere, plants and organisms in the
soil.) It was precisely this more durable carbon, Silver discovered, that increased in the treated plots.

Her findings corresponded with a shift in recent decades in scientists’ understanding of how soil carbon forms. Previously they
emphasized how dead organic material had to physically work its way into the soil. But the newer model stressed the importance
of living plants. Their rootlets are constantly dying, depositing carbon underground, where it’s less likely to go airborne. And
perhaps more important, as plants pull carbon from the air, their roots inject some of it into the soil, feeding microorganisms and
fungi called mycorrhiza. An estimated 12,000 miles of hyphae, or fungal filaments, are found beneath every square meter of
healthy soil. Some researchers refer to this tangled, living matrix as the “world wood web.” Living plants increase soil carbon by
directly nourishing soil ecosystems.

In the years that followed, Silver’s analyses of soil cores indicated that the treated land kept taking in carbon. Computer
simulations suggest that it will continue to do so for decades. It also retained more moisture and grew about 50 percent more
grass. One dose of compost ignited what Silver calls a state change: The plants and the soil — and everything that inhabited it —
moved toward a new equilibrium in which the soil ecosystem pulled in and retained greater amounts of carbon.

Silver began publishing her findings in scientific journals in 2010. Her second paper, written with her postdoc Marcia DeLonge and
the graduate student Rebecca Ryals, offered a remarkable bit of extrapolation. California has about 56 million acres of rangeland,
the single largest type of land use in the state. If compost made with manure was applied to just 5 percent of that area, they
calculated, it would offset emissions from about 80 percent of the state’s agricultural sector — all the cows raised, crops grown,
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fertilizer applied and tractors driven in California. Much of that offset came from diverting manure from festering lagoons —
where it releases methane and nitrous oxide into the atmosphere — into compost, a one-time benefit. But the ongoing drawdown
of carbon dioxide from enhanced grass growth could be important, too. If you treated 41 percent of the state’s rangeland, Silver
told me, carbon pumped into the earth by photosynthesis might render the entire agricultural sector of the world’s sixth-largest
economy carbon-neutral for years to come.

The soil-improving practices that Wick, Silver and Creque stumbled into have much in common with another movement known as
regenerative agriculture. Its guiding principle is not just to farm sustainably — that implies mere maintenance of what might,
after all, be a degraded status quo — but to farm in such a way as to improve the land. The movement emphasizes soil health and,
specifically, the buildup of soil carbon. This happy coincidence is one reason that carbon-farming advocates repeatedly describe
their project as a “win-win.” Society could theoretically remove carbon from the atmosphere and store it in the earth, and at the
same time enhance the fortunes of farmers and the overall stability of the nation’s food supply.

Farmers’ obsession with soil health isn’t new, of course. It has been a preoccupation for ages. But modern, conventional
agriculture has largely relied on synthetic fertilizer to compensate for losses in natural fertility. And while fertilizers help plants
grow, some evidence suggests that they can, in excess, accelerate the loss of carbon from the soil. An influx of nutrients may feed
precisely those microbes that release carbon back into the atmosphere. Plants may also excrete less carbon into the earth when
bathed in synthetic fertilizers, causing the ancient relationship among plant roots, soil fungi and microbes — the symbiosis that
increases soil carbon — to fray.

In recent years, the United States Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Service, which was founded in
response to the Dust Bowl crisis of the 1930s, has promoted the fostering of soil carbon as an important farming practice. But one
of the more remarkable aspects of the regenerative-agriculture movement is that it has been driven largely by farmers
themselves. Its proponents fret over soil carbon not necessarily because the N.R.C.S. tells them to, or because they worry about
the planet’s fate. They have discovered that doing so can help their bottom line.

Darin Williams is one such farmer. He lives near Waverly, Kan., with his wife, Nancy, in a tidy, gray-painted house with a stone
chimney. A life-size plastic deer sits on his front lawn, run through with arrows; he uses it for target practice to sharpen his
hunting skills. He’s a big man with a baby face and a mischievous squint. When he drove me around his farm last October in his
red “one-tonner” pickup truck, he talked incessantly about soil.
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For nearly 20 years, Williams worked as a contractor, building houses in Kansas City. But work dried up after the financial crisis
hit in 2007. Williams decided to return to the family farm near Waverly, an area of gently rolling plains, and give farming a try. His
family had farmed some when he was a teenager before leasing the land to tenants for years, and he knew it was difficult to make
ends meet. But he was inspired by an article about a North Dakota rancher and farmer named Gabe Brown, who claimed to have
developed, through trial and error, a more efficient and cost-effective way to farm.

The gist of Brown’s argument was that if you focus on the health of the soil and not on yield, eventually you come out ahead, not
necessarily because you grow more corn or wheat per acre but because the reduction in spending on fertilizer and other inputs
lets you produce each bushel of grain more cheaply. Williams decided to follow Brown’s prescription. “If after three years, I’m
bankrupt, I’ll admit it was a bad joke,” Williams remembers thinking.

Seven years later, his gamble seems to have paid off. He started with 60 acres, now farms about 2,000 and, when I visited last fall,
had just purchased an additional 200. In one of his fields, we walked down a lane he had mowed through his warm-weather cover
crops — plants grown not to be harvested, but to enrich the soil — which towered over us, reaching perhaps eight feet. They
included sorghum, a canelike grass with red-tinted tassels spilling from the tops, mung beans and green-topped daikon radishes
low to the ground. Each plant was meant to benefit the earth in a different way. The long radishes broke it up and drew nutrients
toward the surface; tall grasses like sorghum produced numerous fine rootlets, adding organic material to the land; legumes
harbored bacteria that put nitrogen into the soil. His 120-strong herd of British white cattle — he introduced livestock in 2013 —
would eventually eat through the field, turning the plants into cow patties and enriching the soil further. Then he would plant his
cash crops. “Had I not found this way to farm,” he told me, “we would not be farming.”

A mat of dead vegetation — from cover crops, cash-crop residue and dung — covered Williams’s fields. The mulch, along with his
cover crops, inhibited weeds from becoming established, a major concern for conventional farmers, because so many weeds have
evolved resistance to herbicides. “I don’t lie awake at night wondering how I’m going to kill weeds,” Williams said.

Williams doesn’t till his fields. By minimizing soil disturbance, no-till farming prevents erosion, helps retain moisture and leaves
the soil ecosystem — worms, fungi, roots and more — mostly intact. At one of his soybean fields, Williams showed me how this
translated to soil with “structure.” “See how that crumbles into a cottage-cheese look?” he said, massaging a fistful of earth. Small
clods fell through his fingers. “That’s what you want.” Worm holes riddled the dirt, giving it a spongelike quality that was critical,
he said, for absorbing rain and preventing runoff. Weather patterns seemed to be changing, he noted. Rain used to arrive in
numerous light storms. Now fewer storms came, but they were more intense. “We have to be able to capture rain and store it,” he
said.

By focusing on soil health, Williams says he has reduced his use of herbicides by 75 percent and fertilizers by 45 percent. He
doesn’t use pesticides — he relies instead on beneficial insects for pest control — and he saves money by not buying expensive
genetically modified, herbicide-resistant seed. He estimates that he produces a bushel of soybeans for about 20 percent less than
his conventionally farming neighbors. Last fall, he claims, his yields ranked among the highest in the county. While doing all this,
he has so far raised the amount of soil organic matter, a rough predictor of soil carbon concentrations, from around 2 percent to 3.5
percent in some fields. Gabe Brown, for his part, says he has more than tripled his soil carbon since the 1990s. And an official with
the U.S.D.A.’s Agricultural Research Service confirmed to me that the amount of carbon in Brown’s soil — what his farming has
pulled from the atmosphere — was between two and three times as high as it was in his neighbors’ land.

The successes of Brown and Williams suggest that farmers can increase carbon in the soil while actually reducing their overall
expenses. This could be vital, because in order for carbon farming to have an impact on the climate, as much land as possible,
including both crop- and rangeland, will have to be included in the effort.

Critics of regenerative agriculture say that it can’t be adopted broadly and intensively enough to matter — or that if it can, the
prices of commodities might be affected unfavorably. Mark Bradford, a professor of soils and ecosystem ecology at Yale, questions
what he sees as a quasi-religious belief in the benefits of soil carbon. The recommendation makes sense intuitively, he told me. But
the extent to which carbon increases crop yield hasn’t been quantified, making it somewhat “faith-based.”

William Schlesinger, an emeritus soil scientist at Duke, points out that “regenerative” practices might inadvertently cause
emissions to rise elsewhere. If you stop tilling to increase soil carbon, for example, but use more herbicides because you have
more weeds, then you probably haven’t changed your overall emissions profile, he says. He thinks the climate-mitigation potential
of carbon farming has been greatly oversold.

Darin Williams in the combine he uses to harvest soybeans in Kansas. Jonno Rattman for The New York Times
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Williams has reduced his herbicide use, not increased it, but Schlesinger’s broader point — about the need for a careful overall
accounting of greenhouse gases — is important. Williams, Brown and others like them aren’t focused on climate change; no one
really knows if the carbon they put in the ground more than offsets the methane produced by their cows, for example. What they
do demonstrate is that augmenting soil carbon while farming is not only possible, but also beneficial, even in a business sense. And
that makes the prospect of rolling out these practices on a larger scale much easier to imagine.

The carbon-farming idea is gathering momentum at a time when national climate policy is backsliding. The Trump administration
has reversed various Obama-era regulations meant to combat or adapt to climate change, including the Clean Power Plan, which
required power plants to reduce their carbon emissions, and a rule instructing the federal government to consider sea-level rise
and other effects of a changing climate when building new roads, bridges and other infrastructure.

In the absence of federal leadership on climate — and as emissions continue to rise globally, shrinking the time available to
forestall worst-case outcomes — state and local governments (as well as nonprofits) have begun to look into carbon farming. Last
year, Hawaii passed legislation meant to keep it aligned with the Paris agreement, which President Trump has said he will
abandon; the state has also created a task force to research carbon farming. The New York state assemblywoman Didi Barrett
introduced legislation that would make tax credits available to farmers who increase soil carbon, presumably through methods

Measuring equipment used on a test plot on the Wick-Rathmann ranch, including time-lapse cameras that watch the grass grow. Jonno Rattman for The New York
Times
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like those employed by Darin Williams and Gabe Brown. A bill to educate farmers about soil has been proposed in Massachusetts.
And in Maryland, legislation focused on soil health passed in 2017. Other carbon-farming projects are in the works in Colorado,
Arizona and Montana.

But it is California, already in the vanguard on climate-mitigation efforts, that has led the way on carbon farming. By 2050, the
state aims to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions to 20 percent of what they were in 1990. Nearly half its 58 counties have farmers
and ranchers at various stages of developing and implementing carbon-farming plans. San Francisco, which already has the
largest urban composting program in the country, hopes to become a model carbon-farming metropolis. Cities don’t have much
room to plant trees or undertake other practices that remove carbon from the atmosphere, says Deborah Raphael, the director of
San Francisco’s Department of the Environment. But they can certainly produce plenty of compost. “If we can show other cities
how doable it is to get green waste out of landfills, we can prove the concept,” Raphael told me. “We like to say that San Francisco
rehearses the future.”

Many of California’s carbon-farming efforts owe a debt to Wick, Creque and Silver. In 2008, they founded the Marin Carbon
Project, a consortium of ranchers, scientists and land managers. The goal is to develop science-based carbon-farming practices
and to help establish the incentives needed to encourage California farmers to adopt them. Silver continues to publish her findings
in respected journals. Creque also started a nonprofit, the Carbon Cycle Institute, that assists farmers and ranchers in making
carbon-farming plans.

Wick has thrown himself into the policy realm, hiring a lobbyist in Sacramento to push a carbon-farming agenda. (In 2014, he even
testified before Congress, outlining the project’s discoveries and explaining how compost could increase soil carbon on public
lands. He deliberately mentioned “climate” only once.) Educating policymakers matters because, as Torri Estrada, executive
director of the Carbon Cycle Institute, points out, carbon-mitigation efforts that focus on agriculture can be much cheaper per ton
of carbon avoided than the flashier energy-efficiency and renewable-energy projects that usually get most of the attention. The
major obstacle to their implementation, he says, is that government officials don’t understand or know about them.

California’s Healthy Soils Initiative, which Wick helped shape, explicitly enlists agriculture in the fight against climate change. In
principle, that means carbon farmers can receive money from the state’s climate-mitigation funds not just for compost but also for
34 other soil-improving practices already approved by the Natural Resources Conservation Service. That’s important because the
compost needed to cover just a few acres can cost thousands of dollars. Wick has also tried to tap federal funding. Once N.R.C.S.
scientists vet Silver’s work, a compost amendment could become the service’s 35th recommendation. As a result, farm bill money,
which farmers receive to subsidize food production, could help finance carbon farming done according to Wick’s protocol — not to
fight climate change explicitly (which is now seen as politicized), but to bolster the health of soil (which isn’t).

As a carbon-farming tool, compost bears some notable advantages — namely, it works both preventively and correctively.
Composting prevents emissions from the starter material — manure, food scraps — that, if allowed to decompose, might emit
potent greenhouse gases. (About one-fifth of United States methane emissions comes from food and other organic material
decomposing in dumps.) By enhancing plant growth, it also aids in removing carbon from the atmosphere, a corrective process.
And because the carbon in nearly all organic material was originally pulled from the atmosphere during photosynthesis, compost
that enters the soil represents the storage of carbon removed from the air earlier — the grass eaten by cows that became manure,
or the trees that became wood chips — and at a different location. That, too, is corrective.

Calla Rose Ostrander, Wick’s right-hand person at the Marin Carbon Project, told me that the project’s greater goal is to
completely reframe how we think about waste, to see it as more than a nuisance — to recognize it as a resource, a tool that can
help us garden our way out of the climate problem. Before the modern era, farmers had no choice but to return human and animal
waste to the fields. (Wick is looking into the possibility of composting human waste as well; the end product is called humanure.)
In a sense, Wick and Ostrander seek to resurrect these ancient practices and, with the aid of modern science, to close the loop
among livestock, plants, air and soil — and between cities and the agricultural land that feeds them.

What seems to most impress experts about the Marin Carbon Project is the quality of Silver’s research. Eric Toensmeier, the
author of “The Carbon Farming Solution” and a lecturer at Yale, says that the project figured out a new way to increase carbon
storage on the semiarid grasslands that cover so much of the world. Jason Weller, the former head of the Natural Resources
Conservation Service, told me that “the level of science investment is out of the ordinary, or extraordinary, for a group that is
really self-started.” Weller added that the agency’s scientists still needed to vet the research, which they are in the midst of doing.
In late 2016 the agency oversaw the application of compost to different California regions — inland, Southern, Northern — to see if
land in various conditions would, like Wick’s ranch, suck up atmospheric carbon.
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But the group also has critics. “I’m very skeptical of their results and their claims,” William Horwath, a soil scientist at the
University of California, Davis, told me. He wants to see Silver’s experiments replicated. This is the project’s major weakness: Its
big idea is based almost entirely on extrapolation from a few acres in California. At this point, it’s impossible to say whether
compost can cause land to become a carbon sponge in all climates and conditions, and for how long treated grassland will continue
to take in and retain its carbon.

Cows, a flash point in any discussion about climate change, may also present problems. Ruminants burp methane, and while
carbon farming does not require their presence, some argue that merely accepting them on the land undermines the goal of
reaching a carbon-neutral or -negative future. Livestock emissions account for almost half the heat-trapping gases associated with
agriculture, so an obvious way to reduce emissions is to decrease the number of cows on the planet. Instead of dumping compost
on rangeland, says Ian Monroe, a lecturer on energy and climate at Stanford University, why not allow forests cleared for pasture
to regrow, and change people’s eating habits so they include less meat?

Criticism is directed at compost too. The stuff requires energy to produce; huge machines are required to shred the material and
keep it aerated. And it’s unclear if compost, like synthetic fertilizer, can cause nitrogen pollution when put on the land, or how
much greenhouse gas composting itself generates. (As long as compost mounds are regularly aerated to prevent low-oxygen
conditions, composting is thought to produce few emissions.)

Organic material from municipal sources can contain bits of plastic and glass, which no one wants on their fields. Manure might
carry seeds of invasive plants. (Silver has seen no evidence of this.) Spreading compost on public rangeland could disrupt plant
communities, squeezing out species adapted to conditions of scarcity. And in any carbon-farming scheme, who will monitor and
verify that far-flung stretches of land are really absorbing and storing the carbon as they’re supposed to?

Horwath considers the amount of compost used in Silver’s research — about 10 times the usual application, he estimates — to be
unrealistically high for practical use. “It seems an inordinately large amount to apply to any system,” he told me. And given what
he sees as the many unknowns in Silver’s research, that compost would be put to better use on cropland where, he says, scientists
know with greater certainty that it could improve water retention and the efficiency of fertilizer.

Then there’s the problem of supply. Demand for San Francisco’s compost, which mostly goes to vineyards in California’s wine
country, already outstrips what’s available. But Wick thinks more starter material shouldn’t be hard to find: Americans throw out
between 30 and 40 percent of all the food they buy, sending it to landfills where it rots and generates greenhouse gases. Silver has
calculated that there’s enough organic waste material in California to treat one-quarter of its rangeland every few decades.

Still, given the energy requirements, the logistical headaches and the cost, skeptics question whether spreading compost across
extensive portions of the world’s surface — including conflict zones in the Sahel or Central Asia — is really feasible. Even if it is,
soils probably can’t soak up carbon indefinitely. If they have a saturation point, increases in carbon will eventually stop when that
moment is reached. And because soil degradation can cause the release of whatever carbon it holds, treated lands would have to
be well cared for in perpetuity.

On a cool autumn day at Wick and Rathmann’s ranch house, Wick fielded phone calls while I wandered around the cluttered,
semicircular room that served as his office and meeting space. A whiteboard displayed scribbles from a presentation on the
carbon cycle. Coils of warmly hued yarn hung from the doorways. They came via a local nonprofit dedicated to climate-friendly
ranching practices called Fibershed. And draped over a chair was a T-shirt bearing what might as well have been Wick’s battle
cry: “seq-C,” it read, punny shorthand for “sequester carbon.” Under that it read, “Doing it in the dirt.”

Down the road, he showed me a composting facility that Creque dreamed up initially. He and Wick hoped it would serve as a self-
sustaining prototype. “Anything that has ever been alive can be composted,” he told me, surveying the 10-foot-tall piles of chicken
droppings and feathers, horse bedding (manure and straw) and shredded trees. A tractor mixed woody refuse with animal waste
— to get the composting process started requires the right mix of carbon- and nitrogen-rich materials. (That’s why some backyard
composters recommend urinating on the pile to kick things off: Urine is rich in nitrogen.)
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Across the lot, a hulking machine straddled rows of steaming black compost, turning them with a metal spinner. Compost has to be
regularly “fluffed,” or aerated, Wick explained, to prevent anaerobic microbes from producing methane and nitrous oxide. The
manure piles were acrid, but the compost itself had a rich and pleasant odor, like cigars.

Wick hopes that facilities like this will someday dot the American agricultural landscape. The idea is to manufacture compost close
to both its source material and the place where it will be used, obviating the emissions from carting heavy materials over long
distances. The plant also embodied Wick’s contention that composting can help farm carbon and manage waste at the same time.
The challenge of affordably creating millions of tons of compost and applying it to great expanses of land is formidable. But there
is a pleasing symmetry to the idea that we could use waste to bring the excess carbon in the atmosphere back to Earth, all while
making the world lusher and more bountiful.

When I first got in touch with Wick, in late 2016, he greeted me with a question: “Do you know how the earth’s atmosphere was
oxygenated?” He was referring to a period 2.3 billion years ago when oxygen, produced by photosynthetic organisms, began
building up in the atmosphere, prompting a mass extinction and clearing the way for multicellular life (and, eventually, humans).

“Cyanobacteria?” I guessed.

“Very good,” he said. “This might work.” Evidently I had passed some sort of scientific literacy test. But his bigger point was that
living things — and particularly photosynthetic life — had always been the great engineers of the planet’s climate. Now, he
believed, we could use that fact to our advantage.

That sort of cosmic thinking about the planet and its history is ultimately what makes Wick’s vision so compelling and potentially
powerful. The essential insight is one often overlooked when we talk about climate change: The element that threatens to smother
civilization is also, in different forms, the fundamental building block of life. To prevent carbon from causing misery and
destruction, perhaps we just need to change its location. Perhaps we can find a way to pull it from the air and restore it to the
earth.

John Wick holding compost. Jonno Rattman for The New York Times
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Can Planet Earth Feed 10 Billion People?
Charles C. Mann

The Atlantic 

All parents remember the moment when they first held their children—the tiny crumpled face, an entire new 
person, emerging from the hospital blanket. I extended my hands and took my daughter in my arms. I was 
so overwhelmed that I could hardly think.

Afterward I wandered outside so that mother and child could rest. It was three in the morning, late February 
in New England. There was ice on the sidewalk and a cold drizzle in the air. As I stepped from the curb, a 
thought popped into my head: When my daughter is my age, almost 10 billion people will be walking the 
Earth. I stopped midstride. I thought, How is that going to work?

To hear more feature stories, see our full list or get the Audm iPhone app.

In 1970, when I was in high school, about one out of every four people was hungry—“undernourished,” to 
use the term preferred today by the United Nations. Today the proportion has fallen to roughly one out of 
10. In those four-plus decades, the global average life span has, astoundingly, risen by more than 11 years; 

William Vogt 
(Denver Public Library, Western History Photographic Collections)

Norman Borlaug 
(Courtesy of Rockefeller Archive Center)

evolution of agriculture
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most of the increase occurred in poor places. Hundreds of millions of people in Asia, Latin America, and 
Africa have lifted themselves from destitution into something like the middle class. This enrichment has 
not occurred evenly or equitably: Millions upon millions are not prosperous. Still, nothing like this surge of 
well-being has ever happened before. No one knows whether the rise can continue, or whether our current 
affluence can be sustained.

Today the world has about 7.6 billion inhabitants. Most demographers believe that by about 2050, that 
number will reach 10 billion or a bit less. Around this time, our population will probably begin to level 
off. As a species, we will be at about “replacement level”: On average, each couple will have just enough 
children to replace themselves. All the while, economists say, the world’s development should continue, 
however unevenly. The implication is that when my daughter is my age, a sizable percentage of the world’s 
10 billion people will be middle-class.

Like other parents, I want my children to be comfortable in their adult lives. But in the hospital parking lot, 
this suddenly seemed unlikely. Ten billion mouths, I thought. Three billion more middle-class appetites. 
How can they possibly be satisfied? But that is only part of the question. The full question is: How can we 
provide for everyone without making the planet uninhabitable?

Bitter Rivals
while my children were growing up, I took advantage of journalistic assignments to speak about these ques-
tions, from time to time, with experts in Europe, Asia, and the Americas. As the conversations accumulated, 
the responses seemed to fall into two broad categories, each associated (at least in my mind) with one of 
two people, both of them Americans who lived in the 20th century. The two people were barely acquainted 
and had little regard for each other’s work. But they were largely responsible for the creation of the basic 
intellectual blueprints that institutions around the world use today for understanding our environmental 
dilemmas. Unfortunately, their blueprints offer radically different answers to the question of survival.

The two people were William Vogt and Norman Borlaug.

Vogt, born in 1902, laid out the basic ideas for the modern environmental movement. In particular, he 
founded what the Hampshire College population researcher Betsy Hartmann has called “apocalyptic envi-
ronmentalism”—the belief that unless humankind drastically reduces consumption and limits population, 
it will ravage global ecosystems. In best-selling books and powerful speeches, Vogt argued that affluence is 
not our greatest achievement but our biggest problem. If we continue taking more than the Earth can give, 
he said, the unavoidable result will be devastation on a global scale. Cut back! Cut back! was his mantra.

Borlaug, born 12 years after Vogt, has become the emblem of “techno-optimism”—the view that science and 
technology, properly applied, will let us produce a way out of our predicament. He was the best-known fig-
ure in the research that in the 1960s created the Green Revolution, the combination of high-yielding crop 
varieties and agronomic techniques that increased grain harvests around the world, helping to avert tens of 
millions of deaths from hunger. To Borlaug, affluence was not the problem but the solution. Only by get-
ting richer and more knowledgeable can humankind create the science that will resolve our environmental 
dilemmas. Innovate! Innovate! was his cry.

Both men thought of themselves as using new scientific knowledge to face a planetary crisis. But that is 
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where the similarity ends. For Borlaug, human ingenuity was the solution to our problems. One example: 
By using the advanced methods of the Green Revolution to increase per-acre yields, he argued, farmers 
would not have to plant as many acres, an idea researchers now call the “Borlaug hypothesis.” Vogt’s views 
were the opposite: The solution, he said, was to use ecological knowledge to get smaller. Rather than grow 
more grain to produce more meat, humankind should, as his followers say, “eat lower on the food chain,” 
to lighten the burden on Earth’s ecosystems. This is where Vogt differed from his predecessor, Robert 
Malthus, who famously predicted that societies would inevitably run out of food because they would always 
have too many children. Vogt, shifting the argument, said that we may be able to grow enough food, but at 
the cost of wrecking the world’s ecosystems.

I think of the adherents of these two perspectives as “Wizards” and “Prophets.” Wizards, following Bor-
laug’s model, unveil technological fixes; Prophets, looking to Vogt, decry the consequences of our heed-
lessness.

Borlaug and Vogt traveled in the same orbit for decades, but rarely acknowledged each other. Their first 
and only meeting, in the mid-1940s, led to disagreement—immediately afterward, Vogt tried to get Bor-
laug’s work shut down. So far as I know, they never spoke afterward. Each referred to the other’s ideas in 
public addresses, but never attached a name. Instead, Vogt rebuked the anonymous “deluded” scientists 
who were actually aggravating our problems. Borlaug branded his opponents “Luddites.”

Both men are dead now, but the dispute between their disciples has only become more vehement. Wiz-
ards view the Prophets’ emphasis on cutting back as intellectually dishonest, indifferent to the poor, even 
racist (because most of the world’s hungry are non-Caucasian). Following Vogt, they say, is a path toward 
regression, narrowness, poverty, and hunger—toward a world where billions live in misery despite the sci-
entific knowledge that could free them. Prophets sneer that the Wizards’ faith in human resourcefulness is 
unthinking, ignorant, even driven by greed (because refusing to push beyond ecological limits will cut into 
corporate profits). High-intensity, Borlaug-style industrial farming, Prophets say, may pay off in the short 
run, but in the long run will make the day of ecological reckoning hit harder. The ruination of soil and water 
by heedless overuse will lead to environmental collapse, which will in turn create worldwide social convul-
sion. Wizards reply: That’s exactly the global humanitarian crisis we’re preventing! As the finger-pointing 
has escalated, conversations about the environment have turned into dueling monologues, each side un-
willing to engage with the other.

Which might be all right, if we weren’t discussing the fate of our children.

The Roads to Hell
vogt entered history in 1948, when he published Road to Survival, the first modern we’re-all-going-to-hell 
book. It contained the foundational argument of today’s environmental movement: carrying capacity. Of-
ten called by other names—“ecological limits,” “planetary boundaries”—carrying capacity posits that every 
ecosystem has a limit to what it can produce. Exceed that limit for too long and the ecosystem will be ruined. 
As human numbers increase, Road to Survival said, our demands for food will exceed the Earth’s carrying 
capacity. The results will be catastrophic: erosion, desertification, soil exhaustion, species extinction, and 
water contamination that will, sooner or later, lead to massive famines. Embraced by writers like Rachel 
Carson (the author of Silent Spring and one of Vogt’s friends) and Paul Ehrlich (the author of The Popu-
lation Bomb), Vogt’s arguments about exceeding limits became the wellspring of today’s globe-spanning 
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environmental movement—the only enduring ideology to emerge from the past century.

When Road to Survival appeared, Borlaug was a young plant pathologist working in a faltering program 
to improve Mexican agriculture. Sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation, the project focused on help-
ing the nation’s poor corn farmers. Borlaug was in Mexico for a small side project that involved wheat—or 
rather, black stem rust, a fungus that is wheat’s oldest and worst predator (the Romans made sacrifices to 
propitiate the god of stem rust). Cold usually killed stem rust in the United States, but it was constantly 
present in warmer Mexico, and every spring winds drove it across the border to reinfect U.S. wheat fields.

The sole Rockefeller researcher working on wheat, Borlaug was given so little money that he had to sleep in 
sheds and fields for months on end. But he succeeded by the mid-’50s in breeding wheat that was resistant 
to many strains of rust. Not only that, he then created wheat that was much shorter than usual—what became 
known as “semi-dwarf” wheat. In the past, when wheat was heavily fertilized, it had grown so fast that its 
stalks became spindly and fell over in the wind. The plants, unable to pull themselves erect, had rotted and 
died. Borlaug’s shorter, stouter wheat could absorb large doses of fertilizer and channel the extra growth 
into grain rather than roots or stalk. In early tests, farmers sometimes harvested literally 10 times as much 
grain from their fields. Yields climbed at such a rate that in 1968 a USAID official called the rise the Green 
Revolution, thus naming the phenomenon that would come to define the 20th century.

The Green Revolution had its most dramatic effects in Asia, where in 1962 the Rockefeller Foundation and 
the Ford Foundation opened the International Rice Research Institute (irri) in the Philippines. At the time, 
at least half of Asia lived in hunger and want; farm yields in many places were stagnant or falling. Govern-
ments that had only recently thrown off colonialism were battling communist insurgencies, most notably 
in Vietnam. U.S. leaders believed the appeal of communism lay in its promise of a better future. Wash-
ington wanted to demonstrate that development occurred best under capitalism. irri’s hope was that top 
research teams would transform Asia by rapidly introducing modern rice agriculture—“a Manhattan Project 
for food,” in the historian Nick Cullather’s phrase.

Following Borlaug’s lead, irri researchers developed new, high-yielding rice varieties. These swept through 
Asia in the ’70s and ’80s, nearly tripling rice harvests. More than 80 percent of the rice grown in Asia today 
originated at irri. Even though the continent’s population has soared, Asian men, women, and children 
consume an average of 30 percent more calories than they did when irri was founded. Seoul and Shanghai, 
Jaipur and Jakarta; shining skyscrapers, pricey hotels, traffic-jammed streets ablaze with neon—all were 
built atop a foundation of laboratory-bred rice.

It is as if humankind were packed into a bus racing through an impenetrable fog. Somewhere ahead is a cliff: 
a calamitous reversal of humanity’s fortune.
Were the Prophets disproved? Was carrying capacity a chimera? No. As Vogt had predicted, the enormous 
jump in productivity led to enormous environmental damage: drained aquifers, fertilizer runoff, aquatic 
dead zones, and degraded and waterlogged soils. Worse in a human sense, the rapid increase in productiv-
ity made rural land more valuable. Suddenly it was worth stealing—and rural elites in many places did just 
that, throwing poor farmers off their land. The Prophets argued that the Green Revolution would merely 
postpone the hunger crisis; it was a one-time lucky break, rather than a permanent solution. And our rising 
numbers and wealth mean that, just as the Prophets said, our harvests will have to jump again—a second 
Green Revolution, the Wizards add.
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Even though the global population in 2050 will be just 25 percent higher than it is now, typical projections 
claim that farmers will have to boost food output by 50 to 100 percent. The main reason is that increased 
affluence has always multiplied the demand for animal products such as cheese, dairy, fish, and especially 
meat—and growing feed for animals requires much more land, water, and energy than producing food sim-
ply by growing and eating plants. Exactly how much more meat tomorrow’s billions will want to consume 
is unpredictable, but if they are anywhere near as carnivorous as today’s Westerners, the task will be huge. 
And, Prophets warn, so will the planetary disasters that will come of trying to satisfy the world’s desire for 
burgers and bacon: ravaged landscapes, struggles over water, and land grabs that leave millions of farmers 
in poor countries with no means of survival.

What to do? Some of the strategies that were available during the first Green Revolution aren’t anymore. 
Farmers can’t plant much more land, because almost every accessible acre of arable soil is already in use. 
Nor can the use of fertilizer be increased; it is already being overused everywhere except some parts of Af-
rica, and the runoff is polluting rivers, lakes, and oceans. Irrigation, too, cannot be greatly expanded—most 
land that can be irrigated already is. Wizards think the best course is to use genetic modification to create 
more-productive crops. Prophets see that as a route to further overwhelming the planet’s carrying capacity. 
We must go in the opposite direction, they say: use less land, waste less water, stop pouring chemicals into 
both.

Nobody can see exactly where it is, but everyone knows that at some point the bus will have to turn. Prob-
lem is, Wizards and Prophets disagree about which way to yank the wheel. Each is certain that following 
the other’s ideas will send the bus over the cliff. As they squabble, the number of passengers keeps rising.

The Story of Nitrogen
almost everybody eats every day, but too few of us give any thought to how that happens. If agricultural his-
tory were required in schools, more people would know the name of Justus von Liebig, who in the mid-19th 
century established that the amount of nitrogen in the soil controls the rate of plant growth. Historians of 
science have charged Liebig with faking his data and stealing others’ ideas—accurately, so far as I can tell. 
But he was also a visionary who profoundly changed the human species’ relationship with nature. Smarmy 
but farsighted, Liebig imagined a new kind of agriculture: farming as a branch of chemistry and physics. 
Soil was just a base with the physical attributes necessary to hold roots. Pour in nitrogen-containing com-
pounds—factory-made fertilizer—and gigantic harvests would automatically follow. In today’s terms, Liebig 
was taking the first steps toward chemically regulated industrial agriculture—an early version of Wizardly 
thought.

But there was no obvious way to manufacture the nitrogenous substances that feed plants. That technology 
was provided before and during the First World War by two German chemists, Fritz Haber and Carl Bosch. 
Their subsequent Nobel Prizes were richly deserved: The Haber-Bosch process, as it is called, was arguably 
the most consequential technological innovation of the 20th century. Today the Haber-Bosch process is 
responsible for almost all of the world’s synthetic fertilizer. A little more than 1 percent of the world’s in-
dustrial energy is devoted to it. “That 1 percent,” the futurist Ramez Naam has noted, “roughly doubles the 
amount of food the world can grow.” The environmental scientist Vaclav Smil has estimated that nitrogen 
fertilizer from the Haber-Bosch process accounts for “the prevailing diets of nearly 45% of the world’s pop-
ulation.” More than 3 billion men, women, and children—an incomprehensibly vast cloud of hopes, fears, 
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memories, and dreams—owe their existence to two obscure German chemists.

Hard on the heels of the gains came the losses. About 40 percent of the fertilizer applied in the past 60 years 
was not absorbed by plants. Instead, it washed away into rivers or seeped into the air in the form of nitrous 
oxides. Fertilizer flushed into water still fertilizes: It boosts the growth of algae, weeds, and other aquatic 
organisms. When these die, they fall to the floor of the river, lake, or ocean, where microbes consume 
their remains. So rapidly do the microbes grow on the manna of dead algae and weeds that their respiration 
drains oxygen from the lower depths, killing off most other life. Nitrogen from Midwestern farms flows 
down the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico every summer, creating an oxygen desert that in 2016 covered 
almost 7,000 square miles. The next year a still larger dead zone—23,000 square miles—was mapped in the 
Bay of Bengal, off the east coast of India.

Rising into the air, nitrous oxides from fertilizers is a major cause of pollution. High in the stratosphere, it 
combines with and neutralizes the planet’s ozone, which guards life on the surface by blocking cancer-caus-
ing ultraviolet rays. Were it not for climate change, suggests the science writer Oliver Morton, the spread 
of nitrogen’s empire would probably be our biggest ecological worry.

Passionate resistance to that empire sprang up even before Haber and Bosch became Nobel laureates. Its 
leader was an English farm boy named Albert Howard (1873–1947), who spent most of his career as Brit-
ish India’s official imperial economic botanist. Individually and together, Howard and his wife, Gabrielle, 
a Cambridge-educated plant physiologist, spent their time in India breeding new varieties of wheat and 
tobacco, developing novel types of plows, and testing the results of providing oxen with a superhealthy 
diet. By the end of the First World War, they were convinced that soil was not simply a base for chemical 
additives. It was an intricate living system that required a wildly complex mix of nutrients in plant and an-
imal waste: harvest leftovers, manure. The Howards summed up their ideas in what they called the Law of 
Return: “the faithful return to the soil of all available vegetable, animal, and human wastes.” We depend on 
plants, plants depend on soil, and soil depends on us. Howard’s 1943 Agricultural Testament became the 
founding document of the organic movement.

Wizards attacked Howard and Jerome I. Rodale—a hardscrabble New York–born entrepreneur, publisher, 
playwright, gardening theorist, and food experimenter who publicized Howard’s ideas through books and 
magazines—as charlatans and crackpots. It is true that their zeal was inspired by a near-religious faith in a 
limit-bound natural order. But when Howard lauded the living nature of the soil, he was referring to the 
community of soil organisms, the dynamic relations between plant roots and the earth around them, and 
the physical structure of humus, which stickily binds together soil particles into airy crumbs that hold water 
instead of letting it run through. All of this was very real, and all of it was unknown when Liebig shaped 
the basic ideas behind chemical agriculture. The claim Howard made in his many books and speeches that 
industrial farming was depopulating the countryside and disrupting an older way of life was accurate, too, 
though his opponents disagreed with him about whether this was a bad thing. Nowadays the Prophets’ fears 
about industrial agriculture’s exhausting the soil seem prescient: A landmark 2011 study from the United 
Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization concluded that up to a third of the world’s cropland is degrad-
ed.

At first, reconciling the two points of view might have been possible. One can imagine Borlaugian Wizards 
considering manure and other natural soil inputs, and Vogtian Prophets willing to use chemicals as a sup-
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plement to good soil practice. But that didn’t happen. Hurling insults, the two sides moved further apart. 
They set in motion a battle that has continued into the 21st century—and become ever more intense with the 
ubiquity of genetically modified crops. That battle is not just between two philosophies, two approaches to 
technology, two ways of thinking how best to increase the food supply for a growing population. It is about 
whether the tools we choose will ensure the survival of the planet or hasten its destruction.

“Not One of Evolution’s Finest Efforts”
all the while that Wizards were championing synthetic fertilizer and Prophets were denouncing it, they 
were united in ignorance: Nobody knew why plants were so dependent on nitrogen. Only after the Second 
World War did scientists discover that plants need nitrogen chiefly to make a protein called rubisco, a pri-
ma donna in the dance of interactions that is photosynthesis.

In photosynthesis, as children learn in school, plants use energy from the sun to tear apart carbon dioxide 
and water, blending their constituents into the compounds necessary to make roots, stems, leaves, and 
seeds. Rubisco is an enzyme that plays a key role in the process. Enzymes are biological catalysts. Like 
jaywalking pedestrians who cause automobile accidents but escape untouched, enzymes cause biochemical 
reactions to occur but are unchanged by those reactions. Rubisco takes carbon dioxide from the air, inserts 
it into the maelstrom of photosynthesis, then goes back for more. Because these movements are central to 
the process, photosynthesis walks at the speed of rubisco.

Alas, rubisco is, by biological standards, a sluggard, a lazybones, a couch potato. Whereas typical enzyme 
molecules catalyze thousands of reactions a second, rubisco molecules deign to involve themselves with 
just two or three a second. Worse, rubisco is inept. As many as two out of every five times, rubisco fum-
blingly picks up oxygen instead of carbon dioxide, causing the chain of reactions in photosynthesis to break 
down and have to restart, wasting energy and water. Years ago I talked with biologists about photosynthe-
sis for a magazine article. Not one had a good word to say about rubisco. “Nearly the world’s worst, most 
incompetent enzyme,” said one researcher. “Not one of evolution’s finest efforts,” said another. To over-
come rubisco’s lassitude and maladroitness, plants make a lot of it, requiring a lot of nitrogen to do so. As 
much as half of the protein in many plant leaves, by weight, is rubisco—it is often said to be the world’s most 
abundant protein. One estimate is that plants and microorganisms contain more than 11 pounds of rubisco 
for every person on Earth.

Evolution, one would think, should have improved rubisco. No such luck. But it did produce a work-around: 
C4 photosynthesis (C4 refers to a four-carbon molecule involved in the scheme). At once a biochemical 
kludge and a clever mechanism for turbocharging plant growth, C4 photosynthesis consists of a wholesale 
reorganization of leaf anatomy.

When carbon dioxide comes into a C4 leaf, it is initially grabbed not by rubisco but by a different enzyme 
that uses it to form a compound that is then pumped into special, rubisco-filled cells deep in the leaf. These 
cells have almost no oxygen, so rubisco can’t bumblingly grab the wrong molecule. The end result is ex-
actly the same sugars, starches, and cellulose that ordinary photosynthesis produces, except much faster. 
C4 plants need less water and fertilizer than ordinary plants, because they don’t waste water on rubisco’s 
mistakes. In the sort of convergence that makes biologists snap to attention, C4 photosynthesis has arisen 
independently more than 60 times. Corn, tumbleweed, crabgrass, sugarcane, and Bermuda grass—all of 
these very different plants evolved C4 photosynthesis.
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In the botanical equivalent of a moonshot, scientists from around the world are trying to convert rice into a 
C4 plant—one that would grow faster, require less water and fertilizer, and produce more grain. The scope 
and audacity of the project are hard to overstate. Rice is the world’s most important foodstuff, the staple 
crop for more than half the global population, a food so embedded in Asian culture that the words rice and 
meal are variants of each other in both Chinese and Japanese. Nobody can predict with confidence how 
much more rice farmers will need to grow by 2050, but estimates range up to a 40 percent rise, driven 
by both increasing population numbers and increasing affluence, which permits formerly poor people to 
switch to rice from less prestigious staples such as millet and sweet potato. Meanwhile, the land available 
to plant rice is shrinking as cities expand into the countryside, thirsty people drain rivers, farmers switch to 
more-profitable crops, and climate change creates deserts from farmland. Running short of rice would be a 
human catastrophe with consequences that would ripple around the world.

The C4 Rice Consortium is an attempt to ensure that that never happens. Funded largely by the Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation, the consortium is the world’s most ambitious genetic-engineering project. But 
the term genetic engineering does not capture the project’s scope. The genetic engineering that appears 
in news reports typically involves big companies sticking individual packets of genetic material, usually 
from a foreign species, into a crop. The paradigmatic example is Monsanto’s Roundup Ready soybean, 
which contains a snippet of DNA from a bacterium that was found in a Louisiana waste pond. That snippet 
makes the plant assemble a chemical compound in its leaves and stems that blocks the effects of Roundup, 
Monsanto’s widely used herbicide. The foreign gene lets farmers spray Roundup on their soy fields, killing 
weeds but leaving the crop unharmed. Except for making a single tasteless, odorless, nontoxic protein, 
Roundup Ready soybeans are otherwise identical to ordinary soybeans.

What the C4 Rice Consortium is trying to do with rice bears the same resemblance to typical genetically 
modified crops as a Boeing 787 does to a paper airplane. Rather than tinker with individual genes in order 
to monetize seeds, the scientists are trying to refashion photosynthesis, one of the most fundamental pro-
cesses of life. Because C4 has evolved in so many different species, scientists believe that most plants must 
have precursor C4 genes. The hope is that rice is one of these, and that the consortium can identify and 
awaken its dormant C4 genes—following a path evolution has taken many times before. Ideally, researchers 
would switch on sleeping chunks of genetic material already in rice (or use very similar genes from related 
species that are close cousins but easier to work with) to create, in effect, a new and more productive spe-
cies. Common rice, Oryza sativa, will become something else: Oryza nova, say. No company will profit from 
the result; the International Rice Research Institute, where much of the research takes place, will give away 
seeds for the modified grain, as it did with Green Revolution rice.

When I visited irri, 35 miles southeast of downtown Manila, scores of people were doing what science 
does best: breaking a problem into individual pieces, then attacking the pieces. Some were sprouting rice 
in petri dishes. Others were trying to find chance variations in existing rice strains that might be helpful. 
Still others were studying a model organism, a C4 species of grass called Setaria viridis. Fast-growing and 
able to be grown in soil, not paddies, Setaria is easier to work with in the lab than rice. There were exper-
iments to measure differences in photosynthetic chemicals, in the rates of growth of different varieties, in 
the transmission of biochemical markers. Half a dozen people in white coats were sorting seeds on a big ta-
ble, grain by grain. More were in fields outside, tending experimental rice paddies. All of the appurtenances 
of contemporary biology were in evidence: flatscreen monitors, humming refrigerators and freezers, tables 
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full of beakers of recombinant goo, Dilbert and XKCD cartoons taped to whiteboards, a United Nations of 
graduate students a-gossip in the cafeteria, air conditioners whooshing in a row outside the windows.

Directing the C4 Rice Consortium is Jane Langdale, a molecular geneticist at Oxford’s Department of Plant 
Sciences. Initial research, she told me, suggests that about a dozen genes play a major part in leaf structure, 
and perhaps another 10 genes have an equivalent role in the biochemistry. All must be activated in a way that 
does not affect the plant’s existing, desirable qualities and that allows the genes to coordinate their actions. 
The next, equally arduous step would be breeding rice varieties that can channel the extra growth provided 
by C4 photosynthesis into additional grains, rather than roots or stalk. All the while, varieties must be dis-
ease-resistant, easy to grow, and palatable for their intended audience, in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.

“I think it can all happen, but it might not,” Langdale said. She was quick to point out that even if C4 rice 
runs into insurmountable obstacles, it is not the only biological moonshot. Self-fertilizing maize, wheat that 
can grow in salt water, enhanced soil-microbial ecosystems—all are being researched. The odds that any one 
of these projects will succeed may be small, the idea goes, but the odds that all of them will fail are equally 
small. The Wizardly process begun by Borlaug is, in Langdale’s view, still going strong.

The Luddites’ Moonshot
for as long as Wizards and Prophets have been arguing about feeding the world, Wizards have charged that 
Prophet-style agriculture simply cannot produce enough food for tomorrow. In the past 20 years, scores 
of research teams have appraised the relative contributions of industrial and organic agriculture. These 
inquiries in turn have been gathered together and assessed, a procedure that is fraught with difficulty: Re-
searchers use different definitions of organic, compare different kinds of farms, and include different costs 
in their analyses. Nonetheless, every attempt to combine and compare data that I know of has shown that 
Prophet-style farms yield fewer calories per acre than do Wizard-style farms—sometimes by a little, some-
times by quite a lot. The implications are obvious, Wizards say. If farmers must grow twice as much food to 
feed the 10 billion, following the ecosystem-conserving rules of Sir Albert Howard ties their hands.

Prophets smite their brows at this logic. To their minds, evaluating farm systems wholly in terms of calories 
per acre is folly. It doesn’t include the sort of costs identified by Vogt: fertilizer runoff, watershed degrada-
tion, soil erosion and compaction, and pesticide and antibiotic overuse. It doesn’t account for the destruc-
tion of rural communities. It doesn’t consider whether the food is tasty and nutritious.

Wizards respond that C4 rice will use less fertilizer and water to produce every calorie—it will be better for 
the environment than conventional crops. That’s like trying to put out fires you started by dousing them 
with less gasoline! the Prophets say. Just eat less meat! To Wizards, the idea of making farms diverse in a 
way that mimics natural ecosystems is hooey: only hyperintensive, industrial-scale agriculture using super-
productive genetically modified crops can feed tomorrow’s world.

Productivity? the Prophets reply. We have moonshots of our own! And in fact, they do.

Wheat, rice, maize, oats, barley, rye, and the other common cereals are annuals, which need to be planted 
anew every year. By contrast, the wild grasses that used to fill the prairie are perennials: plants that come 
back summer after summer, for as long as a decade. Because perennial grasses build up root systems that 
reach deep into the ground, they hold on to soil better and are less dependent on surface rainwater and 
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nutrients—that is, irrigation and artificial fertilizer—than annual grasses. Many of them are also more dis-
ease-resistant. Not needing to build up new roots every spring, perennials emerge from the soil earlier and 
faster than annuals. And because they don’t die in the winter, they keep photosynthesizing in the fall, when 
annuals stop. Effectively, they have a longer growing season. They produce food year after year with much 
less plowing-caused erosion. They could be just as productive as Green Revolution–style grain, Prophets 
say, but without ruining land, sucking up scarce water, or requiring heavy doses of polluting, energy-inten-
sive fertilizer.

Echoing Borlaug’s program in Mexico, the Rodale Institute, the country’s oldest organization that re-
searches organic agriculture, gathered 250 samples of intermediate wheatgrass (Thinopyrum intermedi-
um) in the late 1980s. A perennial cousin to bread wheat, wheatgrass was introduced to the Western Hemi-
sphere from Asia in the 1930s as fodder for farm animals. Working with U.S. Department of Agriculture 
researchers, the Rodale Institute’s Peggy Wagoner, a pioneering plant breeder and agricultural researcher, 
planted samples, measured their yields, and crossbred the best performers in an attempt to make a commer-
cially viable perennial. Wagoner and the Rodale Institute passed the baton in 2002 to the Land Institute, 
in Salina, Kansas, a nonprofit agricultural-research center dedicated to replacing conventional agriculture 
with processes akin to those that occur in natural ecosystems. The Land Institute, collaborating with other 
researchers, has been developing wheatgrass ever since. It has even given its new variety of intermediate 
wheatgrass a trade name: Kernza.

Like C4 rice, wheatgrass may not fulfill its originators’ hopes. Wheatgrass kernels are one-quarter the size 
of wheat kernels, sometimes smaller, and have a thicker layer of bran. Unlike wheat, wheatgrass grows into a 
dark, dense mass of foliage that covers the field; the thick layer of vegetation protects the soil and keeps out 
weeds, but it also reduces the amount of grain that the plant produces. To make wheatgrass useful to farm-
ers, breeders will have to increase kernel size, alter the plant’s architecture, and improve its bread-making 
qualities. The work has been slow. Because wheatgrass is a perennial, it must be evaluated over years, rather 
than a single season. The Land Institute hopes to have field-ready, bread-worthy wheatgrass with kernels 
that are twice their current size (if still half the size of wheat’s) in the 2020s, though nothing is guaranteed.

Domesticating wheatgrass is the long game. Other plant breeders have been trying for a shortcut: creating 
a hybrid of bread wheat and wheatgrass, hoping to marry the former’s large, plentiful grain and the latter’s 
disease resistance and perennial life cycle. The two species produce viable offspring just often enough that 
biologists in North America, Germany, and the Soviet Union tried unsuccessfully for decades in the mid-
1900s to breed useful hybrids. Bolstered by developments in biology, the Land Institute, together with 
researchers in the Pacific Northwest and Australia, began anew at the turn of this century. When I visited 
Stephen S. Jones of Washington State University, he and his colleagues had just suggested a scientific name 
for the newly developed and tested hybrid: Tritipyrum aaseae (the species name honors the pioneering ce-
real geneticist Hannah Aase). Much work remains; Jones told me that he hoped bread from T. aaseae would 
be ready for my daughter’s children.

African and Latin American researchers scratch their heads when they hear about these projects. Breeding 
perennial grains is the hard way for Prophets to raise harvests, says Edwige Botoni, a researcher at the 
Permanent Interstate Committee for Drought Control in the Sahel, in Burkina Faso. Botoni gave a lot of 
thought to the problem of feeding people from low-quality land while traveling along the edge of the Sahara. 
One part of the answer, she told me, would be to emulate the farms that flourish in tropical places such as 
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Nigeria and Brazil. Whereas farmers in the temperate zones focus on cereals, tropical growers focus on 
tubers and trees, both of which are generally more productive than cereals.

Consider cassava, a big tuber also known as manioc, mogo, and yuca. The 11th-most-important crop in the 
world in terms of production, it is grown in wide swathes of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The edible part 
grows underground; no matter how big the tuber, the plant will never fall over. On a per-acre basis, cassava 
harvests far outstrip those of wheat and other cereals. The comparison is unfair, because cassava tubers 
contain more water than wheat kernels. But even when this is taken into account, cassava produces many 
more calories per acre than wheat. (The potato is a northern equivalent. The average 2016 U.S. potato yield 
was 43,700 pounds per acre, more than 10 times the equivalent figure for wheat.) “I don’t know why this 
alternative is not considered,” Botoni said. Although cassava is unfamiliar to many cultures, introducing it 
“seems easier than breeding entirely new species.”

Much the same is true for tree crops. A mature McIntosh apple tree might grow 350 to 550 pounds of ap-
ples a year. Orchard growers commonly plant 200 to 250 trees per acre. In good years this can work out 
to 35 to 65 tons of fruit per acre. The equivalent figure for wheat, by contrast, is about a ton and a half. As 
with cassava and potatoes, apples contain more water than wheat does—but the caloric yield per acre is still 
higher. Even papayas and bananas are more productive than wheat. So are some nuts, like chestnuts. Ap-
ples, chestnuts, and papayas cannot make crusty baguettes, crunchy tortillas, or cloud-light chiffon cakes, 
but most grain today is destined for highly processed substances like animal feed, breakfast cereal, sweet 
syrups, and ethanol—and tree and tuber crops can be readily deployed for those.

Am I arguing that farmers around the world should replace their plots of wheat, rice, and maize with fields 
of cassava, potato, and sweet potato and orchards of bananas, apples, and chestnuts? No. The argument is 
rather that Prophets have multiple ways to meet tomorrow’s needs. These alternative paths are difficult, but 
so is the Wizards’ path exemplified in C4 rice. The greatest obstacle for Prophets is something else: labor.

The Right Way to Live
since the end of the second world war, most national governments have intentionally directed labor away 
from agriculture (Communist China was long an exception). The goal was to consolidate and mechanize 
farms, which would increase harvests and reduce costs, especially for labor. Farmworkers, no longer need-
ed, would move to the cities, where they could get better-paying jobs in factories. In the Borlaugian ideal, 
both the remaining farm owners and the factory workers would earn more, the former by growing more and 
better crops, the latter by obtaining better-paying jobs in industry. The nation as a whole would benefit: 
increased exports from industry and agriculture, cheaper food in the cities, a plentiful labor supply.

There were downsides: Cities in developing nations acquired entire slums full of displaced families. And in 
many areas, including most of the developed world, the countryside was emptied—exactly what Borlaugians 
intended, as part of the goal of freeing agriculture workers to pursue their dreams. In the United States, 
the proportion of the workforce employed in agriculture went from 21.5 percent in 1930 to 1.9 percent in 
2000; the number of farms fell by almost two-thirds. The average size of the surviving farms increased 
to compensate for the smaller number. Meanwhile, states around the world established networks of tax 
incentives, loan plans, training programs, and direct subsidies to help big farmers acquire large-scale farm 
machinery, stock up on chemicals, and grow certain government-favored crops for export. Because these 
systems remain in effect, Vogtian farmers are swimming against the tide.
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To Vogtians, the best agriculture takes care of the soil first and foremost, a goal that entails smaller patches 
of multiple crops—difficult to accomplish when concentrating on the mass production of a single crop. 
Truly extending agriculture that does this would require bringing back at least some of the people whose 
parents and grandparents left the countryside. Providing these workers with a decent living would drive up 
costs. Some labor-sparing mechanization is possible, but no small farmer I have spoken with thinks that it 
would be possible to shrink the labor force to the level seen in big industrial operations. The whole system 
can grow only with a wall-to-wall rewrite of the legal system that encourages the use of labor. Such large 
shifts in social arrangements are not easily accomplished.

And here is the origin of the decades-long dispute between Wizards and Prophets. Although the argument 
is couched in terms of calories per acre and ecosystem conservation, the disagreement at bottom is about 
the nature of agriculture—and, with it, the best form of society. To Borlaugians, farming is a kind of useful 
drudgery that should be eased and reduced as much as possible to maximize individual liberty. To Vogtians, 
agriculture is about maintaining a set of communities, ecological and human, that have cradled life since the 
first agricultural revolution, 10,000-plus years ago. It can be drudgery, but it is also work that reinforces 
the human connection to the Earth. The two arguments are like skew lines, not on the same plane.

My daughter is 19 now, a sophomore in college. In 2050, she will be middle-aged. It will be up to her gen-
eration to set up the institutions, laws, and customs that will provide for basic human needs in the world 
of 10 billion. Every generation decides the future, but the choices made by my children’s generation will 
resonate for as long as demographers can foresee. Wizard or Prophet? The choice will be less about what 
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CHAPTER 3

The Ruthless Hand of Mr. Carenot

Despite his thorough scientific training, Carver was unprepared in some 
significant ways for the world he encountered when he stepped down from 
the train in Macon County, Alabama. As a native of the Midwest, Carver 
found himself in unfamiliar social, political, and ecological terrain. Under-
standing that terrain is essential to understanding Carver’s environmental 
vision, for his efforts to reform the prevailing agricultural landscape are 
unintelligible considered outside the agroecological context of Alabama’s 
Black Belt—along with the socioeconomic and political world that shaped 
it. Furthermore, this was the world in which he went for daily nature walks, 
collected mycological specimens, plowed, planted, and communed with 
“the Great Creator.” It was the world he needed to understand if he was 
to fulfill the plan he believed God had ordained for his life, a world full of 
secrets for him to reveal to his people.

Macon County, Alabama, of which Tuskegee is the seat, was a relatively 
new world in its own right. Less than one hundred years earlier it had been 
situated in territory belonging to the largest and arguably most feared group 
of southeastern Indians; indeed, it lay in the very heart of Creek country. 
Although Creek towns were concentrated along the Coosa, Tallapoosa, and 
Chattahoochee rivers in eastern Alabama and western Georgia, the Creeks 
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claimed sovereignty over a substantially larger area. At the time of natural-
ist William Bartram’s expedition in the 1770s, Creek country amounted to 
some 62,130 square miles stretching from the Tombigbee River in the west, 
where it bordered Choctaw and Chickasaw territories in what today is east-
ern Mississippi and western Alabama, to the Oconee River in present-day 
east-central Georgia in the east. To the south the Creeks’ territory blended 
with that of their close allies, the Seminoles, along the Gulf Coast; to the 
north their territorial claims ended in Cherokee country along the Tennes-
see River.

In the very middle of Creek country—along the Upper Trading Path 
connecting Tuckabatchee, the most important town of the Upper Creek, 
with Coweta, its counterpart among the Lower Creek along the Chatta-
hoochee—lay the area that would become Macon County. Located along 
the fall line, an ecotone marking the convergence of the longleaf pine forest 
of Alabama’s coastal plain and the mixed southern forest of the piedmont, 
Macon County held the southeasternmost settlements of the Upper Creek. 
As the Creeks generally built their towns along the alluvial terraces of the 
three main rivers, it is not surprising that the towns of Autosee, Tallas-
see, and a small portion of Tuckabatchee were on the Tallapoosa, along 
what would later be Macon County’s western border. Smaller towns such 
as Chattuckchufaula (on Uphapee Creek in what would become Macon 
County) and satellite settlements (distinguished by their lack of ceremo-
nial centers) occupied sites on secondary and tertiary streams. In general, 
however, the area from which Macon County was carved was sparsely 
populated, and the impressive and diverse landscape of “savannahs, groves, 
cane swamps and open pine forests, watered by innumerable rivulets and 
brooks” that Bartram described was more often crossed and hunted on than 
lived in.

At the fall line, the Tallapoosa River and Macon County’s numerous 
streams break into waterfalls, then widen and slow down, and so are more 
prone to flooding. That factor provided a significant incentive for the Creek 
to live at or above the fall line. The location was prudent for reasons other 
than flood avoidance as well. The waters just below the falls and the shoals 
above them contained abundant fish. Anthropologist Robbie Ethridge 
pointed out that “even today the freshwater ecosystems of the southeast-
ern United States contain the greatest variety of freshwater fish in North 
America, and they are famous for their diversity of mollusks.” Macon 
County was particularly blessed in terms of fishing. Benjamin Hawkins, 
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the U.S. Creek Indian agent from 1796 to 1816, reckoned Uphapee Creek to 
be “the most valuable creek known here for fish in the spring and summer,” 
listing “sturgeon, trout, perch, rock, [and] red horse [red drum]” as being 
among them. The shoals above the falls provided a nearly ideal environ-
ment for waterfowl and proved especially conducive to the growth of moss 
naturally rich in salt that attracted game, especially deer.

The wetlands along many of the waterways at the fall line offered an ideal 
habitat for many plants and animals, from river cane to berries, from birds 
to black bears. Depending on their purpose for being in Creek country, 
white observers either feared the swamps or saw possibilities in them. Those 
merely passing through the area avoided the swamps, and when forced to 
cross them often refused to dismount for fear of stepping on a “serpent” or 
“viper.” To be sure, Alabama’s swamps are home to a number of venomous 
snakes—copperheads, cottonmouth moccasins, and coral snakes. Even a 
few alligators ventured as far north as Macon County. Whites who hoped 
to develop Creek country along the lines of the rest of the nation, however, 
saw potential farmland. Hawkins, for instance, described a wetland near 
the Creek town of Cooloome as “a rich swamp . . . which, when reclaimed, 
must be valuable for corn or rice, and could easily be drained.” Indeed, 
the canebrakes along rivers and creeks—swampy places where bamboo-like 
river cane had proliferated—were already well known as markers of unusu-
ally rich soil.

The fall line also represents a transitional ecological zone, and thus marks 
changes not only in the waterways themselves but in the flora and fauna of 
the region. To the north lay the mixed forests of the southern uplands. As its 
name implies, the southeastern mixed forest contained large numbers and 
varieties of both coniferous and deciduous trees; its undergrowth proved 
equally diverse. Certain hardwood trees, such as the American chestnut, 
could be ten feet in diameter and so tall that the trunk did not branch until 
forty feet or more above the ground, with branches reaching fifty feet on 
either side of the trunk. In some years, the mast from the chestnut, oak, and 
hickory trees could be measured in inches. “To keep within the bounds of 
truth and reality, in describing the magnitude and grandeur of these trees,” 
Bartram wrote, “I fear, fail of credibility.”

To the south of the fall line lay Bartram’s “open pine forests” of the coastal 
plain, which though interspersed with other species were dominated by 
longleaf pines. The trunks of the pines often extended seventy or eighty feet 
above the forest floor, and when the wind blew, the branches whistled, sang, 
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or whispered. In Creek country the pines were widely spaced, leaving wire-
grass as the dominant ground cover. Other grasses grew there as well, as did 
some three thousand species of wildflowers. Given the region’s substantial 
rainfall, the predilection of its waterways to flood, and the general flatness 
of the coastal plain, swamps were more prevalent below the fall line.

Where the two regions converged along the fall line, their biotas over-
lapped, producing an extraordinarily diverse assembly of plant and animal 
resources. In large measure this biodiversity was the driving force behind 
the location of the vast majority of Creeks’ towns within the transitional 
zone between the longleaf pine forest and southeastern mixed forest. The 
towns of Macon County were no exception.

In addition to the advantages provided by the diverse biota, the transi-
tion zone along the fall line had one more significant feature peculiar to 
its environment: the savannah-like plains of the Black Belt, a name that 
describes a distinctive geology and soil rather than the demographic pre-
ponderance of African Americans as a result of the plantation culture that 
would thrive there. From Macon County, which sits on its eastern edge, 
the Black Belt curves along the fall line west and north into northeastern 
Mississippi, following the ancient shoreline of a sea that lapped the hills 
rolling up toward the Appalachians during the Cenozoic Era. Over mil-
lions of years, plates of drifting microscopic algae settled on the bottom and 
formed limestone subsoil known today as Selma Chalk. In what amounted 
to a geological perfect storm, large pockets of this limestone remained near 
the surface after the sea receded. Because the limestone was impermeable, 
plant nutrients collected near the surface, creating an organically rich and 
responsive topsoil with few equals in the South, albeit a comparatively dif-
ficult one to work as it was a rather sticky clay.

The fact that the soils were shallow—generally less than a foot deep—
and alkaline rather than acidic (in marked contrast to most southern soils) 
made them less than ideal for longleaf pine but ideally adapted to prairie 
bunchgrasses and wildflowers. The result was a series of smallish prairies 
dotted across the landscape that eighteenth-century white observers re-
ferred to as “savannahs,” “plains,” or “meadows.” Bartram, for instance, 
noted “expansive, illumined grassy plains” paralleling the Tallapoosa. The 
“upper stratum or vegetable mould of these plains is perfectly black, soapy 
and rich . . . [and] lies on a deep bed of white, testaceous, limestone rocks, 
which in some places resemble chalk.”  Bartram’s description of the soil 
explains why the region would subsequently be dubbed the “Black Belt,” 
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though in recent years scientists have often called it the “Black Prairie” in 
order to avoid confusion with the demographic Black Belt.

Bartram described glades of trees from the surrounding forests 
“project[ing] into the plains on either side, dividing them into many vast 
fields.” The British naturalist Philip Henry Gosse likewise observed these 
fields during his brief stay in the region in 1838. Each, he noted, was sur-
rounded by woods “on every side like an abrupt wall” and ranged in size 
from a few acres to a square mile. While the Creeks did not farm the 
prairies because the clay soil was too difficult to work—rich alluvial soil was 
as readily available, easier to cultivate, and plenty responsive—the Black 
Belt prairies provided rich browse and graze for white-tailed deer and other 
game animals. White observers, however, noted the agricultural potential 
of the organically rich soil and the ease with which the prairies might be 
brought into cultivation because little was needed in the way of clearing. As 
a further inducement to future white settlers, the limestone subsoil had dis-
solved away over millions of years, creating in essence a funnel that brought 
Alabama’s major rivers through the region: the Tombigbee from the north-
west, and the Alabama, formed from the confluence of the Coosa and 
Tallapoosa rivers about thirty miles west of Macon County, from the east. 
In an era in which water transportation was paramount, this was no small 
matter, and it made the region even more desirable to would-be settlers.

With its mild climate, high annual rainfall, long growing season, and 
Black Belt soils, Macon County was thus—to borrow a phrase Carl Ortwin 
Sauer applied to the entirety of the territory belonging to the southeast-
ern Indians—“an especially favored country for extensive agriculture.” The 
county’s Creek residents could indeed boast, as Carver would later assert 
of the South as a whole, of having “natural advantages of which [they] may 
justly feel proud.”

Of course, Creek country was not an Eden entirely unstressed by its hu-
man population. The Creeks manipulated the environment both for their 
sustenance and for economic and political leverage against colonial pow-
ers and later the United States. Their growing dependence on European 
manufactures over the course of the eighteenth century prevented Creeks 
living along the major trading paths from moving away when their fields 
became less responsive, and so by the time of the American Revolution 
there were localized soil crises. The introduction of livestock led Creeks to 
be of one mind with European Americans in pushing for the extirpation 
of predators such as wolves and cougars. Even in the absence of predators, 
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however, white-tailed deer had been pushed to the brink of extinction by 
the explosion of the deerskin trade in the wake of the Yamasee War (1715). 
Considering the extraordinary reproductive capabilities of the white-tailed 
deer, their relative scarcity by the dawn of the nineteenth century provides 
a clear example of large-scale environmental transformation prior to white 
settlement.

The decline in the deer population coincided with another event that 
would bode ill for the Creeks. Eli Whitney’s cotton gin, patented in 1793, 
facilitated the extraction of seeds from the bolls of short-staple cotton. That 
in turn made growing cotton away from the coast (where the more finicky 
Sea Island cotton was already a highly profitably raised crop) a lucrative 
endeavor, the more so since it coincided with an international boom in the 
demand for cotton as a less expensive alternative to woolen, silk, and linen 
textiles. White Americans, especially Georgians, turned their eyes inland 
toward Creek country and saw something they had not seen before—a 
compelling reason to expropriate it (to borrow a phrase from Chief Justice 
Earl Warren) with all deliberate speed. During the height of the deerskin 
trade, Creek hunters had been a vital part of the global economy. By the 
1790s, however, as Ethridge pointed out, “the Creeks as well as all of the 
southern interior Indian societies found themselves not only unnecessary 
to the American economy, but in fact . . . impediments to it.”

The Creeks’ struggle to keep their land stretched out over decades, but 
by 1826 they had been forced to cede their claims to all but 5 million acres 
in eastern Alabama. Macon County, which remained part of this dimin-
ished Creek territory, saw its population boom, leaping from about 1,500 
in 1800 to roughly 6,000 in the wake of the 1826 treaty. Where there had 
been four towns there were now fifteen, among them the town of Tuskegee 
along Calebee Creek, situated not far from where the federal road con-
necting New Orleans with Washington, D.C., crossed the creek and began 
to follow its south bank toward the Tallapoosa River. Its location along 
the federal road made Tuskegee a reasonably important trading town, and 
Creeks there (and elsewhere along the road) hocked wares to migrating set-
tlers, stage passengers, and postal carriers and provided shelter when rains 
washed out the road or wagons broke down.

Even though it was still legally occupied by the Creeks, Macon County 
was formally incorporated in 1832 and completely surveyed and mapped 
by early the following year. Predictably, the county’s chief business was 
land speculation. Bystanders and victims by turn in the speculative rush, 
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the Creeks began making plans to emigrate west. When in the spring of 
1836 armed conflict broke out as small bands of Creeks launched “a reprisal 
against the land speculators” who sought to take advantage of them, white 
settlers feared that the scattered attacks would result in a full-fledged up-
rising. Some counseled caution, such as the editors of the Montgomery 
Advertiser in neighboring Montgomery County, which “deprecate[d] the 
conduct of those who are continually sounding the cry of danger when 
there is none to be apprehended.” But their words were drowned out by the 
shouts of those who wanted the Creeks gone forever, and the governors of 
Alabama and Georgia appealed to the federal government to intervene and 
crush the Indian “uprising.”

In June 1836 a U.S. Army contingent under General Thomas Jesup ar-
rived in the white town of Tuskegee, a speculative endeavor a couple of 
miles north of “Indian Tuskegee” to which the federal road had been re-
routed. By the end of the month, Jesup considered the Creek War con-
cluded. On August 17 he issued orders for the removal of 2,700 Creeks, and 
on September 2 the forced exodus began. The following February, whites 
raided the remaining Creek communities, burning and plundering Creek 
landholdings. The Creeks fled the county and were escorted by the army to 
Mobile and from there to the West.

Despite the environmental changes that had attended the previous half-
century, at the time of Creek removal Macon County still looked more 
like the environment through which Bartram had passed in 1775 than the 
one Carver would encounter in 1896. Mrs. Basil Hall, for instance, mar-
veled in 1828 that the forest was sufficiently open to permit horses to pull 
a carriage through “the very heart of it.” Her husband, Captain Basil Hall, 
acknowledged that the region was marked by “very pretty woods.” Six years 
later, G. W. Featherstonaugh passed through the county and commented 
on the “pleasantly running” streams and their banks “covered with laurels, 
live oaks and other evergreens,” and noted that “wild grass was growing 
everywhere in profusion.” Other travelers commented on the clarity of the 
water, the beauty of the wildflowers, and the general aesthetic appeal of the 
place. Europeans in particular were fulsome in their praise of the region’s 
beauty. To be sure, the landscape itself was changing: white-tailed deer 
were virtually gone; wolves and river cane were fading fast; fences sur-
rounded the now-abandoned Creek fields; and cattle and hogs foraged in 
the woods. The changes wrought by the Creeks’ successors, however, would 
far outstrip these.
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Indeed, the newcomers would push back the forest, strip the soil of its 
humus, and turn the region’s signature waterways brown with silt. Those 
ecological changes did not occur overnight. For some time following Creek 
removal and the failure of two speculative endeavors along the Tallapoosa, 
white Tuskegee remained the only inhabited town in Macon County. Set-
tlers had begun farming along the county’s two main roads and along the 
rich bottomlands of its streams, but the real business there was still land 
speculation. Eighty-seven percent of the land forcibly appropriated from 
the Creeks was bought by individuals (or land companies) whose purchases 
in the county met a minimum standard of 2,000 acres. One company, Wat-
son, Walker, Harris, et al., for example, purchased some 477,000 acres in 
the late 1830s and early 1840s, and realized a nearly 100 percent profit in 
selling the land, primarily to planters emigrating from South Carolina and 
Georgia.

Typical of the men investing in the county was T. S. Woodward, who is 
remembered as the founder of Tuskegee. Woodward had first seen the area 
in 1813 and 1814 as a soldier under Andrew Jackson, and had passed through 
it again in 1818 on his way to fight the Seminoles in Florida. Following the 
county’s incorporation in 1832, Woodward had organized and laid out white 
Tuskegee, and then had begun buying Indian allotments. Relatives of his 
won the contract to regrade the federal road through the county, and re-
routed it through white Tuskegee. His own company, Woodward, Strange, 
Harris, Jones, et al., purchased more than 46,000 acres in the county, and 
he was a silent partner with his brother-in-law, J. C. Watson, in Watson, 
Walker, Harris, et al. By the end of the 1830s Woodward had speculated 
on some of the choicest land in the county, including a three-square-mile 
block along the county’s main thoroughfare.

Although some 142,000 acres—slightly less than a quarter of the coun-
ty’s land—were open to public purchase at auction, speculators had no diffi-
culty unloading their property. By 1840 the county was booming. Tuskegee, 
with a population of three hundred, remained the largest town, but oth-
ers, including Union Springs and Auburn, had been established and were 
growing quickly. Within a few years many of the speculators, including 
Woodward, had sold the last of their land and moved on. Woodward, like 
his counterparts, had profited handsomely, as is indicated by the $20,000 
dowry he left to a slave daughter he freed on his death. At the end of 
the 1840s, a debating society could meet in Tuskegee to discuss whether or 
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not the government was justified in appropriating Indian lands without so 
much as a hint of irony.

By virtue of sheer numbers, the county’s new residents placed an in-
creased strain on its environment. The Creek population of the county had 
never exceeded 6,000, even at its densest, but the 1840 census counted more 
than 11,000 people living in the county. The forest was pushed back con-
tinually as white settlers and their slaves moved in. The Creeks had cleared 
land almost exclusively in the floodplain, where the forest was in various 
stages of succession. Not so with their white successors, who cleared the 
old-growth forest along the ridges as well. In a recently cleared section of 
the west-central portion of the county, one contemporary counted some 
320 rings on the stump of a felled tree.

By 1850 the population of Macon County had peaked at 26,898 people. 
The fact that 15,612 of them were slaves indicates the degree to which its 
residents were engaged in commercial agriculture. A decade earlier the 
population of the county had been nearly evenly divided between slaves 
and free. To be sure, some large slaveholders had settled in the county by 
1840 and more were moving in, but much of the land was still held by in-
dependent white farmers, many of whom were essentially squatters. Over 
the course of the 1840s, however, the planters had consolidated their land-
holdings and political power, and by 1850 the solidification of a plantation 
culture in Macon County was very nearly complete.

Only about one-third of the 1,273 farming households that the 1850 cen-
sus reported living in the county owned no slaves. And of these 420 non-
slave-owning households, only 224—slightly more than one-half—owned 
the land they worked. Thus, fewer than 20 percent of the farmers in the 
county could be considered yeomen, and most of their holdings were rel-
egated to marginal soils of the rolling ridges in the northeastern portion 
of the county. By contrast, 444 farming households owned between one 
and nine slaves, with the average small slaveholder owning five; only 82 
households owned a single slave. Virtually all of these 444 households 
owned their own land, and they farmed, on average, an area twice as large 
as their non-slave-holding counterparts but were eight times wealthier. 
These small slaveholders, who often pooled their slaves’ labor at harvest 
and other busy times, were still considered small farmers inasmuch as they 
devoted most of their attention to the production of subsistence rather 
than cash crops.
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The real power—political, economic, and social—rested with the planta-
tion owners who controlled the 409 farming households with ten or more 
slaves. They owned roughly 80 percent of the slaves and a large majority of 
the land in the county. A quick survey of some statistics from the 1850 census 
confirms their economic dominance. Non-slave-holding households had 
an average landholding wealth of $445; the average small slaveholder, $1,113. 
The county’s 275 small plantations (those with at least ten but fewer than 
twenty-five slaves) had an average landholding wealth of $2,550. The aver-
age land wealth of the one hundred medium-sized plantations (with more 
than twenty-five but fewer than fifty slaves) amounted to $5,854; the thirty 
large plantations (of between fifty and one hundred slaves) could claim 
average landholdings of $8,912; and the four largest plantations (of more 
than one hundred slaves) had an average landholding wealth of $15,650, 
better than fourteen times that of the households owning fewer than ten 
slaves. When slave wealth was factored in, even the small plantation owners 
controlled three times the wealth of their small slaveholding counterparts, 
and the largest plantations had an average wealth nearly eight times that of 
the small plantations.

Though the specific figures differed, what was true of Macon County in 
1850 was true of other Black Belt counties as well. Macon County was not 
exceptional among them in having slaveholders constitute roughly two-
thirds of its households, or in the fact that one-third of its farming house-
holds were considered plantations. As in other Black Belt counties, the 
planters held a monopoly on the best lands, including the rich Black Belt 
soil, and virtually all the political power. In many ways, then, the foundation 
for the world Carver encountered had been laid by 1850 with the emergence 
of a plantation culture in which a few people dominated the political, eco-
nomic, and social community, and African Americans worked the fields.

The planters’ wealth and power was directly related to their production of 
the crop Alabamians held most dear: cotton. Historian Weymouth T. Jor-
dan noted that plantation owners produced almost all of the cotton grown 
in the state and “made a ritual of their homage to cotton.” They cultivated 
other crops as well, of course. The collapse of the boom market that had 
helped fuel the rise of cotton production—which more than tripled in the 
state during the 1830s—fostered a good bit of crop diversification in the 
early 1840s. Even so, cotton remained the principal source of the state’s 
wealth, and perhaps more important, it retained an elevated place in plant-
ers’ hearts—and nowhere more so than in the Black Belt, where, as Jordan 
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succinctly and elegantly phrased it, “Alleluias were showered on agriculture; 
hosannas were reserved for cotton.”

As of 1850 Alabama led the nation in cotton production, and a decided 
majority of its cotton bales found their way down the state’s rivers to Mo-
bile, which was second only to New Orleans as a cotton port. A British visi-
tor caught the spirit of Mobile in the 1850s, aptly describing it as “a pleasant 
cotton city of some 30,000 inhabitants—where people live in cotton houses 
and ride in cotton carriages. They buy cotton, sell cotton, think cotton, eat 
cotton, drink cotton, and dream cotton. They marry cotton wives, and unto 
them are born cotton children.” Cotton was “the great staple, the sum and 
substance of Alabama.” The relocation of the state capital from Tusca-
loosa to Montgomery, the chief trading hub of the Black Belt, in 1846 was 
one telling indication of how deeply Alabamians valued the cotton planta-
tions of the Black Belt. By 1850, then, the political geography of the state 
reflected the overwhelming importance of cotton: its locus of power resided 
in the Black Belt, and cotton shipping was the chief business of the state’s 
largest city.

The natural environment of Alabama bore the imprint of cotton no less 
than did the state’s politics and culture. Macon County planters produced 
the nation’s leading export in much the same way, and with the same sort 
of pride, as planters elsewhere. Winters generally found the slaves clearing 
new land, generally in the same way the Creek inhabitants had done before 
them: girdling trees and returning a few years later to burn the deadfalls, 
debris, and stumps. In addition to preparing what Macon County planter 
James M. Torbert called “newground,” slaves cleared ditches; slaughtered 
livestock; burned “stubbleground” where the previous year’s crops had been; 
planted spring wheat, oats, and potatoes; and hauled manure to the fields 
so that no time would be wasted when temperatures warmed sufficiently 
to plant corn.

As spring arrived—typically in late February or early March in Macon 
County—corn was planted, followed quickly by garden crops. In 1856, for 
example, Torbert followed his corn with radishes, watermelons, squash, 
and peas. By April planters focused on getting their cotton in the ground, 
though if time allowed after the crops were in, slaves might return to “dead-
ening” pines and clearing plots where girdled trees had already died. May, 
June, and early July were typically spent chopping cotton and pulling grass 
to prevent it from choking out the cotton before it could be laid by (cul-
tivated for the last time). July and August were spent harvesting grains, 
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and by September the cotton was ripening and all hands were sent to the 
fields for picking. Shortly after the last of the cotton had been picked (and 
generally before all of it had been ginned), it was time to begin the process 
once again.

Torbert ran a medium-sized plantation near Society Hill in the eastern 
portion of the county, and his operation was typical of the place and time. 
In 1856 Torbert planted 165 acres in cotton and reaped 29 bales weighing 
an average of 586 pounds. Smaller plantations generally produced less than 
that; larger ones produced considerably more. His 120 acres of corn pro-
duced a scant 1,100 bushels of poor quality (“too much wet weather then 
too much dry,” he noted in his journal). In addition he harvested 37 acres of 
oats and 12 of wheat, gathered 41 bushels of peas, and slaughtered 23 hogs 
(averaging slightly over 170 pounds) and “2 beefs.” The following year he 
put in 5 additional acres of corn and 10 of cotton. By 1860 he had 195 acres 
in cotton, 155 acres in corn, 20 acres in wheat, 40 in oats, and 7 in potatoes. 
Thus, while he grew more cotton than any other single crop, other crops 
made up more in the aggregate.

Torbert’s interest in raising cotton led him to protect the plantation 
community’s investment in slaves. By comparison to many of his neighbors, 
Torbert treated his slaves relatively well—permitting them, for example, to 
plant 6 acres of their own cotton, which he later ginned and sold with his 
own, returning the profits to the adults—but he did not share the abolition-
ists’ sentiment that African Americans could ever be his equals. Motivated 
partly by practical concerns and partly by cultural mores, he patrolled the 
local roads with his fellow planters to watch for runaways and verify slave 
passes. This was by no means an effective way to monitor the movements 
of slaves, however, because a secondary network of footpaths connected 
the slave quarters of neighboring plantations. Slaves could move almost 
unnoticed along the paths when they wanted to visit nearby family mem-
bers. These footpaths would be expanded in the wake of the Civil War and 
would serve, in the words of sociologist Charles S. Johnson, “as the threads 
of neighborliness” in the county’s black community well into the twentieth 
century: the law of unintended consequences at work in shaping the land-
scape Carver would encounter.

Although agriculture was not the only economic engine for the county—
Torbert, for instance, opened a sawmill in 1857—it was the plantation ag-
riculture of Macon County that most altered and degraded its ecosystems. 
There is no evidence that planters were willfully “butchering the soil,” but 
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intent is no fair measure of outcome. Even by the 1840s soil exhaustion was 
becoming an increasing problem, especially in the poorer soil of the coun-
ty’s uplands. This was largely due to the county’s (and state’s) second-largest 
crop, corn. (Cotton does not place especially large demands on the soil.) 
The county’s single greatest agricultural problem was erosion, however, and 
cotton cultivation was the single biggest contributor to it. Where plows 
rip into the earth to expose and loosen the tilth, the vulnerability of soil to 
erosion increases exponentially. And in Macon County, where the forest 
was being pushed back over rolling land and few planters (or small farm-
ers) were employing conservation measures, the rich humus of the topsoil 
was washed year after year into the county’s numerous creeks and streams, 
turning them brown with silt and carrying away the land’s very fertility. 
To be sure, the rich clay soils of the flatter Black Belt prairies eroded less 
easily, and so accounted for comparatively little of the silt muddying the 
waterways, especially in the antebellum years. But the shallow prairie soils 
were not immune to erosion, which posed perhaps a greater threat to them 
because once the limestone subsoil had been exposed, the fields could not 
be salvaged.

The planters sought to counteract the declining fertility by spreading 
fertilizer over their fields, most notably Peruvian guano (though by the late 
1850s some planters, including Torbert, had turned to cottonseed as a fer-
tilizer). But whatever benefits such fertilizers might have had were more 
than undercut (at least in the long run) by the damage caused by the in-
tensive cultivation of cotton and corn. The cotton planters’ hatred of grass 
provides a particularly vivid illustration of the way planters waged “a petite 
war”—as one contemporary described it—against the soil in a misguided 
and self-defeating attempt to protect their investment in cotton.

While the cotton was still immature, grass and other weeds could choke 
its growth, and planters like Torbert had to battle hard to save their cotton 
from the encroaching grass every spring—an annual ritual that caused a 
great deal of consternation. On May 23, 1856, for instance, Torbert noted 
in his journal, “I don’t think I ever Saw More young grass Come up in My 
life.” His fears mounted over the next month and a half. On May 27 he 
complained, “Oh the grass, I must Stay Clost to the hands a while and try 
to Keep the grass under if it Should rain and a few days wet I would have 
a bad road to travel with the grass.” His fears lingered throughout June. In 
the middle of the month he reported, “Oh, the Grass My Crop I am afraid 
will be badly injured with the grass.” By July 1 panic had set in: “I never 
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Saw grass grow as fast in My Life tis So large I can Scarcely plow it with a 
Shovel.” It was not until July 9 that Torbert was able to note with some sat-
isfaction that “at last the grass begins to die.” Planters generally had their 
field hands run plows up and down the furrows in a labor-intensive effort 
to kill the grass. Plowing the same furrows again and again opened the soil 
to even more extensive erosion. Worse, as was the case for Torbert in 1856, 
the practice was largely unsuccessful. His grass problem ended only when 
the spring rains stopped in early July; the repeated plowings did nothing to 
solve it.

While the vast majority of planters in Macon County followed similar 
policies, employing few, if any, conservation measures, some did advocate 
restraint in clearing new land and caution in cultivating it. The best known 
of these—indeed, one of the best-known advocates of scientific agriculture 
in the entire South in the late antebellum era—was Noah B. Cloud, whose 
farm, La Place, a few miles west of Tuskegee became an experiment sta-
tion of sorts from which Cloud attempted to persuade the region’s planters 
to develop their plantations more sustainably. Indeed, to the extent that 
Carver’s agricultural vision harkened back to the high-minded husbandry 
of the nineteenth century, it carried echoes of Cloud’s calls for reform.

Reformers such as John Taylor and Edmund Ruffin, along with such 
“green paternalists” as James Hamilton Couper and James Henry Ham-
mond, are familiar figures to historians of the antebellum South, as are the 
agricultural interests of many of the leading southerners of the Early Re-
public—George Washington, James Madison, Patrick Henry, and Thomas 
Jefferson among others. Overwhelmingly, however, histories of antebellum 
agricultural reform have focused on the old states along the Atlantic Ocean 
and have devoted comparatively little ink to agricultural reformers of the 
Old Southwest.

In part this imbalance reflects the relative interest in agricultural reform 
in the two regions. The older states had a much longer history of Euro-
pean-style cultivation, experienced soil erosion and exhaustion sooner, and 
sought solutions for those problems (albeit largely unsuccessfully) well be-
fore the forests of the southern frontier had been cleared and put under the 
plow. Indeed, when agricultural journals began to proliferate in the 1820s, 
few places in the Old Southwest had been cultivated long enough to war-
rant much concern over their well-being. In part, however, the imbalance 
reflects the larger understanding of the root cause of the antebellum re-
form efforts. In his seminal study of soil exhaustion in the South, Avery 
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Craven portrayed agricultural reform as the logical outgrowth of the fron-
tier mentality. On the frontier, so the rationale went, waste was the rule. 
Only after the soils had been exhausted would a more responsible means 
of cultivation be embraced. Thus, for Craven—who in some ways resur-
rected the work of Taylor and Ruffin, whom he portrayed as heroes who 
sought to replace frontier-style waste with enlightened, progressive agri-
cultural practices—soil exhaustion in Maryland and Virginia was not due 
to “any features that belong to the South alone as a section.” Lest readers 
miss his oblique reference to slave-based plantation agriculture, he added 
or “its peculiar institutions and characteristics.” Craven instead blamed 
economic calculi in a situation where land was cheaper than labor. Though 
subsequent scholars would amend Craven’s argument (most especially in 
revising the significance of slavery for southern land use), they have yet to 
fundamentally challenge it.

Certainly there are solid grounds for embracing such a view, not the 
least being the fact that the agricultural reformers framed their reforms in 
just that context. Writing to the noted British agriculturist Arthur Young, 
for instance, Jefferson explained that Virginians did not practice convert-
ible husbandry based on composting cattle manure and field rotation in 
the manner of their counterparts in the North and in Europe “because we 
can buy an acre of new land cheaper than we can manure an old one.” 
But such a focus has minimized the attention historians have devoted to 
the Old Southwest, which, being “frontier” (at least relative to the states 
along the Atlantic seaboard), has been assumed to have harbored a less 
vibrant reform impulse. While historians are well aware of the degree to 
which southern agricultural reformers advocated contour plowing to min-
imize erosion, encouraged (without much success) cover crops, founded 
agricultural and horticultural societies, corresponded with agriculturists in 
the North and abroad, and decried the exhaustion of agricultural lands, 
they are considerably less aware of the activities of men such as Cloud and 
Martin W. Phillips of Mississippi. Indeed, in his environmental history of 
the American South, Albert Cowdrey asserted that “complaints of planters 
about soil exhaustion were commonly heard, at least until the late 1840s,” 
when sectional tensions muted them to some degree. Such a narrative 
leaves little room for Cloud, who did not begin his career as a reformer 
until the late 1840s.

Born in South Carolina, Cloud was by training a physician, having grad-
uated from Philadelphia’s Jefferson Medical College in 1835, but at heart he 
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was a husbandman. He moved to Russell County, Alabama, in 1838 before 
joining his father in neighboring Macon County five years later. While he 
was still in Russell County, living on a farm he dubbed Planter’s Retreat, he 
began to undertake agricultural experiments. At about the time he moved 
to La Place he began publishing his findings, hoping to undermine what he 
labeled the “kill and cripple, and every way injurious system” of cotton cul-
tivation in the South. His goal was to replace the prevailing cotton culture 
with “an entirely new and improved system of culture, predicated upon the 
principle of scientific and enlightened policy.”

Cloud overstated the novelty of his “improved system of culture”; he 
borrowed liberally from the convertible husbandry that agricultural societ-
ies in England and the North had long advocated. The sine qua non of 
this sort of husbandry was livestock penning, and it is thus no surprise that 
Cloud denounced the South’s open-range policy. Though many of the best-
known agricultural reformers of the Old South (including Ruffin) down-
played the benefits of penning livestock and compost manuring, Cloud was 
not the first southerner to advocate convertible agriculture in the region. 
John Taylor had proposed a program rather similar to Cloud’s more than 
three decades earlier. In a collection of essays titled Arator, Taylor echoed 
English reformers (who, among other things, had sought to justify the en-
closure movement) in maintaining that landowners—particularly those 
with extensive holdings—were better stewards of the land than the general 
public was under a commons system. Calling into question the region’s 
open-range policy, he advocated the adoption of convertible husbandry 
with its extensive manuring. But while his essays bolstered the interests 
of the planter class, Taylor had little use (on a theoretical level, anyway) 
for slavery, which he considered an inefficient form of agricultural labor. 

Cloud would disagree with Taylor’s view of slavery and instead embrace 
the notion that only a carefully managed labor force such as that provided 
by slavery could implement the sort of labor-intensive agricultural regime 
he espoused. Cloud likewise diverged from other advocates of convertible 
husbandry in the South, including James Henry Hammond, who advo-
cated keeping and penning livestock but insisted that “more can be made 
by planting [cotton] largely, than by making manure as a crop.” Convinced 
that “compost manuring, in connection with stock raising and pasturage” 
was “the true renovator of all agricultural exhaustion,” Cloud would make 
no such compromise.
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If Cloud’s system was not as novel as he maintained, it was not entirely 
derivative either. Over the course of the late 1840s and early 1850s he devel-
oped and advocated a remarkably strict agricultural program of his own. By 
the eve of the Civil War, the “Cloud system” had become one of the most 
talked-about plans for southern agriculture, inasmuch as it laid out a very 
specific regimen for cotton culture based on extensive compost manuring 
and deep plowing, which allowed the cotton plant’s taproot to take “such 
hold upon the manure below as to enable the plant to outstrip either grass 
or weeds.” The Cloud system thus solved two problems: it alleviated the 
erosion brought on by plowing to eliminate grasses and weeds, and it fa-
cilitated a more stable slave-based agriculture that did not entail continual 
expansion west as soils were exhausted.

Cloud had little use for the prevailing method of controlling grass, ex-
plaining that repeated plowing weakened cotton plants by cutting their roots. 
Planters who blamed poor growth on dry spells or rainy weather, he contin-
ued, were refusing to admit that their war on grass was self-destructive, that 
their “grass killing policy” wrought “disastrous consequences.” He likened 
adding guano to soil treated in such fashion to feeding hogs after knock-
ing out their teeth. Cloud believed that once a cotton plant had begun 
to grow, there was “no further use for a plough in its subsequent culture.” 
Instead he advocated the use of a “sweep,” a scooter plow modified in such 
a way that it could not “enter the ground deeper than one inch, if so deep.” 
The sweep could be dragged over the ground “so as to kill any grass and 
weeds that may appear” without threatening the cotton itself.

Other details of Cloud’s system included terracing, establishing specific 
distances between rows (and plants within rows), arranging piles of fer-
tilizer in a particular way prior to plowing, and following a complicated 
system of crop rotation in which cotton was planted on the same land only 
once in four years, and then only after the field had been allowed to lie fal-
low for a year. He believed that only rigid adherence to such details could 
ensure success, measured in terms of both profitability and improved soil. 
His own farms, he maintained, had improved as a “result of a strict and 
scrupulous adherence to [the] system in its management,” and he promised a 
bushel of his improved seed to anybody who “strictly” followed his plan and 
did not see at least a fivefold increase in the amount of cotton produced per 
acre. In essence, Cloud was interested in rationalizing cotton production, 
comparing, for instance, his “systematic, economical and philosophic policy” 
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with the “inconsistent, the reckless and grassy policy of the present practices 
of the country.”

The aim of this rationalization was not to increase the cotton yield aggre-
gately—though he claimed that his system provided “an infallible insurance 
for 5000 lbs. of a superior staple per acre” (a remarkable promise consider-
ing that Torbert’s farms produced roughly 175 pounds of cotton per acre). 
Rather, he sought to attain the same production, but on less land through 
more diligent (and responsible) husbandry. In fact, his system expressly 
limited the planting of cotton: “The crop of cotton thus planted . . . should 
not exceed three to four acres to the hand.” According to Cloud’s thinking, 
then, the exploitative social relations manifest in slavery need not lead to 
exploitative agricultural practices. On the contrary, slavery was essential to 
this remarkably labor-intensive plan to “make poor land rich, and rich land 
richer.”

What was possible in theory, however, had little basis in the reality of 
the Black Belt. Looking around Macon County, Cloud saw “a total ab-
sence and disregard of . . . the improvement and protection of the fertility 
of the soil,” and was reminded of Ben Franklin’s Poor Richard, who had 
assured Cloud and his fellow planters “that by constantly taking out of the 
meal tub and never putting in, we shall soon find the bottom.” The typical 
planter’s “acquaintance with this golden truth,” Cloud feared, was “theo-
retic entirely. His exhausted fields and dwarfish, puny cotton, tell tales more 
positively contradictory and gloomy, than I have room or inclination now 
to enumerate.”

Cloud’s peers lavished praise on him, but very few altered their methods 
of cultivation. Predictably, he grew frustrated at the disjuncture between 
his reputation—which by the 1850s had grown to the point that noted 
British agriculturist Robert Russell, on a tour of the South, was willing to 
walk nearly eight miles to see him—and his inability to persuade farmers 
to put his plan into practice. He could only conclude that “this beautiful 
forest must be felled by the ruthless hand of Mr. Carenot, all this maiden 
and fertile soil must first be exhausted and washed into the branches, gur-
gling in pure and limpid water . . . and the fields defaced by gullies and 
poverty grass” before his fellow planters would be willing “to give in to 
a complete and perfect system of improvement.” Considering that he 
was writing within a tradition that implicitly acknowledged virtue as the 
actuating principle of a republic and treatment of the soil as a fair barom-
eter of that supposed virtue, this was a serious indictment of his fellow 
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southerners, particularly because it was written amid escalating sectional 
tensions.

His indictment notwithstanding, Cloud joined a long list of agricultural 
reformers who earned the praise of their fellow southerners but ultimately 
failed in their efforts. Cloud would not be the last prophet of agricultural 
reform in Macon County to find himself praised but not heeded. Carver 
would offer similar laments, although his proposals were less rigid and he 
offered them to undermine rather than bolster the plantation system. In 
time, Carver too would join the ranks of reformers whose efforts wrought 
more praise than results.

For their part, planters liked the idea of crop diversification because it fit 
neatly with their growing sense of southern nationalism: self-sufficiency, 
decreased dependence on the North, and perhaps a chance to stick it to 
their abolitionist foes (whose cotton mills in the North and England were 
driven in large measure by slave labor in the Cotton Belt). They flocked 
to agricultural conventions, subscribed to agricultural papers, and eagerly 
listened to agriculturists’ calls for more rational production. By the eve of 
the Civil War, for instance, Cloud’s paper had a remarkable circulation of 
some 10,000 (it was rivaled in popularity only by the Southern Cultivator, 
a Georgia periodical). The planters were clearly not unaware of or indif-
ferent to the environmental degradation that attended cotton culture, and 
they certainly had the wherewithal to make the substantial capital invest-
ment fixing the problem would require, but they rejected the critique of 
southern culture implicit in Cloud’s indictment. They saw no need to make 
serious conservation efforts either to make a profit or to keep their view of 
themselves as virtuous farmers intact. Thus, as long as growing cotton was 
profitable—and planters like Torbert certainly found it to be so—they had 
no intention of altering their means of production.

While southern nationalism blunted the efforts of agricultural reformers 
to some extent, it did influence the landscape Carver would encounter in 
Macon County and that of Alabama’s Black Belt generally. Many planters 
were embarrassed by the sorry appearance of their dwellings. Few were 
made of brick or stone; even fewer could be considered elegant. Most were 
single-story log buildings with between four and six rooms, and none im-
pressed Frederick Law Olmsted when he passed through Macon County 
on the Montgomery and West Point Railroad in the early 1850s. He noted 
a “few dreary villages, and many isolated cotton farms, with comfortless 
habitation for black and white upon them.”
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In an address before the Alabama horticultural society in 1851, John 
Forsyth blamed the general lack of comfort and elegance on a lingering 
frontier spirit. He had never known, he claimed, a farmer in Alabama “who 
would not sell out and move for the price of his land.” In consequence, 
the “planter’s home is generally a rude ungainly structure, made of logs, 
rough hewn from the forest.” It “is not regarded as a home,” he continued, 
“but only a temporary abiding place.” Such an attitude “is a blight on our 
land. . . . We murder our soil with wasteful culture because there is plenty of 
fresh land in the West—and,” he concluded, echoing a common complaint 
of antebellum reformers before getting to the heart of his concern, “we live 
in tents and huts when we might live in rural palaces.”

Planters began taking steps to beautify their property and improve their 
living conditions. As part of their rejection of all things northern, Alabam-
ians embraced a very different sort of landscape design than that recom-
mended by Andrew J. Downing and other northern authorities. Men such 
as Charles A. Peabody—the horticultural editor of Cloud’s paper—advo-
cated a “southern” style of landscape architecture. The result of the cam-
paign to establish a self-consciously southern landscape design led to the 
re-creation of the environment in Alabama in a thousand different corners, 
none especially significant in itself, but collectively sufficient to alter the 
state’s environment.

Predictably, the new landscape had little room for grass—a character-
istic still evident when Carver arrived in 1896. A visitor to Tuskegee in 
the first decade of the twentieth century, for instance, was astonished to 
find that its white cemetery was a “wholly grassless waste of sand, relieved 
only by clumps of flowering shrubs and scattered trees.” Tuskegeans were 
“very proud” of it, however, and gave it “constant care.” While there was 
room for trees and shrubbery, their longtime association with disease—as 
late as 1857 the Southern Cultivator linked the death of a planter’s wife and 
children to barren mulberry trees growing too near the house—meant that 
they were cultivated cautiously and sparingly, generally lining the avenue to 
the house or set in copses to break up open spaces. The most significant 
changes were in the decorative plants southerners chose to cultivate in their 
yards and gardens. Prior to the 1850s, such nonnative plants as buckthorn 
dominated gardens of the Deep South. In the decade before the Civil War, 
native plants like the magnolias now associated with the region began to 
replace “exotics” in Macon County and elsewhere in the Black Belt, and 
there was something of a push to encourage the preservation of old-growth 
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forests. The fact that “Europe, Asia, and Africa had been ransacked for 
diminutive shrubs to take the place of those great forests” suggested to Pea-
body, at a minimum, that some planters lacked taste.

But it was southern nationalism’s most obvious result that set in motion 
the events that were primarily responsible for shaping the world Carver 
encountered in Alabama’s Black Belt. The initial jubilation of some in Ma-
con County at Alabama’s secession proved short-lived. By the end of 1861, 
the last year he planted cotton during the Civil War, Torbert’s outlook was 
positively gloomy: “This is the year Commenceing lincoln’s wars, and . . . 
from all appearances we are bound to have harder times than I ever before 
experienced in My life time.” By April 1865 the county had endured two 
raids by Union cavalry. The reality of the Confederacy’s defeat was brought 
home the following month when Federal troops under Colonel J. B. Moore 
occupied the county and declared martial law. Whites like Carrie Hunter, a 
young woman living in Tuskegee, found the loss and occupation “a sicken-
ing and humiliating subject.”

In 1860 only 2,690 free African Americans lived in the entire Yellow-
hammer State; at the close of the Civil War more than 18,000 newly freed 
African Americans called Macon County home. Many would leave in the 
ensuing years. The 1870 census reported only 12,620 blacks in the county 
(though some were lost to Lee and Bullock counties in 1867 when county 
lines were redrawn). For those who stayed, freedom brought both promise 
and uncertainty. For the first time, the state recognized their marriages. 
And when the congregations of white churches could not bring themselves 
to allow their former slaves equal seating and participation, the freedmen 
established parallel, independent churches that quickly became the chief 
social centers of the black community.

The aftermath of the Civil War brought uncertainty for the planters 
as well because it entailed the loss of their slave wealth along with the 
only social order they had ever known. Fears of black insurrection led to 
armed patrols. When Congress refused to seat Cullen Battle, a former fire-
brand and Confederate general elected to represent a district that included 
Macon County, the county’s white residents feared the worst. Their most 
significant problems, however, were tied to their plantations. Confederate 
and Union soldiers alike had appropriated much of their livestock, and 
large-scale theft after the war took most of the rest. Ironically, the planters’ 
fields had never been more vulnerable to livestock, a consequence of the 
destruction of fences by the Union Army. The most significant problem, 
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however, lay in the fact that the labor system of the county had been thrown 
into flux.

Over the course of the war, planters’ foreign markets had crumbled, their 
financial institutions had collapsed, and their transportation infrastructure 
had been devastated. In addition, the loss of wealth in the form of slaves—
and in 1859 Torbert was paying more than $1,300 per slave—undermined 
their ability to get credit. They had kept their land, but as economist and 
historian Gavin Wright noted, “nineteenth century bankers did not con-
sider real estate to be an acceptable backing for loans,” as was evidenced by 
the fact that “such loans were prohibited by the national bank.” Even had 
such loans been possible, land values had dropped more than 40 percent 
since 1860, primarily because of the uncertainty surrounding southern agri-
culture, and planters’ collateral worth was concomitantly lower. The failure 
of the southern banks and the planters’ difficulty in acquiring cash loans left 
them cash poor. Many could not offer freedmen cash wages and had little 
recourse but to arrange to pay their hands after the harvest.

Given the racial tensions in Macon County, planters were pleasantly sur-
prised in early 1866 when their former slaves proved willing to sign contracts 
to farm their land. The Civil War had forced agricultural diversification in 
Alabama’s Black Belt, but the planters were eager to see their fields again 
turn white with the bolls of their beloved cotton—the more so since the 
pent-up demand for cotton in the wake of the war had driven up its price. 
Cotton alone held out the possibility of putting cash in their pockets and 
allowing them to settle their debts. Macon County resident William Var-
ner provides an example of what having cotton could do. He had managed 
to produce and acquire from his peers some 760 bales of cotton over the 
course of the war, and his close connections with some northern bankers 
enabled him to sell them for better than $130,000 after its end. Varner, 
however, was clearly an exception. James Torbert’s experience was more 
typical. He hired six freedmen, along with three of their children, to tend 
his fields in 1866 in return for room and board, 25 percent of the corn, and 
20 percent of the cotton. Unfortunately for Torbert, his experiment failed 
and he lost “by the operation about $1,400 counting provisions.” The next 
year Torbert made a small profit by hiring five freedmen, a white man, and 
his own son for cash.

Socially, it was no small struggle for planters to accept their sudden legal 
equality with the freedmen. The fact that the planters had gone from hold-
ing virtually all the political power of the region to holding almost none 
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added to their woes. The numerical preponderance of African Americans 
forced white conservatives not disfranchised by Congress to lobby for black 
votes. For its part, the county’s black community, which had mobilized po-
litically by 1867, predictably disregarded whites’ claims that they had always 
been and would continue to be the freedmen’s best friends and staunchest 
supporters. Led by James Alston, a former slave of Cullen Battle, black 
voters in the county went to the polls that year to support the call for a 
new state constitution, and the following year to ratify it. Planters were 
mortified when former slaves, including Alston, were elected to the state 
legislature that year.

African American political power in the county proved ephemeral. By 
the summer of 1870 white Democrats had begun to reestablish their author-
ity. It began when a band of unidentified men fired into Alston’s house on 
a June night. Alston and his wife escaped with relatively minor injuries, but 
Alston was forced to leave the county—by way of a ten-day detour through 
its swamps to avoid his white pursuers. Over the ensuing months, white 
conservatives patrolled the county’s roads, black churches were burned, and 
two local scalawags were hanged in effigy in Tuskegee’s town square. White 
Democrats discounted evidence implicating whites in the burning of the 
churches and the assault on Alston and blamed the violence and racial ten-
sion on the black community.

Though Republicans managed to retain power in the county through 
the 1872 election, “Redemption” came to Alabama with the inauguration 
of Democrat George Smith Houston in 1874; it came to Macon County 
the same year. More than anyone else, a local circuit court judge named 
James E. Cobb was responsible for the reestablishment of white rule in the 
county. Cobb’s position as a judge gave him the power to do things the bal-
lot could not in a county where African Americans constituted better than 
70 percent of the population. The county’s black state representatives were 
arrested—one for adultery, the other for grand larceny—and tried in Cobb’s 
courtroom. Both were convicted and sentenced to chain gangs (a source of 
state-funded labor for local plantations). Cobb further ruled that a Repub-
lican judge had not fixed sufficient bond to hold his office and appealed to 
Governor Houston to name a replacement; of course, the newly elected 
governor chose a Democrat. With hostile judges in place, African Ameri-
cans could only expect the legal system to work against their interests.

Perhaps more important, by the mid-1870s planters had largely settled 
on a labor system that suited their needs—one that trapped most of the 
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county’s African Americans in a circular system of debt peonage. Like 
Torbert, the planters had initially tried to hire groups of unrelated workers. 
Because the laborers were working for a fixed share of a crop, however, they 
had every incentive to leave the work to others and still collect an equal 
portion. Such a system left planters with two significant problems: an inef-
ficient labor force and resentment on the part of those who did the work. A 
wage labor system was impractical for any number of reasons, lack of cash 
being a good place to start. Given the nature of cotton production, planters 
needed a reliable labor force at certain times of the year, especially for the 
harvest, when a single heavy rain could ruin all of the cotton on the boll. 
Planters simply could not risk having to scramble for labor because their 
hands quit at the wrong time. Likewise, the former slaves, especially those 
with families to support, did not want to rely on seasonal wages that would 
either leave them unemployed most of the year or force them into migrant 
labor. The end result was sharecropping and crop liens.

In return for the use of the land, and often seed, mules, and farm equip-
ment, the sharecropper agreed to give a certain percentage of his crop—
usually between 25 and 50 percent, depending on whether or not seed and 
equipment had been advanced to him—to the landowner. Theoretically, 
a diligent sharecropper could in time become a cash tenant, and eventu-
ally a yeomen farmer. The catch came in the fact that tenants often lacked 
the capital to feed and clothe their families prior to the harvest and were 
thus compelled to ask merchants to advance them the credit to do so in 
exchange for a lien on their share of the cotton crop. The merchants fre-
quently charged exorbitant interest rates, and they, along with the property 
owners—and in Macon County there was a good deal of overlap between 
merchants and planters—had priority over tenants in collecting any money 
earned from the profits. The result for the sharecroppers—an overwhelm-
ing majority of whom were black in Macon County and elsewhere in Al-
abama’s Black Belt—was a system in which the interest from debts in bad 
years more than negated the profits of the good years.

Consequently, by the mid-1870s most African Americans in Macon 
County found themselves perpetually in debt and obligated to ask whites 
to advance them many of the essentials of day-to-day life. No credit-rating 
system or “credit number” existed in the late nineteenth century; credit 
markets were profoundly local, and the only way poor farmers could get 
credit was to stay in the same area, return to the same creditors, and make 
good on their bills. Not surprisingly, considering the racial mores of Macon 
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County’s white leaders, African Americans who refused to treat whites def-
erentially or who insisted on becoming independent had difficulty securing 
advances. Unable to extract themselves from the endless cycle of debt, by 
the mid-1870s African Americans were forced to concede white control.

Macon County’s African Americans thus found themselves in a peculiar 
place, socially and economically. In many ways black tenants could oper-
ate relatively independently. They could live with their families and benefit 
from the labor of their wives and children, and they had the freedom to 
change creditors, albeit within a highly circumscribed system. “Planters 
can never tell which of their tenants will be with them the following year, 
but of one thing they can be fairly certain—that they will not leave the 
county,” sociologist Charles Johnson later noted of Macon County tenants. 
The local nature of the credit market all but ensured that in time the ten-
ants would “rotate, of their own choice, back to the point of beginning.” 
Tenants were free to fish, hunt, and gather firewood on the property they 
worked, but they had to plant cotton to satisfy their creditors. As of the late 
nineteenth century, they were still free to vote, but if they wanted credit, 
they had to acknowledge white authority.

The emergence of sharecropping did more than help planters establish 
a cheap and reliable labor base. As Gavin Wright and others have argued, 
it entailed a shift in how planters thought of themselves: they were now 
landlords rather than “laborlords.” In Macon and other Black Belt coun-
ties, planters sought to protect their property through passing stock laws. 
Fencing in crops was an expensive, time-consuming, labor-intensive pro-
cess, and the planters no longer had slaves whom they could compel to do 
it. Furthermore, most planters had significantly curbed their livestock pro-
duction in the wake of the Civil War as a result of widespread theft and saw 
no reason, as one frustrated planter noted, why “all the negroes and whites 
who own no land ” should be allowed to profit from theirs. Because plant-
ers often doubled as merchants in the Black Belt, there was an economic 
motive to close the range as well: advancing credit for foodstuffs was more 
profitable than allowing tenants to raise their own. Indeed, historian Grady 
McWhiney went so far as to assert that “one reason why cotton became so 
popular with postbellum landowners and merchants alike was because the 
tenants could not eat it.” In short, free-range livestock undermined the 
very dependency the planters, as landlords, sought to reinforce. By 1880 
thirty-three of Alabama’s sixty-six counties had passed stock laws; Macon 
County and the rest of the Black Belt counties were among them.
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The closing of the range did reinforce black dependency in Macon 
County, but its impact was probably most felt by independent white farm-
ers. Inasmuch as it undercut perhaps the chief means by which yeomen 
farmers could subsist in bad years, an already small margin of error was 
made smaller, and many had to abandon their farms. Over the course of the 
1870s the total population of the county fell. For all practical purposes, the 
loss was due to white migration; in fact, the number of African Americans 
rose in the county in the same decade. In 1879 alone, nearly 175 parcels of 
land, the majority of which were between 80 and 160 acres, were put up for 
auction on tax sales. The taxes generally amounted to less than ten dollars, 
an indication of how narrow the margin between success and failure had 
been for independent farmers, and of how vital an open range had been to 
their livelihood.

Now firmly back in control of Macon County, the planters had reasons 
to reach out to the black community in the 1870s. They were not unaware 
of the threat a large-scale migration posed to their plantations and region, 
and they still held long-cherished, if ill-conceived, notions of beneficent 
paternalism. And as a pragmatic stimulus, African Americans still had the 
vote. Consequently, the planters began extending goodwill offerings to the 
black community, and out of these overtures came the establishment of 
Tuskegee Institute in 1881.

The county’s African American community had first suggested such a 
school in a letter to the Macon Mail in 1878; the next summer a more de-
tailed letter followed. The county representatives to the state legislature, on 
behalf of the white community, approached Lewis Adams, a leader in the 
black community, about sponsoring the idea in 1880. In part this may have 
been an election-year ploy to secure black votes, but the representatives 
had already been elected in 1878, and voter fraud—not altogether unheard 
of in the county—would likely have secured their reelection. The white 
community’s willingness to establish a black school probably had more to 
do with keeping African Americans in the county than with winning elec-
tions. (The exoduster movement to Kansas the previous year had attracted a 
good deal of national attention and caused consternation across the South.) 
Doubtless, pride in the fact that the county had long been a center of edu-
cation—home to four of the state’s twelve colleges in the 1850s—played a 
role as well. Whatever the immediate reasons were for founding Tuskegee 
Institute, its establishment reflected a not-so-subtle transformation in the 
attitude of white conservatives toward the black community. That white 
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authorities recognized the need to take blacks’ demands seriously is evident 
in the fact that some of the men who had threatened James Alston in 1870, 
including prominent merchant and banker George W. Campbell, became 
members of the school’s board of trustees.

On behalf of the trustees, Campbell wrote General Samuel C. Arm-
strong, the white founder of Hampton Institute, requesting the name of 
a white man who might head the school. Armstrong knew of no white 
man who would be interested and qualified for the job but eagerly recom-
mended a former pupil and good friend, Booker T. Washington. Campbell, 
with whom Washington would form a close relationship, and the rest of the 
board accepted Armstrong’s recommendation and hired Washington as the 
school’s principal. The institute opened on July 4, 1881, despite fears in some 
quarters that it “might result in bringing about trouble between the races.” 
Its thirty students met in “a rather dilapidated shanty near the coloured 
Methodist church, . . . with the church itself as a sort of assembly room.”

Whites’ fears that the new school would upset race relations proved un-
founded. The twenty-five-year-old Washington cultivated a close relation-
ship with Tuskegee’s white community, facilitated by Washington’s belief 
that the solution to the “race problem” rested in black economic progress 
rather than political agitation for social and political equality. Even so, 
his first years were frustrating ones. “I do not deny that I was frequently 
tempted, during the early years of my work,” he later wrote in My Larger 
Education, “to join in the general denunciation of the evils and injustices 
that I saw about me. But when I thought the matter over, I saw that such 
a course would accomplish no good, and that it would do a great deal of 
harm.” Given the racial realities in Macon County and the plantation re-
gions of the South generally, Washington was probably correct in his assess-
ment that political agitation for social equality would result in more harm 
than good, though following his ascent to fame, many educated blacks in 
urban areas and the North came to see his “tactical retreat” as a “surrender.” 
As Edward Ayers astutely pointed out, however, the debate over the relative 
merits of Washington’s “solution” after he burst on the national scene with 
his 1895 Atlanta Exposition address “were arguments among blacks over 
the best response to an impossible and deteriorating situation.”

Washington did qualify his willingness to accept segregation. “In all 
things that are purely social,” he had conceded in the Atlanta address, “we 
can be as separate as the fingers, yet one as the hand in all things essen-
tial to mutual progress.” Mutual progress, however, hinged on economic 
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cooperation. Consequently, as Ayers observed, Washington “encouraged 
boycotts because such resistance fell into the economic rather than political 
realm.” Thus, he lent his support to a boycott of Atlanta streetcars in 1894, 
using “the leverage of blacks as paying customers to win their fair rights in 
the marketplace.”

Washington’s abandonment of public demands for African American 
political and social equality mollified fears that his school would threaten 
the status quo in the county because it put the onus for resolving the “race 
problem” squarely on African Americans. Indeed, in Tuskegee’s early years, 
local whites aided in fundraising and proved willing to sell land to the insti-
tute. The first major acquisition—an abandoned plantation purchased three 
months after the school opened—was made possible by a personal loan 
to Washington from the treasurer of Hampton Institute, General J. F. B. 
Marshall. This purchase allowed the school to move to a more permanent 
location and facilitated student enrollment, which had roughly doubled in 
its first three months. By the 1890s the school would own some 1,500 acres 
and enroll more than 1,000 students.

Given Washington’s philosophy, it is not surprising that Tuskegee mod-
eled its coursework after Hampton’s, which had a largely “industrial” curric-
ulum. A primary goal of Tuskegee was “to send every graduate out feeling 
and knowing that labour is dignified and beautiful.” Consequently, Wash-
ington insisted that the students work: tilling fields for their food, making 
bricks with which they could construct buildings, and aiding in the general 
upkeep and maintenance of the grounds. In fact, everything at the school 
was to be built and maintained by the students themselves, overseen (and 
aided) by a steadily growing faculty. The school was to stand as a monument 
to what African Americans were capable of accomplishing, and by the turn 
of the century it served that purpose, impressing national and international 
dignitaries who made the otherwise unlikely trek to Macon County for the 
express purpose of seeing Washington’s school.

If the school was a monument, it was also an island, and the orderliness 
of the campus did not spill over into the surrounding communities. Wash-
ington asserted in Up from Slavery that he had “found relations between the 
two races pleasant” when he first arrived in Macon County, a claim belied 
on the very next page when he recalled being told by members of the black 
community that they chose candidates in elections by finding out who the 
whites supported, then voting “ ’xactly de other way.” But he was most 
struck by the conditions African American tenants faced in the country-
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side. Whole families were sleeping in one-room cabins without windows 
and eating virtually nothing but “fat pork and cornbread.” After breakfast, 
they “would, as a general thing, proceed to the cotton-field.” “Their one 
object,” Washington discovered, “seemed to be to plant nothing but cotton; 
and in many cases cotton was planted up to the very door of the cabin.” 
With “few exceptions . . . the crops were mortgaged.”

The conditions of the plantation districts surrounding the institute did 
not differ markedly from conditions elsewhere in the Black Belt. Domi-
nated by black tenants who had every incentive to plant as much cotton as 
they could and virtually no incentive to care for soil they did not own and 
from which they could be removed at the whim of a landlord, the region’s 
environment suffered even more than it had during the antebellum years. 
King Cotton was triumphant as never before, and the deleterious effects 
of his reign could not go unnoticed. In an 1884 report on Alabama’s cotton 
production, Dr. Eugene Allen Smith, a geology professor at the University 
of Alabama, lamented the diminishing fertility of the Black Belt: “Where 
the blacks are in excess of the whites are originally the most fertile lands of 
the state,” he began. “The natural advantages of the soils are, however, more 
than counterbalanced by the bad system prevailing in such sections.” Leav-
ing no doubt as to which system he had in mind, he continued, “viz., large 
farms rented out in patches to laborers who are too poor and too much in 
debt to . . . have any interest in keeping up the fertility of the soil.”

Indicative of the fact that the efforts of Noah Cloud and other ante-
bellum reformers had been largely forgotten, E. C. Betts, the state’s first 
commissioner of agriculture, asserted that the need to restore nutrients to 
the soil “is a subject . . . wholly new to our people.” In contrast to Smith, 
however, he accounted for the sorry condition of the Black Belt counties by 
pointing to their black laborers, whom he insisted were “wholly unquali-
fied” for “the position of independent tenants” and consequently, “almost 
invariably fail.” The problem was aggravated by the fact that whites there 
tended to “congregate in towns . . . leaving the lands for the most part to 
the exclusive possession of negroes, thereby relieving them from the moral 
restraint of the presence of the superior race, as well as from their industrial 
supervision and control.”

In the immediate aftermath of the Civil War, some scientific agricul-
turists advocated policies similar to Noah Cloud’s. The Rural Alabamian 
published a letter that suggested “turning under green crops” and gathering 
“pond muck or swamp muck . . . for composting purposes.” The journal’s 
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editor, C. C. Langdon, argued that the best way to restore the “compara-
tively worn out” land was through “the easiest process imaginable, to wit: 
deep plowing, thorough pulveration of the soil, and heavy manuring.” Even so, 
he believed that the growing availability of “preparations known as com-
mercial or concentrated fertilizers” portended the dawn of an era in which 
the earth would “yield its abundance regularly, continuously and with un-
wavering certainty.” But by the 1880s agriculturists were focusing on two 
solutions: diversification and the use of chemically compounded commer-
cial fertilizer.

Diversification failed to gain much traction. If anything, farmers heeded 
pleas to grow something other than cotton less than they had in the years 
preceding the Civil War. To be sure, some agriculturists had hailed the 
“overthrow” of the “system of labor [slavery] which brought the all-cotton 
policy into existence.” Any hopes they may have harbored for a more 
diverse agricultural economy, however, had been quickly dashed. As early 
as 1872, the Rural Alabamian had expressed alarm at the rapid proliferation 
of cotton and pleaded with the state’s farmers to produce “all the neces-
saries of life,” before growing “all you can of cotton.” The emergence of 
sharecropping and tenancy had increased cotton production, which both 
lowered prices on the cotton market and further denuded the environment. 
By the early 1880s two-thirds of the cultivated land in Macon County was 
in cotton, a marked contrast to the antebellum years when more land was 
in other crops aggregately than was in cotton.

On the other hand, Alabama’s planters and farmers eagerly embraced 
agriculturists’ pleas for the use of commercial fertilizers. Like farmers in the 
rest of the nation, those from the Yellowhammer State turned to chemi-
cally compounded fertilizers in record numbers. In 1869, 126 factories man-
ufactured fertilizer; by 1889 that number had leapt to 390, employing, on 
average, nearly half again as many workers as they had in 1869 and marking 
a growth in the total capital investment in the industry from $4.5 million to 
$40 million. In 1880 Alabama farmers were spending $2 million a year on 
commercial fertilizers; six years later the state’s agriculture commissioner 
was pleased to report that fertilizer use was “rapidly spreading.” Speaking 
before the state agricultural convention in February 1888, Dr. N. T. Lup-
ton argued that commercial fertilizers were at the very center of “scientific” 
farming, insisting that the “manufacture of scientifically prepared fertilizers 
and their application to the soil is the best means of estimating the progress 
a country is making in agriculture.” As the state chemist, it was Lupton’s 
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job to analyze fertilizer samples submitted by planters and farmers. If Lup-
ton found that a fertilizer failed “to come up to the guarantee placed upon 
it by the manufacturer and dealer,” the purchaser did not have to pay for 
it. In fact, the proliferation of commercial fertilizers had played no small 
role in the establishment of the state’s Department of Agriculture in 1883. 
Not only was the department responsible for regulating fertilizers, it was 
charged with “promoting their extension and use.”

To be sure, some agriculturists did advocate the use of organic fertilizers. 
Eugene Smith, in the 1883 Geological Survey of Alabama, for example, rec-
ommended composting plant debris with Alabama minerals such as lignite, 
“quick lime,” and “calcareous and gypseous marls.” He likewise lamented 
wasted night soil, which was either “accumulated in receptacles” or, worse, 
channeled into sewers and streams “through which the fertility of our land 
is . . . drained into the ocean.” The holding receptacles for night soil, he 
claimed, “are in reality so many Guano Islands, whose benefits we can real-
ize with only a nominal cost of transportation.” But even Smith argued that 
failure to use chemical fertilizers indicated the lack of “systematic efforts at 
the maintenance of the fertility of the soils in Alabama.” Thus, if agricul-
turists’ promotion of commercial fertilizer did not preclude their advocat-
ing organic fertilizers, the latter certainly received much less attention. Few 
agriculturists emphasized soil building, or for that matter any notion of 
“paying back” to the soil. More commercial fertilizer was applied each year, 
but Alabama’s soil continued to degrade rather than improve.

As fertilizer use rose, fertilizer distributors appeared in Macon County. 
The Macon County Oil Company, which owned six cotton ginneries 
that collected seeds to be pressed for oil, also operated a fertilizer mixing 
plant. Even so, the application of commercial fertilizers for cotton pro-
duction in Macon County and the rest of the Alabama’s Black Belt did not 
match that elsewhere in the state. Eugene Smith noted in 1883 “that in the 
great cotton-producing areas of Alabama the use of commercial fertilizers 
in cotton planting is comparatively unknown.” The use of commercial 
fertilizers in Black Belt counties might better be understood, however, as 
having reached something akin to a saturation point. Not only did land-
lords believe that their black tenants were incapable of properly applying 
the fertilizer, they had little incentive to help their tenants produce a banner 
crop for the market and thereby perhaps escape their crippling dependency. 
While advancing tenants the credit to purchase fertilizer could reinforce 
their dependency by adding to their debt, Macon County landlords saw no 
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reason to advance the funds for large amounts of fertilizer—certainly not 
the amounts recommended by agronomists and the fertilizer companies.

Content to be back in power, the planters largely ignored both the long-
term effects of failing to nourish their soil and the complaints of agricultur-
ists. It was the planters Betts had in mind when, in the state’s first Report of 
the Commissioner of Agriculture, he argued that “the time is come when we 
may cease to bewail the condition of the farmer. . . . They live well, take care 
of their families, and I think are less in debt . . . than they have been for the 
last twenty years.” The formation of the Farmers’ Alliance the following 
year and its subsequent transformation into the Populist Party confirm that 
Betts’ finger was on the pulse of the state’s planters, not its independent 
farmers.

In contrast to the Alabama Grange (whose first chapter had been or-
ganized in Tuskegee), neither the Alliance nor the Populists had much 
influence in Macon County. In large measure this was because African 
Americans, who did most of the actual farming in the county, were never 
afforded status as equals either by Alliance members or by the Populists. 
Further, because white unity against a black majority was paramount in 
the political calculi of county leaders, when the need arose, the Democrats 
resurrected the tactics of voter fraud and intimidation they had used during 
the 1870s and defeated the Populists, removing them from the equation. 
In Macon County, James E. Cobb, the judge who had helped purge the 
county of “black rule,” was elected to Congress in 1884 in a district that 
included six predominantly white counties and four Black Belt counties. In 
1892 and 1894 he staved off Populist challenges, losing the white counties 
but winning even bigger in the Black Belt ones. After the 1894 election, the 
Populist candidate charged Cobb with voter fraud. The charge was sub-
sequently substantiated, and Cobb was removed from office. The Populist 
victory, however, was short-lived as Democrats regained the seat in 1896. 
In Macon County, then, the rise of the Alliance and the Populist Party 
meant little to black farmers.

Indeed, Betts’ contention that farmers were in better financial shape 
than they had been for twenty years was even less applicable to Macon 
County’s African Americans than it was to the state’s white yeomen farm-
ers. By the close of the 1890s only 157 African Americans owned their own 
farms in Macon County, which had nearly 19,000 black residents. For 
the most part, these black landowners employed every means within their 
power to be self-sufficient: they had larger families (to provide more labor); 
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their children married later (and so labored longer for the family); and they 
sought to limit their borrowing so as not to get drawn back into the slough 
of debt peonage.

At the time of Carver’s arrival, most of Macon County’s African Ameri-
cans were tenants of various sorts; many were sharecroppers. Most lived 
in crowded, dilapidated cabins with their families on parceled-out plots of 
land. The cabins were grouped into roughly fifty small farming communi-
ties, which were connected to each other by roads winding along the coun-
ty’s ridges—a nod to the many streams that still regularly flooded—and by 
footpaths through its fields and forests, the very same paths first navigated 
by slaves prior to the Civil War. Blacks’ landholdings were either on the 
hilly land in the county’s north or the sandy soils that lay to the south of the 
Black Belt soils. The best soils belonged to whites.

The founding of Tuskegee notwithstanding, few educational opportuni-
ties existed for African Americans in the county; consequently, illiteracy 
rates were high. The courts were wholly on the side of white landlords, and 
all the political momentum in the state indicated that African Americans 
could expect only a further contraction of their rights. By the late 1890s 
Jim Crow laws were sweeping the South. In 1901, Carver’s fifth year in the 
state, Alabama would convene a new constitutional convention that dis-
franchised virtually all of the state’s black population. Following its ratifica-
tion, only sixty-five black voters remained in Macon County where more 
than two thousand had voted during Reconstruction.

Although there had been no lynchings in Macon County since the es-
tablishment of Tuskegee Institute, there remained a good deal of racial 
distrust and resentment. Vulnerable to fraud, perpetually in debt, and po-
litically powerless, black tenants had little incentive to labor diligently. As 
they did not own the land and were not tied to it, they had no reason to take 
good care of it. Whites, in turn, saw what they were conditioned to expect 
when they looked at black tenants: laziness and negligence. As in other 
plantation communities across the South, the logic of racial animosity be-
came circular and self-perpetuating. Black tenants “are careless,” W. E. B. 
DuBois explained, “because they have not found that it pays to be careful; 
they are improvident because the improvident ones of their acquaintance 
get on about as well as the provident.” But most of all, DuBois continued, 
“they cannot see why they should take unusual pains to make the white 
man’s land better. . . . On the other hand,” he concluded, “the white land-
owner . . . shows his Northern visitor the scarred and wretched land; the 
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ruined mansions, the worn-out soil and mortgaged acres, and says, This is 
Negro freedom!”

This was the Macon County that Carver saw when he arrived in 1896. It 
was a far cry from Iowa. Outside Tuskegee Institute’s walls, Carver found 
himself surrounded by “devastated forests, ruined estates, and a thoroughly 
discouraged people, many just eking out a miserable sort of existence from 
the furrowed and guttered hillsides and neglected valleys called farms.” 
He was optimistic, however, that he could help remake it.
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SMALL GODS
Martin Shaw

We hear it everywhere these days. Time for a new story. Some enthusiastic sweep of narrative that be-
comes, overnight, the myth of our times. A container for all this ecological trouble, this peak-oil business, 
this malaise of numbness that seems to shroud even the most privileged. A new story. Just the one. That 
simple. Painless. Everything solved. Lovely and neat.

So, here’s my first moment of rashness: I suggest the stories we need turned up, right on time, about five 
thousand years ago. But they’re not simple, neat or painless. This mantric urge for a new story is actually 
the tourniquet for a less articulated desire: to behold the Earth-actually-speaking-through-words again, 
something far more potent than a shiny, never contemplated agenda. As things stand, I don’t believe we 
will get a story worth hearing until we witness a culture broken open by its own consequence.

No matter how unique we may consider our own era, I think that that these old tales – fairy, folk tales and 
myths – contain much of the paradox we face in these stormriven times. And what’s more they have no 
distinct author, are not wiggled from the penned agenda of one brain-boggled individual, but have passed 
through the breath of a countless number of oral storytellers.

Second moment of rashness: the reason for the generational purchase of these tales is that the richest of 
them contain not just – as is widely purported – the most succulent portions of the human imagination, but 
a moment when the our innate capacity to consume – lovers, forests, oceans, animals, ideas – was drawn 
into the immense thinking of the Earth itself, what aboriginal teachers call Wild Land Dreaming. We met 
something mighty. We didn’t just dream our carefully individuated thoughts – We. Got. Dreamt. We let 
go of the reins. Any old Gaelic storyteller would roll their eyes, stomp their boot and vigorously jab a tobac-
co-browned finger toward the soil if there was a moment’s question of a story’s origination.

In a time when the Earth is skewered by our very hands, could it not be the deepest ingredient of the stories 
we need is that they contain not just reflection on, but the dreaming of a sensual, reflective, troubled being, 
whilst we erect our shanty-cultures on its great thatch of fur and bone?

It is a great insult to the archaic cultures of this world to suggest that myth is a construct of humans shiv-
ering fearfully under a lightning storm, or gazing at a corpse and reasoning a supernatural narrative. That 
implies a base line of anxiety, not relationship. Or that anxiety is the primary relationship. It places full 
creative impetus on the human, not the sensate energies that surround and move through them, it shuts 
down the notion of a dialogue worth happening, it shuts down that big old word animism. Maybe they knew 
something we have forgotten.

Two routes towards the cultivation of that very dreaming was through wilderness initiation and, by illu-
mination of the beautiful suffering it engendered, a crafting of it into story to the waiting community. Old 
village life knew that the quickest way to a deep societal crack up was to negate relationship to what stood 
outside its gates. Storytellers weren’t always benign figures, dumping sugary allegories into children’s 
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mouths, they were edge characters, prophetic emissaries. More in common with magicians. As loose with 
the tongue of a wolf as with a twinkly fireside anecdote. These initiations facing the rustle-roar of the au-
tumn oaks or grey speared salmon had banged their eloquence up against a wider canopy of sound, still 
visible on the splayed hide of their language.

Part of a storyteller’s very apprenticeship was to be caught up in a vaster scrum of interaction, not just at-
tempting to squat a-top the denizens of the woods. To this day, wilderness fasting disables our capacity to 
devour in the way the West seems so fond of: in the most wonderful way I can describe, we get devoured.

The big, unpalatable issue is the fact that these kind of initiations have always involved submission. For a 
while you are not the sole master of your destiny, but in the unruly presence of something vaster. You may 
have to get used to spending a little time on one knee. May have to bend your head.

Without a degree of submission, healing, ironically, cannot enter. It is not us in our remote, individuated 
state that engenders true health, but soberly labouring towards a purpose and stance in the world that is far 
more than our own ambitions, even our fervent desire to ‘feel better’.

So, I claim that the stories are here. And they include all these difficult conditions. That’s the price tag. 
This is not in any way to claim redundancy to modern literature, but simply to hold up the notion of living 
myth.

So the stories are here, but are we?

I think we are losing the capacity to behold them. We see them for sure – our eyes swiftly scan the glow of 
computer screen for the bones of the tale, we audition them for whatever contemporary polemic is fore-
front in our minds, and then we impatiently move on. It is not hard then to suggest that we are fundamen-
tally askew in our approach: we are simply not up to the intelligence of what the story is offering. Our 
so-called sophistication has our sensual intelligence in a head-lock and is literally squeezing the life out of 
it. When we see something we have stayed pretty firmly in devouring mode, when we behold it, we are in a 
lively conversation.

But these stories I speak of are not being brought slowly into our bodies, wrought deep by oral repetition. 
We have lost a lot of the fundamental house-making skills for how to welcome a story.

PSYCHE
Around halfway through the last century, something wonderful happened. Mythology and fairy tales re-
gained a legitimacy amongst adults as a viable medium to understand the workings of their own psychologi-
cal lives. By the development of metaphor, tales of sealskins and witches’ huts became the most astonishing 
language with which to apprehend much of what seemed to lurk underneath their everyday encounters and 
decision making. It granted greater dignity and heightened poetics to the shape of their years.

What was the glitch that lurched alongside? A little too much emphasis on these stories as entirely interior 
dramas, that, clumsily handled, became something that removed, rather than forged relationship to the 
Earth. The inner seemed more interesting than anything going on ‘out there’. Us and our feelings still 
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squatted pretty happily at the centre of the action. This is not an indigenous perspective on the purpose of 
story.

When the Grimms and others collected their folktales they effectively reported back the skeletons of the 
stories, the local intonation of the teller, and some regional sketching out was often missing from the tale. 
Ironically, this stripped-back form of telling has been adopted into the canon as a kind of traditional style 
that many imitate when telling stories – a kind of ‘everywhere and nowhere’ style.

Now whilst it’s certainly true that there are stories designed for travel, for thousands of years even a story 
arriving in a entirely new landscape would be swiftly curated into the bog lands and granite outcrops of 
its new home. It would shake down its feathers, shape-leap a little, or grow silent and would soon cease 
to be told. No teller worth their salt would just stumble through the outline and think it was enough, the 
vital organs would be the mnemonic triggers of the valley or desert it now abided in. This was a protracted 
courtship to the story itself. It was the business of manners.

Oral culture has always been about local embedding, despite the big human questions that cannot help 
but sweep up between cultures. These are details that may seem unimportant when only seeking to poke 
around your childhood memories in a therapist’s office, but they start to fall woefully short when this older 
awareness of story as hinge between village and forest is reignited – the absence becomes acute, the tale 
flat and anthropocentric.

I don’t think we have the stories, these stories have us. They charge vividly through our betrayals, illicit 
passions, triumphs and generosities. Psyche is not neatly contained in our chest as we scuttle between 
appointments, but we dwell within psyche: gregarious, up-close, chaotic, astonishing, sometimes tragic, 
often magical.

Well, something piratical is happening. It is time to rescue the stories, re-hydrate the language, scatter 
dialectical inflection amongst the blunt lines of anthropological scribbles, muck up the typewriter with the 
indigo surge of whale ink.

We’re unlocking the cage.

ECHO
For the past twenty years, I’ve been a wilderness rites-of-passage guide. The whole thing had begun in 
earnest when, way back, I had taken myself up to the hills of Snowdonia and simply sat in a small oak gully 
without watch, food, tent or fire for four days.

The energies of that place had a feast on my grief-racked bones, and then set up conditions and tutoring on 
the understanding that I would, in some incomplete but sincere way, speech out some of their atmosphere 
into the wider world. I’m not sure I quite understood what I was getting into. This led to four years in a 
black tent in the valleys and little copses of the south west of Britain.

Myths seemed the way to go. To give voice. A bridge. At best their insights gives us a glimpse of that archaic 
word cosmos; that our own story is no longer held in some neurotically distanced interior, but free ranging.
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So I have long found myself in love with oral culture, and the diligent act of slowly returning book-bound 
tales to their place by the fire-side, my tellings intertwined with rook call, billows of fireside smoke, whis-
ky-splashed libations on the roots of the Rowan tree, the midnight loon with her caressing tones of friendly 
loneliness. This practice has led me to a long standing sensation:

Myth, in the way I am thinking about it, is an echo-location arising from the Earth itself.

In the living world, when certain animal calls collide with another being, they send an echo back to the 
caller, giving even an almost blind creature a sense of what is in their surrounding domain. I think the 
Earth has always done something similar. It transmits pulses, coded information, lucid image, and then sits 
back to see what echoes return from its messaging. This is not the deadening thump of just one note but a 
multiplicity.

Sometimes we get lucky. It may be a Inuit perched on the ice round a fishing hole, a tramp wandering 
Welsh lanes, a woman gardening early on a summer’s morning that receives it. These pulses tell us some-
thing about how to live. I would call this beholding.

Oral cultures have often demonstrated great skill at honouring this, and crafting art around it until it be-
comes a two-ways-looking that confirms a kind of holy thinking existing between wolf and caribou, silvered 
rain and tangled byre. This mystical morse code is the true underlying pattern of any myth deserving of the 
name. It is the sound of the Earth and its inhabitants thinking about itself.

When the call hits whoever is tuned to receive it, it sends an echo back to its source; it confirms relation-
ship, and in some way edifies that origination point. These pulses can get picked up when fasting on the 
mountain top, in the temple during a silent retreat, whilst grieving for an old love by a still lake. It is very 
mysterious, and requires a certain aliveness to pick it up. It’s not a fashionable sentiment, but the kind of 
multi-tasking that modernity celebrates is a direct hindrance to receiving it.

THE SEDUCTION OF THE WOUND
When echo-location is lost, we fall out of myth. We fall out of relationship. We start to get an atrophy of 
image, thinned-out allegories that are a reckless attempt to promote ideas of the state. A kind of human 
focused, social mythology. A mimic. The hallucination of empire ensues.

So to follow a wild mythology involves a lot of listening, a stilling, to get connected to this ancient form 
of calling. It is a love story really. Some old lover is gently trying to call us home. When confronted with 
panicked ideas about ecological ‘narratives for now’, I suggest that this awareness is paramount. We need 
bush soul.

One of the most salient layers of these stories is an emphasis on service. The clearer the articulation of 
trouble, the greater the expectancy that the very trouble is crafted up into a gift for a wider circle. And that’s 
not just a human circle. So these old stories have more than a degree of accountability about them.

For many of us, wound means truth. In a sugared world, holding your gaze to something broken, bereft 
or damaged seems like the deepest, most articulate position we can take. We see this move all the way 
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through the modern arts. It’s what gets the big grants. Myths say no. The deepest position is the taking of 
that underworld information and allowing it to gestate into a lived wisdom that, by its expression, contains 
something generative. The wound is part of a passage, not the end in itself. It can rattle, scream and shout, 
but there has to be a tacit blessing, or gift, at its core.

Many stories we are holding close right now have the the scream but not the gift. It is an enormous seduc-
tion on behalf of the West to suggest that jabbing your pen around in the debris of your pain is enough. It’s 
not. That’s uninitiated behaviour masquerading as wisdom. Lead is not gold, no matter how many times 
you shake it at the sun.

TURNING OUR HEAD FROM THE PELT
Once upon a time there was a lonely hunter. One evening, returning to his hut over the snow, he saw smoke 
coming from his chimney. When he entered the shack, he found a warm fire, a hot meal on the table, and 
his threadbare clothes washed and dried. There was no one to be found.

The next day, he doubled back early from hunting. Sure enough, there was again smoke from the chimney, 
and he caught the scent of cooking. When he cautiously opened the door, he found a fox pelt hanging from 
a peg, and woman with long red hair and green eyes adding herbs to a pot of meat. He knew in the way that 
hunters know that she was fox-woman-dreaming, that she had walked clean out of the Otherworld. ‘I am 
going to be the woman of this house,’ she told him.

The hunter’s life changed. There was laughter in the hut, someone to share in the labour of crafting a life, 
and, in the warm dark when they made love, it seemed the edges of the hut dissolved in the vast green acres 
of the forest and the stars.

Over time, the pelt started to give off its wild, pungent scent. A small price, you would think, but the hunter 
started to complain. The hunter could detect it on his pillow, his clothes, even on his own skin. His com-
plaints grew in number until one night the woman nodded, just once, her eyes glittering. In the morning 
she, and the pelt, and the scent, was gone. It is said that to this day the hunter waits by the door of his hut, 
gazing over snow, longing for the fox woman.

I would suggest that we are that hunter, societally and most likely personally. The smell of the pelt is the 
price of real relationship to wild nature; its sharp, regal, undomesticated scent. While that scent is in our 
hut there can be no Hadrian’s wall between us and the living world.

Somewhere back down the line, the West woke up to the fox woman gone. And when she left she took many 
stories with her. And, when the day is dimming, and our great successes have been bragged to exhaustion, 
the West sits, lonely in its whole body for her. Stories that are more than just a dagger between our teeth. 
More than just a bellow of conquest. As I say, we have lost a lot of housemaking skills for how to welcome 
such stories. We turned our face away from the pelt. Underneath our wealth, the West is a lonely hunter.

CULTURAL LAYERS
Archaeologists can drink. I mean really. The table is gleaming with pint glasses settled with chewy, warm, 
resolutely flat beer. A pile of paper plates, foil tins and the remain of a curry slump on the far end, still issu-
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ing their come-hither scent of spice, salt and grease. We’re in a small coastal town in the north of Dorset. 
Globs of late October rain boom-patter the window.

Glancing up, the oldest man, a ceramics expert, finally says what the other men certainly appear to be think-
ing: ‘So why have they stuck a storyteller into a dig with archeologists? We want the facts and you just want 
the story!’ There’s a boozy grump of approval. Two days digging in the rain for a priory that may or may not 
be there has not exactly sweetened the mood.

I’d seen this discomfort coming in the runes, I tell you. So, awkwardly I stand up and deliver my little 
speech: ‘Well, point taken. But a mythologist is more like you lot than you may think. First of all, I know 
you’ll often just walk the mud ridges of an old field looking for, just on the off chance, something worth 
excavating. Well, that’s what we do, we just happen to be looking in anthologies or listening to other tellers 
to find something to get us digging. So let’s say you find something. You wave your machines about and 
stick in your spade. You find objects, you detect changes in soil, you begin to get a sense of the time-span 
and the cultural history of the objects – if you’re very lucky maybe an Anglo-Saxon broach, or Pictish ring 
– well for us the stories give all sorts of little clues to the time and attitudes of the storyteller who archived 
the story, or the tradition they were trying to maintain.

‘So you guys bring the objects up from the slow time of their resting place. Eventually they will be painfully 
examined, brushed down and confined to a cabinet. They will certainly assist research, and the gathered 
facts will support scholarship. But here’s what a storyteller does. When they get to the depths of the dig, 
they tenderly bring up the story, gather themselves, and start to speak it. Animation. They are in the busi-
ness of revival, of bone-gathering, of bringing back to life something many thought were lost – they give us 
a living myth, a living excavation.’

Bless ‘em, the ruddy-faced team took it with a few groans, the throw of a mucky towel, and another exhaust-
ed shuffle to get the tankards filled.

I bring up this story just as an acknowledgment of those cultural implications as we dig, that surrounding 
myths’ echo-location is often the imprint of history and tribal inflection. I love all that; the stories contin-
ued journey, and I study it diligently. Once the tale has reared up into the human community, of course, 
it will collect details of the time periods of its initial tellings, they are not meant to be kept as some kind 
of pristine expression of Eden. But they’re not to lose this earthed root system either, otherwise the tree 
collapses.

What I’m really looking for is this deepest contact; the moment when the breath hits the bones and the 
story has its way with us. That’s a scary place, many would rather stay nice and safe with just the historic 
layers, but if you’re still reading, I suspect you are not one of those.

Oh, and guess what? Two hours later we found that priory.

THE STORIES THE WEST TELLS IN PRIVATE
Connection to where we come from is starting to matter. I guess it always did. I started to notice it about a 
decade ago. At the end of an evening of stories or extended teaching they would appear. The weight of the 
West on their shoulders. Beautiful folks usually. Almost always white, hair often dreaded, neck laden with 
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cowrie shells, dream-catchers on legs, maybe a whiff of patchouli oil, exotic animals indeed, who would 
patiently stand in line till its their turn, and then, shuddering with emotion, speak vividly about their expe-
riences in the Amazon with visionary plants, their apprenticeship to a Vietnamese medicine woman, their 
pilgrimage to Tibet, their name change from Bert to ‘dragon-bull-rainbow man’. With absolute sincerity 
in their Scots-Irish, Polish, Norwegian or Welsh eyes they relaid their tale and then expected me to be 
approving of it. By now you will be getting the emphasis – I’m not. Maybe I was for the first hundred times.

Now to be clear: these folks are signposts to being real human beings. In a numbed out, glow-screen world, 
this is a vivid attempt to wake up, to feel something real for once, to take up a little more space in hard, 
neurotic times. I’ve stood in line just like them, twisting my braids and trying hard to think non-attached 
thoughts. It’s a step to sanity when the cards are decked so horribly against the soul.

But I think it’s just a first step, to maintain it year after year is the posture of a child, and the last thing our 
children need is to be raised by kids with the faces of adults. And there’s the rub: to orientate to a life to 
nourish our children’s, children’s, children. To understand the labour of raising something. When we 
have people in their thirties and forties attempting to self-initiate, something that most tribal groups would 
say should happen at adolescence, the lintel of security over a child’s head gets awfully thin, maybe a balsa 
wood plank. We’re too busy getting our chakras balanced to tell them stories, take them for walks.

But why the impulse to be any where but here? I suggest it is the stories the West tells itself in private. Be-
cause when the taxes have been paid, Siberia has been Google-Earthed to the last inch, when the last sinew 
of oil has been drained from the North Sea, I suggest the stories we secretly tell ourselves are little more 
than nightmares. The West’s esteem is far lower than we expect.

Our bones know the cost of the degree of the speed-magic we are harnessing, our bellies are acid strewn 
with the price. Hobbling alongside this hero-myth is the terrible Banshee of the Blood Pool, that claims the 
storyteller’s chair by our bed when we rest. It can be no other way if the picture is so imbalanced. So where 
else can we go but out of where we come from? How could we stay in the madness? Well, I’m proposing we 
don’t let ourselves off the hook so easily. We shouldn’t be feeling so groovy.

Let’s squat down in the gunk.

FROM IS OVERRATED
So what happens if we try and root? Rather ironically, the latest addition to hip-speak is a desire to be in-
digenous. No work history required. Well, indigenous is a complicated word. I’ve seen whole gatherings 
grind to a deathly halt as growingly red-faced folks try and get clear about what the word could mean. Fun-
nily enough, I’ve never heard anyone who could qualify for the word actually use it. We turn up at the gate 
of the Crow reservation with our arms open and expect to get a warm reception.

So how do we work with this longing? Maybe let’s dial it down a little. I won’t be using anything so inflam-
matory as an offer for you suddenly becoming ‘indigenous’ overnight, that’s distasteful, but I will gamble a 
little, throw my hat in the ring and say that I think coming ‘from’ somewhere can be highly overrated.

I can’t tell you much about being ‘from’ a place – I meet people who are so ‘from a place’ that they are big-
oted, numb and miserable.
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I also suggest that if you don’t have the bones of loved ones in the ground of that land, then you have no 
legitimate aboriginal claim for from-ness. Until the wiggling denizens of the soil have a good chew on the 
composting lump of Aunt Agatha or Grandpa Terry, then any sense of from-ness is pretty abstract.

GETTING CLAIMED
I know this stuff can make your head spin. Feel impossible to calibrate, not worth the time, just another 
paradox. Well I suggest a re-tuning of intention, a slightly more sober directive: to be ‘of’ a place. To 
labour under a related indebtedness to a stretch of Earth that you have not claimed, but has claimed you.

To be of is to hunker down as a servant to the ruminations of the specific valley, little gritty vegetable patch, 
or swampy acre of abandoned field that has laid its breath on the back of your neck. Maybe it’s a thin crest of 
swaying weeds between brokendown sheds. As David Abrams’ extraordinary work reminds us, Earth is air 
too; the myriad of wind tongues, the regal pummelling of the clouds – regardless of being in a city, hamlet 
or tent on a Norfolk beach. Remember to look up.

To be of means to listen. To commit to being around, to a robust pragmatism as to what this wider mur-
muring may require of you. It’s participation, not as a conqueror, not in the spirit of devouring, but of re-
latedness. I think this takes a great deal of practice. It doesn’t mean you never take a life, live on apples and 
peas, or forget that any stretch of Earth holds menace and teeth, just as it does the rippling buds of April.

You learn from the grandeur of its shadow as much as the many abundances. To be of means to be in. 
To have traded endless possibility for something specific. That over the slow recess of time you become 
that part of the land that temporarily abides in human form. That your delightful curvature and dialectical 
brogue is hewn deep, wrought tough, by the diligence of your service to the sensual tangle you find your-
self in.

It means not talking about a place but with a place – and that’s not a relationship available indiscriminately, 
wherever you travel, but something that may claim you once or twice in a lifetime. It means staying when 
you don’t feel like staying. Cracking the ice on the water butt, climbing into your mud-encrusted boots and 
walking out into the freezing dark with a bale of hay. It’s very little to do with how you feel, because guess 
what? Feelings change. Knowing the stories of a place is bending your ear to its neighbourly gossip.

Some of us are trying to re-enter the countries of our birth in a different way. To walk the shores not with 
a shield but with speech, with seeds rather than slaughter. To open a dimension of this country that is not 
just Britain but Albion. Not Devon but Dumnonia, or Defenascir, or somewhere else again:

Flank of Wolf Mind,
Confirming Shepherd’s Staff
Timber-Wains and
the Fulsome Corn
Copper Caved,
Riven by Apples
Blessed Trout –
Glitter Dragon
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Books
Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things - Michael Braungart
The Economy of Commerce: A Declaration of Sustainability - Paul Hawken
Let My People Go Surfing: The Education of a Reluctant Businessman - Yvon Chouinard
The Responsible Company: What Weve Learned from Patagonia’s First 40 Years -Yvon Chou-
inard and Vincent Stanley
The Regenerative Business - Carol Sanford
The Upcycle: Beyond Sustainability - Michael Braungart and William McDonough
Decolonizing Wealth: Indigenous Wisdom to Heal Divides and Restore Balance - Edgar Vil-
lanueva
Sacred Economics: Money, Gift, and Society in the Age of Transition - Charles Eisenstein
Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial Revolution - Paul Hawken, Amory Lovins and 
Hunter Lovins

Essays & Articles

50-Year Farm Bill - Wes Jackson, Wendell Berry and Fred Kirschenmann
“An Ecomodernist Manifesto: A manifesto to use humanity’s extraordinary powers in service of 
creating a good anthropocene” - Ecomodernist
“Unto This Last” - John Ruskin
“Corn Maze: There is no ‘simple fix’ for commodity farming” - Tom Laskawy
“Impact Investing in Sustainable Food and Agriculture Across Asset Classes” - Croatan Insti-
tute
“Private Capital for Working Lands Conservation” - The Conservation Finance Network

Economy
Capital is at the core of how we 
make decisions, and influences 
our ability to regenerate. 

https://www.amazon.com/Cradle-Remaking-Way-Make-Things/dp/0865475873
https://www.amazon.com/Ecology-Commerce-Revised-Declaration-Sustainability/dp/0061252794
https://www.amazon.com/Let-People-Surfing-Education-Businessman/dp/0143037838
https://www.patagonia.com/product/the-responsible-company-what-weve-learned-from-patagonias-first-forty-years-paperback-book/BK233.html
https://carolsanford.com/the-regenerative-business/
https://www.amazon.com/Upcycle-Beyond-Sustainability-Designing-Abundance/dp/0865477485
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/588996/decolonizing-wealth-by-edgar-villanueva/
https://www.amazon.com/Sacred-Economics-Money-Society-Transition/dp/1583943978
https://www.amazon.com/Natural-Capitalism-Creating-Industrial-Revolution/dp/0316353000
https://2hyzup3gkq37nm98l33j3iwt-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/FB-edited-7-6-10.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5515d9f9e4b04d5c3198b7bb/t/552d37bbe4b07a7dd69fcdbb/1429026747046/An+Ecomodernist+Manifesto.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5515d9f9e4b04d5c3198b7bb/t/552d37bbe4b07a7dd69fcdbb/1429026747046/An+Ecomodernist+Manifesto.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Unto-Other-Writings-Penguin-Classics/dp/0140432116
https://grist.org/food/corn-maze-there-is-no-simple-fix-for-commodity-farming/
https://www.croataninstitute.org/documents/Investing%20in%20Sustainable%20Food%20and%20Agriculture.pdf
https://www.conservationfinancenetwork.org/sites/default/files/Private_Capital_for_Working_Lands_Conservation.pdf
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A 50-year Farm Bill 

Introduction 

Long-term food security is our issue. We begin with the knowledge that essentially all of 
nature’s ecosystems feature perennial plants growing in species mixtures and that they 
build soil. Agriculture reversed that process nearly everywhere by substituting annual 
monocultures. As a result, ecosystem services—including soil fertility—have been 
degraded. Most land available for new production is of marginal quality that declines 
quickly. The resulting biodiversity loss gets deserved attention, soil erosion less. 

Acknowledgment of coalitions 
 

To address diminishing agricultural potential with a new vision, The Land Institute 
sponsored ten meetings coast-to-coast with farmers and representatives of sustainable 
agriculture organizations. This loose coalition can help to build a broader constituency. 

Organic and local food organizations, including some represented in our coalition, 
provide vision, education and models of greater sustainability. With those constituencies, 
we share common principles and the goals of returning the world’s grain-producing 
landscapes to perennial plants in the rotation for grain production. 

Green Lands Blue Waters is an Upper Midwest coalition advocating the need to 
perennialize the landscape of the Mississippi Basin out of concern for soil erosion and the 
leaching of nitrogen, which is responsible for one of the largest dead zones of the world.  
GLBW partners include the University of Illinois, Iowa State University, including the 
Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture, Louisiana State University, the University of 
Minnesota, North Dakota State University and the University of Wisconsin, and the 
Audubon Society, the Illinois Stewardship Alliance, the Institute for Agriculture and 
Trade Policy, The Land Institute, The Land Stewardship Project, the Minnesota/Iowa 
Farmers Union, The Nature Conservancy, Trout Unlimited, Practical Farmers of Iowa, 
and the Rural Advantage and Agricultural Watershed Institute. 

What is required? 
Promote systemic change
A 50-Year Farm Bill is a proposal for gradual systemic change in agriculture. Perhaps 
what has been missing is an available vision with scientific feasibility. Implementation 
will depend on endorsement by the Secretary of Agriculture, the President, Congress, 
nonprofit organizations, corporations, and citizens. 

Plan 
Enclosed are charts which illustrate changes over ten 5-year farm bill periods. Each 5-
year bill, in addition to its existing programs for subsidies, food programs, etc., moves 
incrementally toward the 50-year goal of stopping the deficit spending of ecological 
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capital necessary for food production. Thus, the 50-year Farm Bill becomes an instrument 
for increasing sustainability and food security. 

In the short run, we can achieve a significant measure of success through farm policy that 
encourages farmers to increase the use of perennial grasses and legumes in crop rotations. 
But that will not be enough. Options for farmers will take a major leap when perennial 
grains are available. Their input costs will decline as the landscape benefits. USDA and 
other researchers will need policy to sustain funding. Breeding perenniality into a broad 
spectrum of our current grain crops will take time. Even so, prototypes have thrived for 
several years in Kansas. As their yields increase, they will replace their annual 
relatives—one in as few as 10 years. 

Our project would employ the ecosystem as the standard. Once that standard is adopted, 
an array of technologies can become useful tools. Technology would follow, rather than 
lead the vision. 

Cost 
USDA funding 

We do not seek USDA funding for The Land Institute, or The Leopold Center, or any 
particular organization. The Land Institute will offer to the project free germplasm and 
more than 30 years of experience with perennials. Its staff in this decade has greatly 
enhanced the diversity of crops and speed of change. We have hybrid prototypes of 
perennial wheat, sorghum, sunflower and other crops (see Attachment II). We are giving 
people small samples of flour from a perennial wheat relative we have named Kernza™. 
Biochemical analysis shows it to be superior to annual wheat in nutrition. People like it. 
We expect it to be farmer-ready in a decade.  

During three decades, we have collaborated with several land grant universities and other 
institutions. We include them as assets. Because the change needed is systemic, we 
believe that USDA should take the lead. The Obama administration’s devotion to 
change makes our proposal now seem possible. 

We propose that, over an eight-year period, federal funding would sponsor 80 plant 
breeders and geneticists who will develop perennial grain, legume, and oilseed crops, and 
30 agricultural and ecological scientists who will develop the necessary agronomic 
systems. They will work on six or eight major crop species at diverse locations. 
Budgeting $400,000 per scientist-year for salaries and research costs would add less than 
$50 million annually. This is eight percent of the amount that the public and private 
sectors have been spending on plant breeding research alone, according to a late-1990s 
survey.

Reversing ecological damage 
Our vision is predicated on the need to end the ecological damage to agricultural land 
associated with grain production—damages such as soil erosion, poisoning by pesticides, 
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and biodiversity loss. The most cost-effective way to do so and stay fed is to perennialize 
the landscape.  

The transition of agriculture from an extractive to a renewable economy in the 
foreseeable future can now be realistically imagined. Our proposal is ambitious but it is 
necessary and it is possible. We have little doubt that we can make the agricultural 
transition faster than the adjustments imposed upon us by climate change and the end of 
the fossil fuel era. If we can keep ourselves fed, we have a chance to solve the other 
problems. 

Conclusions 

Perennialization of the 70 percent of cropland now growing grains has potential to extend 
the productive life of our soils from the current tens or hundreds of years to thousands or 
tens of thousands. New perennial crops, like their wild relatives, seem certain to be more 
resilient to climate change. Without a doubt, they will increase sequestration of carbon. 
They will reduce the land runoff that is creating coastal dead zones and affecting 
fisheries, as well as saving and maintaining the quality of scarce surface and ground 
water. U.S. food security will improve. 

Social stability and ecological sustainability resulting from secure food supplies will buy 
time as we are forced to confront the intersecting issues of climate, population, water and 
biodiversity. 
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Five-year farm bills address: 
 

� Exports 

� Commodities 

� Subsidies 

� Some soil conservation measures 

� Food programs 

 

 

A 50-Year Farm Bill would be a program 

using 5-year farm bills as mileposts, 

adding larger, more sustainable end 

goals to existing programs: 
 

� Protect soil from erosion 

� Cut fossil fuel dependence to zero 

� Sequester carbon 

� Reduce toxics in soil and water 

� Manage nitrogen carefully 

� Reduce dead zones 

� Cut wasteful water use 

� Preserve or rebuild farm communities 
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U.S. and global crops 
 

  
Although we start with our own country’s soils and food supply, negative results 
of our present agriculture—soil erosion, chemical contamination, fossil fuel 
dependency for food production, and dead zones—are global problems, so this 
50-year farm bill ultimately is for the world. 

U.S. Acreage of Crops

Sugar crops
Tree crops

Roots & tubers

Fiber crops
Vegetables

Other crops

Hay & forages 

19%

Grains 

(cereals, 

oilseeds, 

pulses) 75%

Global Acreage of Crops

Grains 

(cereals, 

oilseeds, 

pulses), 68%

Vegetables

Roots & tubers

Hay & forages

Fiber crops

Tree crops

Sugar crops

Other crops
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Summary of the Possible 
Protecting our soil with perennials: national acreage goals 
Half a century of concerted investment in research, education and incentives to 
conserve soil with deep-rooted, long-lived perennial crops could increase the 
protected acreage from 20 to 80 percent. 

Pastures and perennial forage crops area already available either in permanent 
stands or in rotations. We propose incentives which would maintain the present 
perennial acreage and increase perennials in rotations. When perennial grains 
become available, they will require no financial subsidy, since they would 
represent a compelling alternative. 

Summary of the Possible 

Protecting our soils with perennials 

The chart above projects what is possible if we assume that the following are 
achieved in the 5-year periods shown above. 

A, 2009 Hay or grazing operations will continue as they exist. Preparations for 
subsidy changes begin. 

B, 2014 Subsidies become incentive to substitute perennial grass in rotations for 
feed grain in meat, egg and milk production. 

C, 2019 The first perennial grain, Kernza™ (a wheat) will be farmer-ready for 
limited acreage. 

D, 2029 Educate farmers and consumers about new perennial grain crops. 
E, 2044 New perennial grain varieties will be ready for expanded geographical 

range. Also potential for grazing and hay. 
F, 2054 High-value annual crops are mainly grown on the least erodible fields as 

short rotations between perennial crops. 
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Long-term changes in U.S. agriculture 
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Changes in USDA program priorities 

to increase the productive lifespan of US cropland 

Estimates—changing over time as annual grains are replaced by perennial 
crops—of the remaining productive life of U.S. agriculture are shown on the left-
hand axis.  Colored areas and captions in italics refer to change in USDA 
priorities (right-hand axis) as the result of new policies in the next ten farm bills. 
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Erosion in Illinois 

Flint Hills Prairie

Illinois cornfield, June 2008 / Kansas Native Prairie, June 2008 
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Attachment I 
 

Problems and Solutions 

Problems to be addressed 

• According to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA), agriculture is the 
“largest threat to biodiversity and ecosystem function of any single human activity.” 

• Agriculture is responsible for 70% of U.S. water contamination. 

• 40% of US waters are unfit for swimming and fishing. 

• “No Pesticide-Free Zones” – pesticides are present in nearly every water and fish 
sample in agricultural areas. 

• Global agricultural expansion (assuming the business as usual approach): 
� 18% increase in cropland. 
� 300% increase in fertilizer. 
� 75% increase in pesticide production. 
� Primarily onto less resilient soils where, “if there is a choice, these soils must 

not be used for grain crop production.” (Eswaran et al, 1999) 

• Global implications: 
� 2.4 – 2.7 fold increase in eutrophication. 
� Increase greenhouse gas emissions. 
� Further soil degradation. 
� Loss of biodiversity. 
� Loss of critical ecosystem services: water and nutrient cycling, biocontrol, 

pollination. 

Which forces the following conclusion: 
The key ecological question: …intensive management with high yields, 
versus…lower-yielding systems” (Mooney et al, 2005) is a dichotomy forced upon 
us because our grains are annuals.  

Conclusion: Production at the expense of conservation OR 
conservation at the expense of production. 

Solutions proposed 
• Diverse, perennial plant communities, domestic or wild, have been successful micro-

managers of landscapes for millions of years. 
� This is due to perennial roots of varying architectures, alive year-round.  
� The same roots also bind the soil, making it less susceptible to wind and water 

erosion. 
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� Perennials have greater access to water and nutrients over a longer growing 
season. 

• From the point of view of the plant breeder, perennials have “excess capacity” that can 
be reallocated to grain production. 

• The revolutionary transformation of wild species into crops has been done before 
(with annuals). 

Conclusion: Conservation as the consequence of production is possible. 
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Attachment II 
 

Perennial Grains Research at The Land Institute 

Wheat has been hybridized with several different perennial species to produce viable, fertile 
offspring. We have produced thousands of such plants. Many rounds of crossing, testing and 
selection will be necessary before perennial wheat varieties are available for use on the farm.  

Kernza™ is our trademark name for Intermediate wheatgrass (Thinopyrum intermedium). 
It is a perennial relative of wheat. Using parental strains from the USDA and other sources, 
we have established genetically diverse populations. We will harvest 30 acres in 2009 and an 
additional 100 acres will be planted in 2009. The overall quality is superior to annual wheat. 

Grain sorghum is a drought-hardy feed grain in North America and a staple human food in 
Asia and Africa, where it provides reliable harvests in places where hunger is always a threat. 
It can be hybridized with perennial species Sorghum halepense. We have produced large plant 
populations from hundreds of such hybrids and have selected perennial strains with seed size 
and grain yields up to 50 percent those of annual grain sorghum. 

Illinois bundleflower (Desmanthus illinoiensis) is a native prairie legume that fixes 
atmospheric nitrogen and produces abundant protein-rich seed. It is one of our strongest 
candidates for domestication as a crop. We have assembled a large collection of seed from a 
wide geographical area and have a breeding program. We see it as a partial substitute for 
soybean. 

Sunflower is another annual crop we have hybridized with perennial species in its genus, 
including Helianthus maximiliani, H. rigidus and H. tuberosus (commonly known as 
Jerusalem artichoke). Breeding work has turned out strongly perennial plants. Genetic 
stabilization will improve their seed production.  

Perennial upland rice:  Uplands fields of annual rice are highly vulnerable to erosion. Yet 
millions of people in Asia depend on it. In the 1990s, the International Rice Research Institute 
achieved significant progress toward breeding a perennial upland rice using crosses between 
annual rice, Oryza sativa, and the two wild perennial species, Oryza rufipogon and O. 
longistaminata. The project was terminated in 2001, but the breeding and genetic populations 
were transferred to the Yunnan Academy of Agricultural Sciences in southwestern China, 
where work has been continued with funding support from The Land Institute.  The focus is 
on the more difficult work with the distantly related O. longistaminata, which, when crossed 
with rice, produces plants with underground stems called rhizomes. In recent breakthroughs, a 
small number of perennial plants with good seed production have been produced.  

Corn and soybeans are two species, one could argue, which more than any other crop, need 
to be perennialized. Corn is a top carbohydrate producer and is grown on 70 million acres 
annually. Until soybean acres increased, corn caused the greatest amount of soil erosion in the 
United States. It is always number one or two. It will be a challenge to perennialize this crop, 
but serious consideration is being given to doing so by exploring two main paths. 1) We could 
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obtain genes from a few distant relatives of corn which are in the genus Tripsicum. All are 
perennial and at least one is winter-hardy. 2.) The other, more likely route would be to cross 
with two much closer perennial relatives of corn. Unfortunately, both species (Zea perennis
and Zea diploperennis) are tropical and non-winter-hardy. Professor Seth Murray at Texas 
A&M favors using them in crosses rather than Tripsicum. Dr. Jim Holland, a USDA corn 
geneticist at North Carolina State University says that perennial corn development comes 
down to a few technical issues which need solved. 

Several Australian species of the soybean genus Glycine are perennial; they are difficult to 
breed with soybean but are potential targets for direct domestication, without crossing to 
soybean. Our exploration for perennializing soybeans has been very limited. We have been 
working to make Illinois bundleflower a satisfying substitute. 

There is potential for many more perennial grain species, including rosinseed, Eastern 
gamagrass, chickpea, millets, flax and a range of native plants.  

Ecological Research 

 
To mimic a natural ecosystem to some degree will require some degree of crop diversity. We 
have elected not to wait until perennial grain crops are fully developed to gain experience 
about the ecological context in which they will grow. At The Land Institute we have 
established long-term ecological plots of close analogs in which to compare methods of 
perennial crop management. These perennial-grain prototypes, including Kernza and 
bundleflower, are allowing us to initiate long-term ecological/ production research in these 
plots. Eventually, true perennial grain mixtures will succeed them. Additionally, ongoing 
studies of natural ecosystems, such as tallgrass prairie, provide insight into the functioning of 
natural plant communities. The prairie is now and likely always will be a valued teacher. 

The Road Ahead 

At The Land Institute we have laid out a route to follow in breeding perennial grains and 
developing the agro-ecosystems in which they will grow. To expand research on perennial 
grains across the nation and planet, we freely distribute germplasm—seed of perennials and 
hybrids. Other plant breeders are using these seeds as parents in establishing or enhancing 
their own perennial grain programs. Seeds are available for basic research to answer 
fundamental questions. We are building a body of knowledge about perennial grain systems 
through publication in the refereed journals.   
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Attachment III 
Frequent Questions 

Over the past three decades, interested people have asked some good questions. The most 
frequently asked follow and are followed by our best answer. 

1. It is expected to take at least twenty-five years to achieve more than two or three 
profitable, productive perennial grain crops. Isn't that too late to address the 
problems facing the world today?  

We do expect two or three of our grains to be available within 10-15 years. But in 
answer to the question— as with the climate and population problems with no quick 
solutions—we need to move as fast as possible. New strategies are needed that 
emphasize efficient nutrient use in order to lower production costs and minimize 
negative environmental impacts. The sooner that successful alternatives are available, 
the more land we can save from degradation. It is likely that global agricultural 
acreage will expand over the next two to three decades especially if the human 
population increases to 8 to 10 billion people. Recent projections predict an 18% or 
more increase in agricultural land by 2020. The best soils on the best landscapes are 
already being used for agriculture. Much of the future expansion of agriculture will be 
onto marginal lands (Class IV, V, and VI) where risk of irreversible degradation under 
annual grain production is high. As these areas become degraded, expensive chemical, 
energy, and equipment inputs will become less effective and much less affordable.  

Thirty-eight percent of global agricultural lands are currently designated as degraded, 
and the area is increasing. To minimize encroachment onto non-agricultural lands in 
the future, currently degraded lands will need to be kept in production AND restored 
to higher productive potential. In regions of the world where high inputs of fertilizers, 
chemicals and fuels are not an option, agricultural systems that are highly efficient, 
productive, and conservative of natural resources are needed—and will be needed 
even more 25 years from now.  

2. Can we expect perennial grain crops to be as productive as annual grain crops 
and, if not, won't they actually worsen environmental problems by requiring 
more land for agricultural production?  

 a)  There is sufficient evidence that “reasonable reference yields” of annual crops can 
be matched on high-quality lands and exceeded on poor-quality lands by diverse 
perennial systems with fewer negative impacts.  

 b)  It depends on which annual yields are used as a standard. For example, the world 
record wheat yield was harvested in the Palouse region of Eastern Washington State 
where wheat yields can top 100 bushels per acre. Annual wheat production in that 
region, though, has resulted in extensive erosion. All of the topsoil has been lost from 
over ten percent of the region's landscapes. On eroded sites Palouse wheat yields may 
be less than 25-30 bushels per acre. Crop yields that come at such a high cost to the 
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soil resource—or that depend on an extravagant use of chemical fertilizers—should 
not be used as a standard of comparison.  

3. But won't the seed yield of perennials always be limited by the need to save some 
energy for overwintering that could have been used to produce seed?  

The short answer is no. The theoretical limitations to seed yield in perennials are no 
more serious than in annuals. In annuals, yield is limited by shorter growing seasons, 
water shortage due to short roots and poor seedling establishment. In perennials, yield 
can be constrained by the need to overwinter, but rapid spring growth of perennials, 
combined with season-long access to water deep in the soil profile, means that 
perennials such as alfalfa are over-all more productive than related annuals like 
soybeans. Much of the journey-work of plant breeders has been to shift the allocation 
of resources from leaves, stems, crowns, and roots toward seed in the development of 
perennial grain crops.  

4. With advances in no-till production of annual grain crops, do we need perennial 
grains to mitigate the environmental problems associated with agriculture?  

Unfortunately, yes. Although no-till technology has reduced erosion in many areas, 
some problems remain due to the biological limitations of annual plants. Chief among 
the problems associated with no-till is water quality. Annual crops, even in no-till 
situations, are relatively inefficient in capturing nutrients and water. In the Midwest, as 
much as 45% of precipitation may be lost through the soil profile under annual 
cropping. Rates of water loss through profiles may be five times greater under annuals 
than under perennials. No-till compared with conventional tillage systems can have 
losses as great or greater.  

Annual crop plants are either absent or too small to use and manage water during 
times of precipitation. Water flowing through the soil profile transports downward soil 
nutrients and agrichemicals. Poor water quality is the consequence. This problem can 
be compounded under no-till production which often requires greater inputs of 
agrichemicals and fertilizers. A 2002 EPA survey of the nation's water quality shows a 
downward trend from the late 1990s. The problem is getting worse, despite 
widespread adoption of no-till and minimum-till systems.  

Crop seeds need warm, well-drained seedbeds in order to properly germinate. No-till 
limits this. That is why tillage remains an attractive practice in northern regions. 
Warming and drying of the seedbed can be hastened. Advances in plant breeding may 
eventually allow for optimal germination in cooler, wetter conditions, but in the 
Midwest, seedlings will still be small when the rains come. 

5. If our farming systems "mimic," to some degree, natural ecosystems, what level 
and kind of plant diversity is needed and how will it be deployed?  
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The answer to both parts of the question is, "It depends." It depends on the resilience 
and fertility of the soil, climate, disease pressures, and types of crops. Nearly all of 
nature’s land-based ecosystems feature perennial plants grown in diverse mixtures. 
Natural ecosystems, in general, use and manage water and nutrients most efficiently 
and build and maintain soils. For that reason alone nature is our standard. The level 
and spread of diversity varies. The characteristics of the region in which they are to be 
grown will have to be assessed.  

Diversity is of two kinds: multiple species and genetic diversity within species. 
Current grain production practices commonly involve planting a single genotype 
(near-zero genetic diversity) across a field often larger than 100 acres. Furthermore, 
that single genotype and other genetically similar plants are being grown on millions 
of acres in a region. Increases in genetic diversity at the species, field, and landscape 
levels are needed. The final ordering of the components of that diversity will be 
determined by what is useful and can be practically achieved by local farmers.  

6. Several serious attempts have been made in the past to perennialize grain crops 
and we have none to date. What has changed that offers promise of success now?  

History need not be a source of discouragement. In the case of wheat, most 
involvement with perennials had to do with bringing desirable genes—for resistance, 
say—from a wild perennial relative into the annual crop. The perennialization effort, 
in most cases, was carried on, more or less as a hobby, by an interested researcher but 
with no institutional commitment for a sustained program to guarantee continuity. 
When the researcher retired, the effort ended. The Soviets had the most ambitious 
perennial wheat program, but political decisions halted these efforts in the late ‘50s or 
early ‘60s. 

We are now in a new era in two ways: 

a)   In recent years, the costs to our soils and waters due to annual cropping are 
increasingly weighed against bushels per acre, making some reduction in yields 
acceptable. 

b)   With recent advances in plant breeding, more knowledge of the genome and 
greatly increased computational power, thinking about breeding limits has changed. 

7. Since mechanical tillage and annual rotations are largely eliminated in perennial 
systems, don't the perennial plants become "sitting ducks" for pests and disease?  

Here proof is in the pudding. Perennials dominate most native landscapes and 
constitute roughly 80% of North America's native flora. Perennials have thrived 
throughout the evolutionary history despite the pressures of pests and disease.  

In some fields or some regions, some perennial crops will prove to be more 
problematic than others and breeding for complex traits like yield and perenniality can 
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unintentionally purge genes involved in resistance responses. There will undoubtedly 
be pest and disease problems. But these problems also afflict our most productive 
annual crops. And there are many examples of herbaceous perennial plants—alfalfa, 
switchgrass, brome—that remain highly productive for many years despite exposure to 
pests or disease. Diversity (whether at the field or landscape scale or over time), field 
burning, and selecting for resistance in a plant breeding program are essential elements 
of our work.  

8. How do alternative methods of production such as permaculture, biointensive, or 
organic fit in with perennial grain crops? What about vegetables and fruits? How 
do community-supported agriculture farms fit in?  

We focus on the crops that occupying 68 percent of global cropland and provide about 
the same percentage of food calories: annual grain crops grown primarily in 
monocultures. Any number of approaches, alternative or conventional, could be used 
in managing perennial crops and distributing the harvest. 

This is not to say that efforts aimed at reducing the scale of industrial agriculture and 
increasing local food security are misguided. They are not! They are necessary to 
transform our food system over the long term. While promoting local, small-scale, 
organic agriculture we must also assess how and where the bulk of our calories can 
best be produced. If all or even a large portion of the calories consumed by New 
Yorkers came from New York state there would be few trees left and the state's thin, 
poor soils would be quickly degraded. The bulk of the calories consumed by New 
Yorkers must come directly or indirectly from grain crops which grow well in the 
Midwest and Great Plains states.  

9. Will the public eat perennial grains?  

People like our Kernza (a perennial wheat) and we see little reason for people to 
find significant or undesirable taste differences in perennial grains generally. Greatest 
short-term success in developing suitable perennial crops will come with 
perennializing current grain crops with which the public are already familiar. Indeed, 
one of the strongest arguments for perennializing those grains is that it does not 
require large dietary shifts. 

10. Finally, how are you going to harvest a perennial grain polyculture? 

This question arose so frequently over the years that we finally decided to plant a 
polyculture of four annual crop species: corn, soybean, sorghum, and sunflower. The 
seed mixture was planted with an air drill. At harvest we opened the concave on the 
combine and cut the air (so as not to blow the sunflower seeds out the back). Progress 
through the field was slow, but not prohibitively so. Seeds were separated with a seed 
cleaner. The point is that mechanical equipment already in existence, with a little fine 
tuning can do the job. The larger problems are agronomic, not engineering. 
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To say that the Earth is a human planet becomes truer every day. Humans are made from the Earth,
and the Earth is remade by human hands. Many earth scientists express this by stating that the Earth
has entered a new geological epoch: the Anthropocene, the Age of Humans. 

As scholars, scientists, campaigners, and citizens, we write with the conviction that knowledge and
technology, applied with wisdom, might allow for a good, or even great, Anthropocene. A good
Anthropocene demands that humans use their growing social, economic, and technological powers
to make life better for people, stabilize the climate, and protect the natural world.

In this, we affirm one long-standing environmental ideal, that humanity must shrink its impacts on
the environment to make more room for nature, while we reject another, that human societies must
harmonize with nature to avoid economic and ecological collapse. 
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ese two ideals can no longer be reconciled. Natural systems will not, as a general rule, be protected
or enhanced by the expansion of humankind’s dependence upon them for sustenance and 
well-being.

Intensifying many human activities — particularly farming, energy extraction, forestry, and settle-
ment — so that they use less land and interfere less with the natural world is the key to decoupling
human development from environmental impacts. ese socioeconomic and technological
processes are central to economic modernization and environmental protection. Together they allow
people to mitigate climate change, to spare nature, and to alleviate global poverty. 

Although we have to date written separately, our views are increasingly discussed as a whole. We
call ourselves ecopragmatists and ecomodernists. We offer this statement to affirm and to clarify
our views and to describe our vision for putting humankind’s extraordinary powers in the service
of creating a good Anthropocene.

A good Anthropocene demands that humans use their growing 
social, economic, and technological powers to make life better 
for people, stabilize the climate, and protect the natural world.
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Humanity has flourished over the past two centuries. Average life expectancy has increased from
30 to 70 years, resulting in a large and growing population able to live in many different environ-
ments. Humanity has made extraordinary progress in reducing the incidence and impacts of
infectious diseases, and it has become more resilient to extreme weather and other natural disasters. 

Violence in all forms has declined significantly and is probably at the lowest per capita level ever
experienced by the human species, the horrors of the 20th century and present-day terrorism
notwithstanding. Globally, human beings have moved from autocratic government toward liberal
democracy characterized by the rule of law and increased freedom.

Personal, economic, and political liberties have spread worldwide and are today largely accepted as
universal values. Modernization liberates women from traditional gender roles, increasing their

Human technologies, from those that first enabled agriculture 
to replace hunting and gathering, to those that drive today’s
globalized   economy, have made humans less reliant upon the
many ecosystems that once provided their only sustenance, even
as those same ecosystems have often been left deeply damaged.
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control of their fertility. Historically large numbers of humans — both in percentage and in absolute
terms — are free from insecurity, penury, and servitude.

At the same time, human flourishing has taken a serious toll on natural, nonhuman environments
and wildlife. Humans use about half of the planet’s ice-free land, mostly for pasture, crops, and pro-
duction forestry. Of the land once covered by forests, 20 percent has been converted to human use.
Populations of many mammals, amphibians, and birds have declined by more than 50 percent in
the past 40 years alone. More than 100 species from those groups went extinct in the 20th century,
and about 785 since 1500. As we write, only four northern white rhinos are confirmed to exist. 

Given that humans are completely dependent on the living biosphere, how is it possible that people
are doing so much damage to natural systems without doing more harm to themselves? 

e role that technology plays in reducing humanity’s dependence on nature explains this paradox.
Human technologies, from those that first enabled agriculture to replace hunting and gathering, to
those that drive today’s globalized economy, have made humans less reliant upon the many ecosys-
tems that once provided their only sustenance, even as those same ecosystems have oen been le
deeply damaged.

Despite frequent assertions starting in the 1970s of fundamental “limits to growth,” there is still
remarkably   little evidence that human population and economic expansion will outstrip the capacity
to grow food or procure critical material resources in the foreseeable future. 
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To the degree to which there are fixed physical boundaries to human consumption, they are so
theoretical   as to be functionally irrelevant. e amount of solar radiation that hits the Earth, for
instance  , is ultimately finite but represents no meaningful constraint upon human endeavors.
Human civilization can flourish for centuries and millennia on energy delivered from a closed ura-
nium or thorium fuel cycle, or from hydrogen-deuterium fusion. With proper management, humans
are at no risk of lacking sufficient agricultural land for food. Given plentiful land and unlimited
energy  , substitutes for other material inputs to human well-being can easily be found if those inputs
become scarce or expensive. 

ere remain, however, serious long-term environmental threats to human well-being, such as
anthropogenic   climate change, stratospheric ozone depletion, and ocean acidification. While these
risks are difficult to quantify, the evidence is clear today that they could cause significant risk of
catastrophic   impacts on societies and ecosystems. Even gradual, non-catastrophic outcomes asso-
ciated with these threats are likely to result in significant human and economic costs as well as rising
ecological   losses.

Much of the world’s population still suffers from more-immediate local environmental health risks.
Indoor and outdoor air pollution continue to bring premature death and illness to millions annually.
Water pollution and water-borne illness due to pollution and degradation of watersheds cause
similar   suffering.
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Even as human environmental impacts continue to grow in the aggregate, a range of long-term
trends are today driving significant decoupling of human well-being from environmental impacts. 

Decoupling occurs in both relative and absolute terms. Relative decoupling means that human
environmental   impacts rise at a slower rate than overall economic growth. us, for each unit of
economic output, less environmental impact (e.g., deforestation, defaunation, pollution) results.
Overall impacts may still increase, just at a slower rate than would otherwise be the case. Absolute
decoupling occurs when total environmental impacts — impacts in the aggregate — peak and begin
to decline, even as the economy continues to grow.

Decoupling can be driven by both technological and demographic trends and usually results from
a combination of the two. 

e growth rate of the human population has already peaked. Today’s population growth rate is one
percent per year, down from its high point of 2.1 percent in the 1970s. Fertility rates in countries
containing more than half of the global population are now below replacement level. Population
growth today is primarily driven by longer life spans and lower infant mortality, not by rising fertility

Given current trends, it is very possible that the size of the human
population will peak this century and then start to decline.
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rates. Given current trends, it is very possible that the size of the human population will peak this
century and then start to decline.

Trends in population are inextricably linked to other demographic and economic dynamics. For
the first time in human history, over half the global population lives in cities. By 2050, 70 percent
are expected to dwell in cities, a number that could rise to 80 percent or more by the century’s end.
Cities are characterized by both dense populations and low fertility rates. 

Cities occupy just one to three percent of the Earth’s surface and yet are home to nearly four billion
people  . As such, cities both drive and symbolize the decoupling of humanity from nature, perform-
ing far better than rural economies in providing efficiently for material needs while reducing
environmental impacts.

e growth of cities along with the economic and ecological benefits that come with them are
inseparable   from improvements in agricultural productivity. As agriculture has become more land
and labor efficient, rural populations have le the countryside for the cities. Roughly half the US
population worked the land in 1880. Today, less than 2 percent does.

Cities occupy just one to three percent of the Earth’s surface and
yet are home to nearly four billion people. 
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As human lives have been liberated from hard agricultural labor, enormous human resources have
been freed up for other endeavors. Cities, as people know them today, could not exist without radical
changes in farming. In contrast, modernization is not possible in a subsistence agrarian economy.

ese improvements have resulted not only in lower labor requirements per unit of agricultural
output but also in lower land requirements. is is not a new trend: rising harvest yields have for
millennia reduced the amount of land required to feed the average person. e average per-capita
use of land today is vastly lower than it was 5,000 years ago, despite the fact that modern people
enjoy a far richer diet. anks to technological improvements in agriculture, during the half-century
starting in the mid-1960s, the amount of land required for growing crops and animal feed for the
average person declined by one-half.

Agricultural intensification, along with the move away from the use of wood as fuel, has allowed
many parts of the world to experience net reforestation. About 80 percent of New England is today
forested, compared with about 50 percent at the end of the 19th century. Over the past 20 years, the
amount of land dedicated to production forest worldwide declined by 50 million hectares, an area
the size of France. e “forest transition” from net deforestation to net reforestation seems to be as
resilient a feature of development as the demographic transition that reduces human birth rates as
poverty declines. 

Human use of many other resources is similarly peaking. e amount of water needed for the aver-
age diet has declined by nearly 25 percent over the past half-century. Nitrogen pollution continues
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to cause eutrophication and large dead zones in places like the Gulf of Mexico. While the 
total amount of nitrogen pollution is rising, the amount used per unit of production has declined
significantly in developed nations.

Indeed, in contradiction to the oen-expressed fear of infinite growth colliding with a finite planet,
demand for many material goods may be saturating as societies grow wealthier. Meat consumption,
for instance, has peaked in many wealthy nations and has shied away from beef toward protein
sources that are less land intensive. 

As demand for material goods is met, developed economies see higher levels of spending directed
to materially less-intensive service and knowledge sectors, which account for an increasing share of

Taken together, these trends mean that the total human impact on
the environment, including land-use change, overexploitation, and
pollution, can peak and decline this century. By understanding and
promoting these emergent processes, humans have the opportunity
to re-wild and re-green the Earth — even as developing countries
achieve modern living standards, and material poverty ends.
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economic activity. is dynamic might be even more pronounced in today’s developing economies,
which may benefit from being late adopters of resource-efficient technologies.

Taken together, these trends mean that the total human impact on the environment, including 
land-use   change, overexploitation, and pollution, can peak and decline this century. By under -
 standing and promoting these emergent processes, humans have the opportunity to re-wild and
re-green the Earth — even as developing countries achieve modern living standards, and material
poverty ends.
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e processes of decoupling described above challenge the idea that early human societies lived
more lightly on the land than do modern societies. Insofar as past societies had less impact upon
the environment, it was because those societies supported vastly smaller populations.

In fact, early human populations with much less advanced technologies had far larger individual
land footprints than societies have today. Consider that a population of no more than one or two
million North Americans hunted most of the continent’s large mammals into extinction in the late
Pleistocene, while burning and clearing forests across the continent in the process. Extensive human
transformations of the environment continued throughout the Holocene period: as much as three-
quarters of all deforestation globally occurred before the Industrial Revolution.

e technologies that humankind’s ancestors used to meet their needs supported much lower living
standards with much higher per-capita impacts on the environment. Absent a massive human die-
off, any large-scale attempt at recoupling human societies to nature using these technologies would
result in an unmitigated ecological and human disaster. 

The technologies that humankind’s ancestors used to meet their
needs supported much lower living standards with much higher
per-capita impacts on the environment. 
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Ecosystems around the world are threatened today because people over-rely on them: people who
depend on firewood and charcoal for fuel cut down and degrade forests; people who eat bush meat
for food hunt mammal species to local extirpation. Whether it’s a local indigenous community or a
foreign corporation that benefits, it is the continued dependence of humans on natural environments
that is the problem for the conservation of nature.

Conversely, modern technologies, by using natural ecosystem flows and services more efficiently,
offer a real chance of reducing the totality of human impacts on the biosphere. To embrace these
technologies is to find paths to a good Anthropocene. 

e modernization processes that have increasingly liberated humanity from nature are, of course,
double-edged, since they have also degraded the natural environment. Fossil fuels, mechanization
and manufacturing, synthetic fertilizers and pesticides, electrification and modern transportation
and communication technologies, have made larger human populations and greater consumption
possible in the first place. Had technologies not improved since the Dark Ages, no doubt the human
population would not have grown much either. 

It is also true that large, increasingly affluent urban populations have placed greater demands upon
ecosystems in distant places — the extraction of natural resources has been globalized. But those
same technologies have also made it possible for people to secure food, shelter, heat, light, and
mobility   through means that are vastly more resource- and land-efficient than at any previous time
in human history. 
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Decoupling human well-being from the destruction of nature requires the conscious acceleration
of emergent decoupling processes. In some cases, the objective is the development of technological
substitutes. Reducing deforestation and indoor air pollution requires the substitution of wood and
charcoal with modern energy. 

In other cases, humanity’s goal should be to use resources more productively. For example, increasing
agricultural yields can reduce the conversion of forests and grasslands to farms. Humans should
seek to liberate the environment from the economy.

Urbanization, agricultural intensification, nuclear power, aquaculture, and desalination are all
processes with a demonstrated potential to reduce human demands on the environment, allowing
more room for non-human species. Suburbanization, low-yield farming, and many forms of renew-
able energy production, in contrast, generally require more land and resources and leave less room
for nature. 

Urbanization, aquaculture, agricultural intensification, nuclear
power, and desalination are all processes with a demonstrated po-
tential to reduce human demands on the environment, allowing
more room for non-human species.
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ese patterns suggest that humans are as likely to spare nature because it is not needed to meet
their needs as they are to spare it for explicit aesthetic and spiritual reasons. e parts of the 
planet that people have not yet profoundly transformed have mostly been spared because they 
have not yet found an economic use for them — mountains, deserts, boreal forests, and other
“marginal  ” lands. 

Decoupling raises the possibility that societies might achieve peak human impact without intruding
much further on relatively untouched areas. Nature unused is nature spared.
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Plentiful access to modern energy is an essential prerequisite for human development and for
decoupling   development from nature. e availability of inexpensive energy allows poor people
around the world to stop using forests for fuel. It allows humans to grow more food on less land,
thanks to energy-heavy inputs such as fertilizer and tractors. Energy allows humans to recycle waste
water and desalinate sea water to spare rivers and aquifers. It allows humans to cheaply recycle metal
and plastic rather than to mine and refine these minerals. Looking forward, modern energy may
allow the capture of carbon from the atmosphere to reduce the accumulated carbon that drives
global warming.

However, for at least the past three centuries, rising energy production globally has been matched
by rising atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide. Nations have also been slowly decarboniz-
ing — that is, reducing the carbon intensity of their economies — over that same time period. But
they have not been doing so at a rate consistent with keeping cumulative carbon emissions low
enough to reliably stay below the international target of less than 2 degrees Centigrade of global
warming. Significant climate mitigation, therefore, will require that humans rapidly accelerate
existing   processes of decarbonization. 

Plentiful access to modern energy is an essential prerequisite for
human development and for decoupling development from nature. 
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ere remains much confusion, however, as to how this might be accomplished. In developing coun-
tries, rising energy consumption is tightly correlated with rising incomes and improving living
standards. Although the use of many other material resource inputs such as nitrogen, timber, and
land are beginning to peak, the centrality of energy in human development and its many uses as a
substitute for material and human resources suggest that energy consumption will continue to rise
through much if not all of the 21st century.

For that reason, any conflict between climate mitigation and the continuing development process
through which billions of people around the world are achieving modern living standards will
continue   to be resolved resoundingly in favor of the latter. 

Climate change and other global ecological challenges are not the most important immediate
concerns   for the majority of the world’s people. Nor should they be. A new coal-fired power station
in Bangladesh may bring air pollution and rising carbon dioxide emissions but will also save lives.
For millions living without light and forced to burn dung to cook their food, electricity and modern
fuels, no matter the source, offer a pathway to a better life, even as they also bring new environmen-
tal challenges. 

Meaningful climate mitigation is fundamentally a technological challenge. By this we mean that
even dramatic limits to per capita global consumption would be insufficient to achieve significant
climate mitigation. Absent profound technological change there is no credible path to meaningful
climate mitigation. While advocates differ in the particular mix of technologies they favor, we are
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aware of no quantified climate mitigation scenario in which technological change is not responsible
for the vast majority of emissions cuts.

e specific technological paths that people might take toward climate mitigation remain deeply
contested. eoretical scenarios for climate mitigation typically reflect their creators’ technological
preferences and analytical assumptions while all too oen failing to account for the cost, rate, and
scale at which low-carbon energy technologies can be deployed.

e history of energy transitions, however, suggests that there have been consistent patterns asso-
ciated with the ways that societies move toward cleaner sources of energy. Substituting higher-quality
(i.e., less carbon-intensive, higher-density) fuels for lower-quality (i.e., more carbon-intensive, lower-
density) ones is how virtually all societies have decarbonized, and points the way toward accelerated
decarbonization in the future. Transitioning to a world powered by zero-carbon energy sources will

Transitioning to a world powered by zero-carbon energy sources
will require energy technologies that are power dense and capa-
ble of scaling to many tens of terawatts to power a growing
human economy.
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require energy technologies that are power dense and capable of scaling to many tens of terawatts
to power a growing human economy.

Most forms of renewable energy are, unfortunately, incapable of doing so. e scale of land use and
other environmental impacts necessary to power the world on biofuels or many other renewables
are such that we doubt they provide a sound pathway to a zero-carbon low-footprint future.

High-efficiency solar cells produced from earth-abundant materials are an exception and have the
potential to provide many tens of terawatts on a few percent of the Earth’s surface. Present-day solar
technologies will require substantial innovation to meet this standard and the development of cheap
energy storage technologies that are capable of dealing with highly variable energy generation at
large scales.

Nuclear fission today represents the only present-day zero-carbon technology with the demonstrated
ability to meet most, if not all, of the energy demands of a modern economy. However, a variety of
social, economic, and institutional challenges make deployment of present-day nuclear technologies
at scales necessary to achieve significant climate mitigation unlikely. A new generation of nuclear
technologies that are safer and cheaper will likely be necessary for nuclear energy to meet its full
potential as a critical climate mitigation technology.

In the long run, next-generation solar, advanced nuclear fission, and nuclear fusion represent the
most plausible pathways toward the joint goals of climate stabilization and radical decoupling of
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humans from nature. If the history of energy transitions is any guide, however, that transition will
take time. During that transition, other energy technologies can provide important social and en-
vironmental benefits. Hydroelectric dams, for example, may be a cheap source of low-carbon power
for poor nations   even though their land and water footprint is relatively large. Fossil fuels with car-
bon capture and storage can likewise provide substantial environmental benefits over current fossil 
or biomass energies.

e ethical and pragmatic path toward a just and sustainable global energy economy requires that
human beings transition as rapidly as possible to energy sources that are cheap, clean, dense, and
abundant. Such a path will require sustained public support for the development and deployment
of clean energy technologies, both within nations and between them, though international 
col  laboration and competition, and within a broader framework for global modernization and 
development.

The ethical and pragmatic path toward a just and sustainable
global energy economy requires that human beings transition as
rapidly as possible to energy sources that are cheap, clean, dense,
and abundant.
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We write this document out of deep love and emotional connection to the natural world. By appre-
ciating, exploring, seeking to understand, and cultivating nature, many people get outside
themselves. ey connect with their deep evolutionary history. Even when people never experience
these wild natures directly, they affirm their existence as important for their psychological and spir-
itual well-being.

Humans will always materially depend on nature to some degree. Even if a fully synthetic world
were possible, many of us might still choose to continue to live more coupled with nature than
human sustenance and technologies require. What decoupling offers is the possibility that human-
ity’s material dependence upon nature might be less destructive. 

e case for a more active, conscious, and accelerated decoupling to spare nature draws more on
spiritual or aesthetic than on material or utilitarian arguments. Current and future generations could
survive and prosper materially on a planet with much less biodiversity and wild nature. But this is
not a world we want nor, if humans embrace decoupling processes, need to accept.

We write this document out of deep love and emotional connection
to the natural world.
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What we are here calling nature, or even wild nature, encompasses landscapes, seascapes, biomes
and ecosystems that have, in more cases than not, been regularly altered by human influences over
centuries and millennia. Conservation science, and the concepts of biodiversity, complexity, and
indigeneity are useful, but alone cannot determine which landscapes to preserve, or how.

In most cases, there is no single baseline prior to human modification to which nature might 
be returned  . For example, efforts to restore landscapes to more closely resemble earlier states
(“indigeneity  ”) may involve removing recently arrived species (“invasives”) and thus require a net
reduction in local biodiversity. In other circumstances, communities may decide to sacrifice
indigeneity   for novelty and biodiversity. 

Explicit efforts to preserve landscapes for their non-utilitarian value are inevitably anthropogenic
choices. For this reason, all conservation efforts are fundamentally anthropogenic. e setting aside

Along with decoupling humankind’s material needs from nature,
establishing an enduring commitment to preserve wilderness,
biodiversity  , and a mosaic of beautiful landscapes will require a
deeper emotional connection to them.
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of wild nature is no less a human choice, in service of human preferences, than bulldozing 
it. Humans will save wild places and landscapes by convincing our fellow citizens that these 
places, and the creatures that occupy them, are worth protecting. People may choose to have some
services — like water purification and flood protection — provided for by natural systems, such as
forested watersheds, reefs, marshes, and wetlands, even if those natural systems are more expensive 
than simply building water treatment plants, seawalls, and levees. ere will be no one-size-fits-
all solution  .

Environments will be shaped by different local, historical, and cultural preferences. While we believe
that agricultural intensification for land-sparing is key to protecting wild nature, we recognize that
many communities will continue to opt for land-sharing, seeking to conserve wildlife within agri-
cultural landscapes, for example, rather than allowing it to revert to wild nature in the form of
grasslands, scrub, and forests. Where decoupling reduces pressure on landscapes and ecosystems
to meet basic human needs, landowners, communities, and governments still must decide to what
aesthetic or economic purpose they wish to dedicate those lands. 

Accelerated decoupling alone will not be enough to ensure more wild nature. ere must still be a
conservation politics and a wilderness movement to demand more wild nature for aesthetic and
spiritual reasons. Along with decoupling humankind’s material needs from nature, establishing an
enduring commitment to preserve wilderness, biodiversity, and a mosaic of beautiful landscapes
will require a deeper emotional connection to them.
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We affirm the need and human capacity for accelerated, active, and conscious decoupling.
Technological progress is not inevitable. Decoupling environmental impacts from economic outputs
is not simply a function of market-driven innovation and efficient response to scarcity. e long arc
of human transformation of natural environments through technologies began well before there
existed anything resembling a market or a price signal. anks to rising demand, scarcity, inspiration,
and serendipity, humans have remade the world for millennia.

Technological solutions to environmental problems must also be considered within a broader social,
economic, and political context. We think it is counterproductive for nations like Germany and
Japan, and states like California, to shutter nuclear power plants, recarbonize their energy sectors,
and recouple their economies to fossil fuels and biomass. However, such examples underscore clearly
that technological choices will not be determined by remote international bodies but rather by
national   and local institutions and cultures.

Too oen, modernization is conflated, both by its defenders and critics, with capitalism, corporate
power, and laissez-faire economic policies. We reject such reductions. What we refer to when we
speak of modernization is the long-term evolution of social, economic, political, and technological
arrangements in human societies toward vastly improved material well-being, public health, resource
productivity, economic integration, shared infrastructure, and personal freedom.

Modernization has liberated ever more people from lives of poverty and hard agricultural labor,
women from chattel status, children and ethnic minorities from oppression, and societies from
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capricious and arbitrary governance. Greater resource productivity associated with modern socio-
technological systems has allowed human societies to meet human needs with fewer resource inputs
and less impact on the environment. More-productive economies are wealthier economies, capable
of better meeting human needs while committing more of their economic surplus to non-economic
amenities, including better human health, greater human freedom and opportunity, arts, culture,
and the conservation of nature. 

Modernizing processes are far from complete, even in advanced developed economies. Material
consumption has only just begun to peak in the wealthiest societies. Decoupling of human welfare
from environmental impacts will require a sustained commitment to technological progress and
the continuing evolution of social, economic, and political institutions alongside those changes.  

Decoupling of human welfare from environmental impacts will
require   a sustained commitment to technological progress and the
continuing evolution of social, economic, and political institutions
alongside those changes.  
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Accelerated technological progress will require the active, assertive, and aggressive participation of
private sector entrepreneurs, markets, civil society, and the state. While we reject the planning fallacy
of the 1950s, we continue to embrace a strong public role in addressing environmental problems
and accelerating technological innovation, including research to develop better technologies, sub-
sidies, and other measures to help bring them to market, and regulations to mitigate environmental
hazards. And international collaboration on technological innovation and technology transfer is
essential in the areas of agriculture and energy.
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We offer this statement in the belief that both human prosperity and an ecologically vibrant planet
are not only possible but also inseparable. By committing to the real processes, already underway,
that have begun to decouple human well-being from environmental destruction, we believe that
such a future might be achieved. As such, we embrace an optimistic view toward human capacities
and the future.

It is our hope that this document might contribute to an improvement in the quality and tenor of
the dialogue about how to protect the environment in the 21st century. Too oen discussions about
the environment have been dominated by the extremes, and plagued by dogmatism, which in turn
fuels intolerance. We value the liberal principles of democracy, tolerance, and pluralism in them-
selves, even as we affirm them as keys to achieving a great Anthropocene. We hope that this
statement advances the dialogue about how best to achieve universal human dignity on a biodiverse
and thriving planet.

We value the l iberal principles of democracy, tolerance, and
pluralism   in themselves, even as we affirm them as keys to
achieving a great Anthropocene.
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Introduction: The System Lens

Managers are not confronted with problems that are independent 

of each other, but with dynamic situations that consist of complex 

systems of changing problems that interact with each other. I call 

such situations messes. . . .  Managers do not solve problems, they 

manage messes.

—Russell Ackoff,1 operations theorist 

Early on in teaching about systems, I often bring out a Slinky. In case you 
grew up without one, a Slinky is a toy—a long, loose spring that can be 
made to bounce up and down, or pour back and forth from hand to hand, 
or walk itself downstairs.

I perch the Slinky on one upturned palm. With the fi ngers of the other 
hand, I grasp it from the top, partway down its coils. Then I pull the bottom 
hand away. The lower end of the Slinky drops, bounces back up again, 
yo-yos up and down, suspended from my fi ngers above.

“What made the Slinky bounce up and down like that?” I ask students.
“Your hand. You took away your hand,” they say.
So I pick up the box the Slinky came in and hold it the same way, poised 

on a fl attened palm, held from above by the fi ngers of the other hand. With 
as much dramatic fl ourish as I can muster, I pull the lower hand away.

Nothing happens. The box just hangs there, of course.
“Now once again. What made the Slinky bounce up and down?”
The answer clearly lies within the Slinky itself. The hands that manipu-

late it suppress or release some behavior that is latent within the structure 
of the spring.

That is a central insight of systems theory.
Once we see the relationship between structure and behavior, we can 

begin to understand how systems work, what makes them produce poor 
results, and how to shift them into better behavior patterns. As our world 
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continues to change rapidly and become more complex, systems think-
ing will help us manage, adapt, and see the wide range of choices we have 
before us. It is a way of thinking that gives us the freedom to identify root 
causes of problems and see new opportunities.

So, what is a system? A system is a set of things—people, cells, molecules, 
or whatever—interconnected in such a way that they produce their own 
pattern of behavior over time. The system may be buffeted, constricted, 
triggered, or driven by outside forces. But the system’s response to these 
forces is characteristic of itself, and that response is seldom simple in the 
real world.

When it comes to Slinkies, this idea is easy enough to understand. When 
it comes to individuals, companies, cities, or economies, it can be heretical. 
The system, to a large extent, causes its own behavior! An outside event 
may unleash that behavior, but the same outside event applied to a differ-
ent system is likely to produce a different result.

Think for a moment about the implications of that idea:

•  Political leaders don’t cause recessions or economic booms. 

Ups and downs are inherent in the structure of the market 

economy.

•  Competitors rarely cause a company to lose market share. 

They may be there to scoop up the advantage, but the losing 

company creates its losses at least in part through its own 

business policies.

•  The oil-exporting nations are not solely responsible for oil-

price rises. Their actions alone could not trigger global price 

rises and economic chaos if the oil consumption, pricing, and 

investment policies of the oil-importing nations had not built 

economies that are vulnerable to supply interruptions. 

•  The fl u virus does not attack you; you set up the conditions 

for it to fl ourish within you.

•  Drug addiction is not the failing of an individual and no one 

person, no matter how tough, no matter how loving, can cure 

a drug addict—not even the addict. It is only through under-

standing addiction as part of a larger set of infl uences and 

societal issues that one can begin to address it. 
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Something about statements like these is deeply unsettling. Something 
else is purest common sense. I submit that those two somethings—a resis-
tance to and a recognition of systems principles—come from two kinds of 
human experience, both of which are familiar to everyone.

On the one hand, we have been taught to analyze, to use our rational 
ability, to trace direct paths from cause to effect, to look at things in small 
and understandable pieces, to solve problems by acting on or controlling 
the world around us. That training, the source of much personal and soci-
etal power, leads us to see presidents and competitors, OPEC and the fl u 
and drugs as the causes of our problems. 

On the other hand, long before we were educated in rational analysis, we 
all dealt with complex systems. We are complex systems—our own bodies 
are magnifi cent examples of integrated, interconnected, self-maintaining 
complexity. Every person we encounter, every organization, every animal, 
garden, tree, and forest is a complex system. We have built up intuitively, 
without analysis, often without words, a practical understanding of how 
these systems work, and how to work with them.

Modern systems theory, bound up with computers and equations, hides 
the fact that it traffi cs in truths known at some level by everyone. It is often 
possible, therefore, to make a direct translation from systems jargon to 
traditional wisdom.

Because of feedback delays within complex systems, by the time 
a problem becomes apparent it may be unnecessarily diffi cult 
to solve.
— A stitch in time saves nine.

According to the competitive exclusion principle, if a reinforc-
ing feedback loop rewards the winner of a competition with 
the means to win further competitions, the result will be the 
elimination of all but a few competitors.
—  For he that hath, to him shall be given; and he that hath not, 

from him shall be taken even that which he hath (Mark 4:25) 
or 

—The rich get richer and the poor get poorer. 

A diverse system with multiple pathways and redundancies is 
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more stable and less vulnerable to external shock than a uniform 
system with little diversity.
— Don’t put all your eggs in one basket.

Ever since the Industrial Revolution, Western society has benefi ted from 
science, logic, and reductionism over intuition and holism. Psychologically 
and politically we would much rather assume that the cause of a problem 
is “out there,” rather than “in here.” It’s almost irresistible to blame some-
thing or someone else, to shift responsibility away from ourselves, and to 
look for the control knob, the product, the pill, the technical fi x that will 
make a problem go away.

Serious problems have been solved by focusing on external agents—
preventing smallpox, increasing food production, moving large weights 
and many people rapidly over long distances. Because they are embedded 
in larger systems, however, some of our “solutions” have created further 
problems. And some problems, those most rooted in the internal structure 
of complex systems, the real messes, have refused to go away.

Hunger, poverty, environmental degradation, economic instability, unem-
ployment, chronic disease, drug addiction, and war, for example, persist in 
spite of the analytical ability and technical brilliance that have been directed 
toward eradicating them. No one deliberately creates those problems, no one 
wants them to persist, but they persist nonetheless. That is because they are 
intrinsically systems problems—undesirable behaviors characteristic of the 
system structures that produce them. They will yield only as we reclaim our 
intuition, stop casting blame, see the system as the source of its own problems, 
and fi nd the courage and wisdom to restructure it. 

Obvious. Yet subversive. An old way of seeing. Yet somehow new. 
Comforting, in that the solutions are in our hands. Disturbing, because we 
must do things, or at least see things and think about things, in a different 
way.

This book is about that different way of seeing and thinking. It is intended 
for people who may be wary of the word “systems” and the fi eld of systems 
analysis, even though they may have been doing systems thinking all their 
lives. I have kept the discussion nontechnical because I want to show what 
a long way you can go toward understanding systems without turning to 
mathematics or computers. 

I have made liberal use of diagrams and time graphs in this book 
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because there is a problem in discussing systems only with words. Words 
and sentences must, by necessity, come only one at a time in linear, logi-
cal order. Systems happen all at once. They are connected not just in one 
direction, but in many directions simultaneously. To discuss them prop-
erly, it is necessary somehow to use a language that shares some of the same 
properties as the phenomena under discussion.

Pictures work for this language better than words, because you can see 
all the parts of a picture at once. I will build up systems pictures gradually, 
starting with very simple ones. I think you’ll fi nd that you can understand 
this graphical language easily.

I start with the basics: the defi nition of a system and a dissection of its 
parts (in a reductionist, unholistic way). Then I put the parts back together 
to show how they interconnect to make the basic operating unit of a system: 
the feedback loop.

Next I will introduce you to a systems zoo—a collection of some 
common and interesting types of systems. You’ll see how a few of these 
creatures behave and why and where they can be found. You’ll recognize 
them; they’re all around you and even within you.

With a few of the zoo “animals”—a set of specifi c examples—as a foun-
dation, I’ll step back and talk about how and why systems work so beau-
tifully and the reasons why they so often surprise and confound us. I’ll 
talk about why everyone or everything in a system can act dutifully and 
rationally, yet all these well-meaning actions too often add up to a perfectly 
terrible result. And why things so often happen much faster or slower than 
everyone thinks they will. And why you can be doing something that has 
always worked and suddenly discover, to your great disappointment, that 
your action no longer works. And why a system might suddenly, and with-
out warning, jump into a kind of behavior you’ve never seen before.

That discussion will lead to us to look at the common problems that the 
systems-thinking community has stumbled upon over and over again through 
working in corporations and governments, economies and ecosystems, physi-
ology and psychology. “There’s another case of the tragedy of the commons,” 
we fi nd ourselves saying as we look at an allocation system for sharing water 
resource among communities or fi nancial resources among schools. Or we 
identify “eroding goals” as we study the business rules and incentives that help 
or hinder the development of new technologies. Or we see “policy resistance” 
as we examine decision-making power and the nature of relationships in a 
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family, a community, or a nation. Or we witness “addiction”—which can be 
caused by many more agents than caffeine, alcohol, nicotine, and narcotics. 

Systems thinkers call these common structures that produce character-
istic behaviors “archetypes.” When I fi rst planned this book, I called them 
“system traps.” Then I added the words “and opportunities,” because these 
archetypes, which are responsible for some of the most intransigent and 
potentially dangerous problems, also can be transformed, with a little 
systems understanding, to produce much more desirable behaviors.

From this understanding I move into what you and I can do about 
restructuring the systems we live within. We can learn how to look for 
leverage points for change.

I conclude with the largest lessons of all, the ones derived from the 
wisdom shared by most systems thinkers I know.  For those who want 
to explore systems thinking further, the Appendix provides ways to dig 
deeper into the subject with a glossary, a bibliography of systems think-
ing resources, a summary list of systems principles, and equations for the 
models described in Part One. 

When our small research group moved from MIT to Dartmouth College 
years ago, one of the Dartmouth engineering professors watched us in semi-
nars for a while, and then dropped by our offi ces. “You people are differ-
ent,” he said. “You ask different kinds of questions. You see things I don’t 
see. Somehow you come at the world in a different way. How? Why?”

That’s what I hope to get across throughout this book, but especially 
in its conclusion. I don’t think the systems way of seeing is better than 
the reductionist way of thinking. I think it’s complementary, and there-
fore revealing. You can see some things through the lens of the human eye, 
other things through the lens of a microscope, others through the lens of 
a telescope, and still others through the lens of systems theory. Everything 
seen through each kind of lens is actually there. Each way of seeing allows 
our knowledge of the wondrous world in which we live to become a little 
more complete.

At a time when the world is more messy, more crowded, more intercon-
nected, more interdependent, and more rapidly changing than ever before, 
the more ways of seeing, the better. The systems-thinking lens allows us to 
reclaim our intuition about whole systems and

• hone our abilities to understand parts, 
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• see interconnections, 

• ask “what-if” questions about possible future behaviors, and 

• be creative and courageous about system redesign.

Then we can use our insights to make a difference in ourselves and our 
world.

INTERLUDE • The Blind Men and the Matter of the Elephant

Beyond Ghor, there was a city. All its inhabitants were blind. A king with his 
entourage arrived nearby; he brought his army and camped in the desert. 
He had a mighty elephant, which he used to increase the people’s awe.

The populace became anxious to see the elephant, and some sightless 
from among this blind community ran like fools to fi nd it. 

As they did not even know the form or shape of the elephant, they groped 
sightlessly, gathering information by touching some part of it.

Each thought that he knew something, because he could feel a part. . . .
The man whose hand had reached an ear . . . said: “It is a large, rough 

thing, wide and broad, like a rug.”
And the one who had felt the trunk said: “I have the real facts about it. It 

is like a straight and hollow pipe, awful and destructive.”
The one who had felt its feet and legs said: “It is mighty and fi rm, like a 

pillar.”
Each had felt one part out of many. Each had perceived it wrongly. . . .2

This ancient Sufi  story was told to teach a simple lesson but one that we 
often ignore: The behavior of a system cannot be known just by knowing 
the elements of which the system is made.
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Books

Farming While Black: Soul Fire Farm’s Practical Guide to Liberation on the Land - Leah Pen-
niman
Freedom Farmers: Agricultural Resistance and the Black Freedom Movement - Dr. Monica M. 
White
The Value of Nothing: How to Reshape Market Society and Redefine Democracy - Raj Patel
Stuffed and Starved: The Hidden Battle for the World Food System - Raj Patel
Systematic Land Theft - Jillian Hishaw
All We Can Save: Truth, Courage, and Solutions for the Climate Crisis - Edited by Ayana 
Elizabeth Johnson, Katharine Wilkinson

Essays & Articles

Perils of Pesticides Address to Lutheran University, 1989 - Cesar Chavez
Plant-Based Diets Won’t Stop American Imperialism - Chris Newman

Poetry & Novels

Being Human - Naima Penniman

Food Justice
Race & Food are inextricable. 
Equity in food access, land access 
and differing foodways matters.

https://www.soulfirefarm.org/media/farming-while-black/
https://uncpress.org/book/9781469643694/freedom-farmers/
https://www.amazon.com/Value-Nothing-Reshape-Redefine-Democracy/dp/031242924X
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/127985/stuffed-and-starved-by-raj-patel/
https://www.jillianhishaw.com/book-purchase/landtheft
https://www.allwecansave.earth/
http:// - Ayana Elizabeth Johnson, Katharine Wilkinson 
http:// - Ayana Elizabeth Johnson, Katharine Wilkinson 
https://chavezfoundation.org/speeches-writings/#1549063588679-ed96425e-7969
https://heated.medium.com/food-and-empire-844506392422
http://northchapelvt.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/poem-Being-Human.pdf
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Food Justice

Being Human 
 
I wonder if the sun debates dawn 
some mornings 
not wanting to rise 
out of bed 
from under the down-feather horizon 
if the sky grows tired 
of being everywhere at once 
adapting to the mood 
swings of the weather 
if clouds drift off 
trying to hold themselves together 
make deals with gravity 
to loiter a little longer 
 
I wonder if rain is scared 
of falling 
if it has trouble 
letting go 
if snow flakes get sick 
of being perfect all the time 
each one 
trying to be one-of-a-kind 
I wonder if stars wish 
upon themselves before they die 
if they need to teach their young 
how to shine 
I wonder if shadows long 
to just-for-once feel the sun 
if they get lost in the shuffle 
not knowing where they’re from 
I wonder if sunrise 
and sunset 
respect each other 
even 
though they’ve never met 
if volcanoes get stressed 
if storms have regrets 
if compost believes in life 
after death 
I wonder if breath ever thinks of suicide 
if the wind just wants to sit 
still sometimes 
and watch the world pass by 
if smoke was born 
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knowing how to rise 
if rainbows get shy back stage 
not sure if their colors match right 
I wonder if lightning sets an alarm clock 
to know when to crack 
if rivers ever stop 
and think of turning back 
 
if streams meet the wrong sea 
and their whole lives run off-track 
I wonder if the snow 
wants to be black 
if the soil thinks she’s too dark 
if butterflies want to cover up their marks 
if rocks are self-conscious of their weight 
if mountains are insecure of their strength 
I wonder if waves get discouraged 
crawling up the sand 
only to be pulled back again 
to where they began 
if land feels stepped upon 
if sand feels insignificant 
if trees need to question their lovers 
to know where they stand 
if branches waver at the crossroads 
unsure of which way to grow 
if the leaves understand they’re replaceable 
and still dance when the wind blows 
I wonder 
where the moon goes 
when she is in hiding 
I want to find her there 
and watch the ocean 
spin from a distance 
listen to her 
stir in her sleep 
effort give way to existence 
 
    By Naima Penniman, Climbing Poetree   
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